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PREFACE

The elementary school is today the center of searching inquiry

concerning its purposes, its organization, and its methods. Causes

are rooted in a number of sources. Change, at a pace =pp .r011 Al ari

in the history of society, has spawned a host of problems--urban,

national, and international--and claimed the interests and exper-

tise of specialists representing a range of disciplines. Major

advtnces in the disciplinary sources of the curriculimm-e=both in

their research methodologies and in their development into new

and challenging fields of inquiry-42ave together created a genuine

hiatus between these advancing fields of kmowledge and their rep-

resentation in the schools.

The "new" mathematics, the "new" science, the "new" language

are eadh efforts toward redress of this iMbalance. Last to enter

the field, the social studies are presently under thorough-going

reexamination. Not since 1916, have we witnessed comprehensive

revision in social studies comparable to the efforts now underway.

Engaged in this endeavor are (1) Social Studies Curriculum Centers

and research projects, established at a nunber of universities

throughout the United States, with supporting funds from the U.S.

Office of Education Cooperative Research Program; (2) state de-

partments of education, engaged in curriculum development pro-

jects, supported in part with NDEA funds available for materials

and consultants; and, (3) various curriculum projects supported

by associations of scholars, concerned with the introduction or

improvement of courses of study in their disciplines at the ele-

mentary and secondary levels. Ptograms include both single and

multi-disciplinary efforts; both developmental and research-

oriented projects; both single-grade and long-range programs, en-

compassing in some few cases the whole of the elementary and

secondary years, kindergarten through grade twelve.

Mbst efforts share in the now widespread recognition that con-

tent in social studies is largely out of step with recent advances

in scholarship; and that programs, by and large, suffer a general

and sometimes seriousdisregard for scientific methodology of the

disciplines. Meeting these problems, it is generally agreed, will

require the coordinated efforts of teams of specialists--of

scholars representing the d/sciplines, of researdhers of curric-

ulum and childhood learning, and of experienced classroom teachers

and supervisors. Less widely recognized, perhaps, but not less

inportant to effecting long-term change in the schools, is the

need for rigorous, systematic testing of proposed methods for
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introducing, sequencing, and extending newly proposed learnings

over the elementary and secondary school years. Projects are,

presently, ta the early stages of these efforts. Change, it is

recognized, will be a more difficult: more comprehensive under-

taking than was true in science and mathematics. To the degree

current efforts meet the full challenges of this renaissance of

interest in curriculum development, this period of reconstruction

holds promise for genuine advance in the theory and methods of

vocial studies curriculum practice in the schools.

The project reported in this volume vas designed as an ex-
perimental research, concerned with studying chldren's learning

of a central concept gystem in geography, under two different,

but widely recommended, approaches to "structure" in the "new

social studies." The project required, in Phase I, the develop-

ment of two new experimental curricula in geographic education

in grades one, two, and three. In experimental Phase II, this

project submitted these curricula to controlledlclassroom ex-
perimentation, in order to obtain evidence whether young chil-

dren could learn the thinking operations and the central concept

system of geographic inquiry; and whether either of tbe two ex-

perimental approaches held statistically significant advantages

in the learnings acquired.

The project was initiated in Feburary 1964, under support

from the Cooperative Research Program of the United States Office

of Education, through funds available under Pdblic Law 531.

Staff, engaged for the development of this curriculum, in-
cluded a professional geographer, and a team of cartographers,
curriculum specialists, and experienced classroom administrators,
supervisors, and teachers.

A great measure of appreciation is due to these members of
the project-staff, who participated throughout the long-term and
exceptionally demanding requirements of a project of this acope

and intensity. Professor Richard Logan of the Department of
Geography, UCLk met consistently with the project staff through-
out its developmental and t.Aperimental phases, prepared badk-
ground papers, suggested and designed appropriate geographic
tools and methods for the instructional program, reviewed the
validity of all instructional materials, assisted in analyzing
our testing programs, conducted a course for the education of

teaehers in geographic methods and knowledge required for tills
study, and--in sum--provided an invaluable contribution to the
project. Miss Carolyn Crawford, an experienced cartographer
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-1 graduate student in the Department of Geography, UCLA, brought
her competence in cartographic methods together with her consid-
erable artistic talents and gifted imagination to the development
of the instructional resources of this project. Her high standaxds
of cartographic excellence combined with imaginative insight into
the instructional requirements of young children were a major
contribution to the development of these curricula.

Miss Margot Coons, graduate research assistant in the De-
partment of Education, contributed extensively to the field re-
search and data-gathering operations out of which specific learn-
ing experiences were designed, and facilitated the in-classroom
tryouts of materials through close cooperative work with the
teadhers. Sheila Ralsky, Charles Quigley, Lennon Paige, and
Howard Stitt eadh contributed significantly in the development
of the badkground materials and instructional resources, and in
the testing of children. Contributions to the research design
and statistical analyses mere made by Damid Miley, University of
Chicago.

Particular gratitude is due the administrative, research,
supervising, and teaching staff of the Santa Monica Unified
School rdstrict of Los Angeles County, where the project was under
continuing field test and experimentation. Their exceptional
cooperation and enthusiastic participation in this project es-
tablished an optimum climate for cooperative currialum develop-
ment and experimentation. Particularly are me indebted to Dr.
Fred 2annon, Associate Superintendent during the time this pro-
ject mas under development, Miss Lois Braun, Curriculum Super-
visor who facilitated all arrangements throughout the researdh
period, Er. Julius Stier, Director of Research Services, and the
school principals Who facilitated our meetings mith teachers and
our continuing work mithin their schools, and who even mardhalled
in parent aid to assist in mass-production of some instructional
resources. To the cooperating teachers mho worked closely mith
us over the two and a half year period of this research, our most
sincere appreciations are due. It was they, and the children of
their classrooms, mho in the end, 'provided tbe data for the sUb-
stance of this report.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

I. Statement of the Ftdblem

A central issue in current reappraisals of the elementary school

social studies curriculum is the question of how the substantive

content of the social sciences is best introduced to children.

Currently, rather widespread support has been given to the proposal

thst key concepts defining the structure of the disciplines are

best introduced early in children's learning experiences. These

ccmcepts, established in the early grades, are assumed to facili-

tate continuous learning within the disciplines over the elemen.

tary school. years.

Proposals fOr organizing social studies curricula around the

primary structural elements of the social sciencesvariously de-

fined as orgamizing concepts, generalizations, key ideas, or modes

of inquiry--are however, severly handicapped by the present dearth

of knowledge concerning children's ability to learn, the knowledge

systems and intellectual workways being proposed. Proponents of

curriculum change appeal not to empirical data but to values as-

sumed to accrue from the curricula they propose.

Learning the central organizing concepts of a discipline, it

is claimed, establishes a foundation for economical and continuous

learning within the disciplines thoughout the elementary school

years. Understanding the organizing elements of a field--as op-

posed to possessing the factssupports the student in grasping,

intuitively, critical relationships in a field of knowledge, and

supports him in productive new encounters with unfamiliar data.

Selecting the major idea-systems of a discipline reduces the learn-

ing load to manageable scope. Knowledge is expanding so rapidly,

instructional time must be focused on what is of greatest worth.

By implication, and by claim the central concept-systems and in

quiry methods of the disciplines are widely held to meet this cri-

terion. They estdblish the nature of the field--its claim to

knowledgetoday; they direct the inquiries which reshape the dis-

cipline tomorrow.

Whether or not these claims will be substantiated in fact;

deed, to what degree young children can develop stdble conceptual

systems approximating the explanatory principles of the social sci-

entist, are questions urgently in need of research. Fraser (6),

for example, has recently cautioned that concepts, heuristically
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important to the scholar, will be several hierarchies removed from

those levels of concept attainment children will find understand.

able. Structure too abstractly ordered or obtuse in its referents

may serve to inhibit and not to facilitate young children's desired

learning achievement. Some lesser, but validl systems of structure,

she suggests, will prove necessary in these initial stages of the

instructional process.

Unfortunately, the idea of "structure" is itself a concept

without clear definitional referents. As a consequence, newer

discipline-centered
curricula in social studies have taken a vari-

ety of approaches to the question or what constitutes "structure" in

in a field. These differences seem less the result of individual

efforts to tailor the complexity of a field to the learner's capac-

ity for confrontation with it than they do the result of genuine

disagreement on, matters of definition. Projects, variously, have

formulated the definition of structure to mean any one or a coMbii

nation of the following elements of a, field: its central organiz.

ing concepts; its "big ideas," the generalizations denoting its

fund of tested knowledge; its "modes of inquiry" "analytic tools,"

or the "workways" of the discipline. These elements are, in some

projects, treated singay, as in the case of those projects present-

ing a selected list of concepts or of generalizations to be learned.

In other projects, these elements are coMbined into a system of re-

lated ideas. In one approach to at "organic curriculum," for exam .

ple, the curriculum at each grade level incorporates an interwork.

ing set of economic concepts explaining the "market system." In

some instances, these elements are coMbined in a, related system of

concepts directing disciplined inquiry within a field, together

with the analytic tools or workways of the discipline permitting

suCh inquiries to develop. This last approach is the least fre-

quently employed. It probably comes the closest to Bruner's in .

tended meaning of "structure," in the sense it gtves practice to

the analytic skills required if the leanaer is, on a small scale,

to "think like" physicists, geographers, or mathematicians (3).

Interestingly, this last approadb is not the one Bruner illustrates,

since the examples of structure be presents are largely "generali-

zations" from the several disciplines.

Presently, a serious need exists for intensive study of the

effects of curricula designed to instruct children in the organiz-

ing structure of a discipline. Such research efforts, to be use-

ful, will necessarily require careful definition of what is meant by

structure and. of the level of complexity of the cognitive opera-

tions involved in the criterion behaviors tested. This present re-

search was designed with these purposes in view.
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NEEse. The central purpose of this research was to deter-

mine whether young children, under appropriate instructional pro-

grams, could learn the central, organizing concepts of geographic

theorY; and whether, having learned those concepts, they wuld ap-

propriately apply them in the anaysis of unfamiliar geographic

regions.

For this research one discipline only, geography, sits selected.

Its choice rested in, part on the central importance of geographic

education in elementary school social studies, and the fact a con-

siderable hiatus exists between What paases for geographic bum-

ledge in elementary school curricula and the nature of the discip-

line itself. To say most pre-collegiate instruction in geography

is predominantly descriptive in character is probably as fair and

favorable an estimate as can be made of the matter. Geography, it

is true, was in earlier centuries largely a descriptive study.

Geographers, however, have meanWhile strongly advanced the scienp

title nature of their field. Such change has been particularly

rapid over the past 15 years. Theory construction and the devel-

opment of new tools for analysis and explanation have, as a conse-

quence, far outdistanced the average teacher's understanding of the

field. Children, as a result, continue to be asked to think largely

in descriptive categories, to enumerate or describe features of a

community, a continent, a, political state. Where causal analyses

are attempted, often in the man-land tradition of geographic theory,

one finds long disbarred premises of "environmentalism," a special

bias of the early century, still operative in clasaroom teachings.

In these ventures children are not engaged in geographic anp

alyais. Nbre serious, they are engagedo sometimes in the first

instance, and certainly in the secondo in genuine miseducation conp

cerning geographic knowledge as it is developing today. In select*

ing geography as the data source for the Objectives of our experi.

mental curricula, this research proposel to study the effects of

some new instructional objectives and methods in geographic educap

tion, validated as sound geographic experiences 'by geographers from

the perspective of their discipline.

A secom46 and more important, reason for the focus on geo

graphic learnings in this research lay in the unique opportunities

this discipline offers for supporting young children's concept

learnings through avariety of instructional materials ranging from

highly concrete to highly symbolic representations of the concept-

ual systems under study. Cte of the most critical issues in the

controversy over introducing higher conceptual systems to young

children is the question whether they WM engage in the cognitive

operations these systems require.

3
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Conceptual systems, Goss has noted (8), may be viewed as rep-

resenting a range in complexity from simple classificatory schemes

to complex.covariant or causal relationships. The central, organ-

izing concept-syytems of the disciplines generally incorporate the

latter. These higher-order conceptual systems are represented, in

geography, by concepts of covariance and causality. Both are inm

corporated in the geographer's explanations of patterns of areal

association and spatial interaction within and, between regions,

viewed both in the present and over periods of sequent occupance.

These relational and causal concepts are at the heart of geo-

graphic theory. As data sources for instructional objectives, they

present a saber challenge to instructional planning at the primary

school level, To clalm that young children can think in the rela-

tional terms required by the central concepts of the discipline is

to claim young children can comprehend causal and covariant relam

tionships between data. Whether or not this level of relational

thinking can be engAged in by children in grades one, two, and three

is the central psychological issue underlying contentioas regard-

ing nem, discipline-centered curricula. This research was de-

signed specifically to investigate this issue, under instructional

programs designed to give maximum support to young children's relam

tional thinking.

Related Researdh

There is, within the research literature, no evidence to be

offered in support or reproof of the claim young children can learn

the central concepts constituting the "structure" of a discipline.

There is, however, no little evidence concerning the nature of con-

cept-learning in the early childhood years.

Bruner (3), in recommending the early introduction of concepts

central to the disciplines, has recognized certain imperatives

placed on the instructional program by the nature of the young

child's ways of viewing his world. These early school years, he

notes, roughly parallel the stage of "concrete operations," a con.

ceptualization derived from the researches of Flaget and associates.

In these years the child internalizes syMbolic systems representa-

tive of those operations accessible to him in immediately present

reality. Ris grasp of certain, basic ideas--in social science or

mathematics, for example--is achieved not thraugh the forma/ operam

tions of logical thought, but in terms of conarete operations. The

instructional problem, Bruner contends, is one of helping children

pass progressively "from concrete thinking to the utilization of

more conceptually adequate modes of thought." The process, he sug-

gests, can te hastened, but not by instituting an instructional

mode alien to the child's thinking.
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A number of basic researches, extending Piaget's earlier stud-

ies, have affirmed a developmental order in children' s acquisition

of abstract, symbolically mediated concepts. Concept formation has

been observed to proceed from children's early perceptually bound,

pre-categorial responses through later stages of reduced percerptual

support and increased symbolic mediation (27).

Applying techniques of scalogram analysis to children's devel.

opment of the mmiber concept, Wawill obtained evidence for three

successive stages in children's development of conceptual thinking.

Noting this sequence to proceed, by degrees of symbolic mediation,

from children's eatly dependence on perceptual support to their

later elaboration of superordinate conceptual structures, Nrohlwill

confirmed, in behavioristic terms, Piaget's earlier theoretical

position. In their acquisition of social concepts, children have

been observed to respond in pre-categorial and categorial terms be-

fore recognizing, at later age levels, relationships between cate-

goriei.

tnziger's (5) study of children's social concepts gives evi-

dence young children, ages 5-8, respond verbally to questions of eco-

momic and kinship relations in pre-categorial and categorial terms

and only at later age levels develop systems of reciprocal inter-

action between agents or variables in the concepts tested. Varier.

bility was noted, however, in age when these levels were reached,

and was attributed to cultural differences, an Oblique reference

to the educative effects the particular society bad informally ef-

fected. Such factors as individual variability in verbal fluency

and IQ, or the schooling undergone were not examined, and, since

instructional variables were entirely beyond the scope ce the Dan.

ziger study, the pertinent questions school people must raise re-

main unexplored. Unfortunately, few studies have raised the ques-

tion whether classroom instructional programs may effect the ear-

lier emergence of those same concepts, nor have they studied in a

definitive way the influences of specific curricular experiences

on children's higher-order concept learning.

That elementary school children can understand relational

concepts to supported by those researches of Piaget which have

found the logic of classes and of relations
developed in the con-

crete operations of the childhood years. The Age citations given

for the onset of these operations have been subject, however, to

frequent dispute, as Piaget himself early anticipated (23). Inter.

indtvidual variability, or factors in the experimental task hwve

variously been accorded a contributing role in the earlier inci-

dence of these operations (2; 21).
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The hypothesis that children's acquisition of higher order con..

ceptual systems may be earlier induced under instructional programs

appropriately designed to facilitate these learnings is importantly

supported by a research of Keislar and McNeil (15). In a three-

week experimental program designed to teach first grade children a

theoretical language for explaining physical phenomena, they ob.

tained evidence that young children can learn to give scientific

explanations rather than the animistic, pre-causal accounts com-

monly expressed in these early childhood years. Similar evidence

is laaking for children's ability to learn causal explanations for

events in the social world.

Heidbrederls (10, 11) sequence of studies in the attainment of

concepts provides, with marked consistency, evidence for the facili-

tating effects of perceptual support in concept formation. When

sudh situational support was maximal, and critical features percept-

ually accessible, conceptual tasks were found to be performed more

promptly, and presumably, with less effort. Especially important

to this proposed research are Heidbreder's observations concerning

the role perceptual support was observed to play when the concept,

by nature of its abstractness, could not be made perceptually ac-

cessible. Then, the effects of appropriate situational support

were those of facilitating the reactions by which the subject ap-

proached the point at which the necessary
abstraction could be

drawn.

Objectives

The major objective of this research was to submit to experi-

mentation the question whether young children, in grades one, two,

and three, can, under certain defined learning conditions ac-

quire (1) understanding of the central concept-system of geography

and (2) ability in applying that concept-system appropriately in

analysing unfamiliar geographic regions.

It was the central thesis of this researdh that young children--

ages 6 to 8--could, under appropriate instructional programs, learn

concepts of covariance and causality in the social sciences, and

could apply these concepts appropriately in criterion tasks re-

quiring the interpretation of unfamiliar events. Because these are

the years earlier described as the "stage of concrete operations,"

it was hypothesized, further, that such learnings would be signifi-

cantly advantaged under an instructional program which: (1) struc-

tured for children perceptually available referents for the critical

variables involved; and (2) established, in these early learning ex.

periences, a, mediating language to explain the events Observed.
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To test these assumptions, this study VAS designed to develop

and evaluate two experimental programs in the social studies, plan..

ned for the primary grades of the elementary school.

In acknowledgement of the controversy concerning what consti-

tutes the "structure" of the social sciences, two approaches to a

definition of "structure" were incorporated in the experimental

curricula of this researdh.

In Program A structure was defined as the core of organizing

concepts which direct geographic inquiry, together with the anamm

lytic tools of the discipline.

In Program B structure VAS defined as a core of geographic

generalizations, widely accepted by scholars in the field as rep-

resentative of the body of tested knoTaadge produced by geographic

research.

Methodologically, Program A incorporated research tools and

inquiry methods of the discipline. Program B used an inductive ap-

proach, engaging children in formulating, under teacher guidance,

geographic generalizations from the data presented to thew.

While both programs, together with their instructional materi-

als, are described again later in this report, the major features

differentiating then are discussed below.

Program A the Conce t-Centered Curriculum

(1) This instructional program, experimental in content and design,

was formulated to focus specifically on the objective of teach-

ing young children the core concept of geographic theory.

(2)

(3)

The concept was drawn from the discipline of geography, and

represented one significant area of inquiry within that dis-

cipline: the regional approach to the study of the ueban

complex. Because this study was developed with children of

Los Angeles County, it was the urban complex of greater Los

Angeles, in relation to the region of Southern California,

which was under study. The receLt Symposium of the Associa-

tion of American Geographers, concerned with a regional ap-

proadh to the theme of man's impact on the land in Southern

California, made authoritative resources immediately avail-

able to this project (25).

The concept of areal association, identified by James (13) as

the core around Which geographic theory is built, was selected

as the major orienting concept under study. It was developed



through children's analysis of a nuMber of examples of causal
or covariant interaction between features accounting for the
character of the region. These examples included: (a) ele-

menI:2299.22122, composed., at lesser or higher levels of inte-
gration, of elements closely related or dependent one on the
other; and (b) process-relationships, representing functional
spatial interactions between phenomena within the region as a
whole.

With respect to Southern California and the Los Angeles urban-
industrial complex dominating the regico4 the following sys-
tems of interaction were available as exemplars of the con-
cept under study:

- -Phenomena interrelated in place: The Los Angeles
fturban-industrial complex," explained in terms of
systems of interaction between such elements as
available markets, resources, power sources, and

population.

- -Phenomena functionally interrelated between places,

including: effects of urbanization on the agricul-
tural landscape; and effects of transportation arter-

ies on urban-industrial spread.

- -Phenomena operative over successive periods of human

occupancy: Comparative effects of human occupance--
Indian, Spanish, and Anglo-American--on the natural
landscape; processes and forces accounting for change;
cumulative effects of modification; and resultant

space relations.

(4) Curriculum A was designed to teach children the geographic con-
cept of areal association by engaging children in geographic
tasks of examining areal associations of features in selected
geographic regions, and in analysing how those features "dis-

tributed" in the landscape. Patterns of areal association

analysed were of three kinds: (a) patterns of correspondence
in the distributions of two or more features within a region;

(b) patterns of functional interrelationship between features
within and between regions; and, (c) evidences of causal relao.
ships, in the changing distrfbutions of features, aver time.

(5) These analyses were introduced in the three experimental Cur-
ricula A as follows:



Grade 1: Functional studies of the neighborhood and

its relationships with the larger urban-

industrial complex. Emphasis on patterns

of association between geographic phenomena

interrelated in space.

Grade 2: Comparative studies of the extended urban..

industrial complex, with emphasis on pat-

terns of association between geographic
phenomena functiona14 interrelated between

places.

Grade 3: Historical studies of sequent occupance in

the regionl with emphasis on factors account.

ing for change in distributions of geographic

features, over time.

(6) The instructional program at all grades made use of nelay de-

veloped materials, designed to clarify systems of relationship

between geographic features in the regions studied. Because

these are the years (grades one through three) frequent37

characterized as the "stage of concrete operations" (22, 3),

instructional materials were designed to give children oppor-

tunity to examine geographic features and their interrelation-

ships at levels of high perceptual support before their sym-

bolic representations were presented. Materials included pho-

tographs, large, moveable three-dimensional models of the fea-

tures and topography of each region studiedl raised magnetic-

besed instructional models, large air photos, terrair models,

and acetate-overlay map systems designed to demonstrate pat-

terns of correspondence in distributions of geographic fea-

tures.

(7)

Systematic practice was given in these programs to certain pre-

requisite skills found, in the developmental phase of this re-

search, to be critical in achieving criterion performance on

these analytic tasks. These skills included: (a) reading map

symbols at levels of increasing abstraction, on maps produced

at different scales; (b) reading the map grid, and locating

places with reference to coordinates; andl (c) grouping "like"

geographic features into a single set, a skill prerequisite to

determining patterns of correspondence in distributions of two

or more such sets within a region.

This experimental teaching program was of sixteen weeks' dura-

tion and was offered in lieu of children's -7egularly scheduled

social studies program.
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Program B the Gen-:alizations-Centered Curriculum

Curriculum B was premised upon a different, but widely recom-

mended approach to structure, and incorporated in its teachirso ob-

jectives a core of geographic generalizations accepted by geogra-

phers as a statement of the tested knowledge of their field. These

generalizations were presented to teachers as the "end-products" to

be learned, under conditions of an inductive approach to classroom

instruction.

This curriculum might be considered an experimental revision

of the California Social Studies program, pa'alleling in certain

important respects the 1962-adopted State Framework for the Social

Studies (4).

With the adoption of the California Social Studies Framework

in 1962, curriculum committees in the state culminated a seven-

year long enferprise in curriculum revision. A unique contribu-

tion of ,he-e committees was their invitation to scholars within

the socia. _y:ences to define major generalizations within their

disciplines. These generalizations, subsequently edited and re-

vised, are listed within the framework as a, recommended resource

to local school districts in planning the content of social stud.

ies instruction.

Twenty-seven such generalizations compTise the list for geog-

raphy. While they are separated under the tiem rubrics, physical

and cultural geography, no indication is made of priority among

them. Teachers are cautioned to look upon these generalizations

as end-products, "appropriate for application to adults rather than

to a particular grade," and are advised to use them chiefly as a

resource in selecting content appropriate for children. Guide-

lines to sudh selection are not offered, however, and. the task is

recommended to the local school. It was this task that provided

the special emphasis in Program Ell and assured that teadhers,

randomly assigned to this program, would perceivy their assignment

an important and special one.

Experimental Curriculum B of this research instructed teachers

to work within their state and district-approved framework) but to

give important emphasis in their planning to a selected nutber of

geographic generalizations, f( uulated within the recently-adopted

state framework, and intended as a resource for geographic instruc-

tion within the fused social-studies core.
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For each grade three generalizations were selected. Each gen-

eralization incorporated the concept of areal association in the

stated reference each made to relationships of physical and cultural

factors in mants use of the landscare. This curriculum differed

fram Curriculum A. by giving children examples of these generalize,-

tions in the form of a number of simple geographic relationships

from which the more broadly stated generalizations could be infer-

red. Curriculum B did not give practice in the analytic processes

by which geographers study the data of the landscape and determine

relationships between features within it.

Teachers working within Program B were offering instruction in

geography, therefore, but under a different organizing system.

Teachers vere instructed to work within the normal structure of the

social studies, and to introduce into this program geographic

learnings dravn from the newly adopted state framework for the so-

cial studies. Program B derived its special character from the

emphasis it placed upon a new curriculum resource--the geographic

generalizations within the state frameworkand its enjainer to

teachers to seek implementation of those generalizations within

their sc,cial studies core.

Curriculum B, like Curriculum A, centered first grade instruc-

tion in the neighborhood. and its relationships with the wider com-

nullity; second grade instruction in comparative studies of the ex-

tended urban-industrial complex; and, third grade instruction in

historical antecedents of the local community. Curriculum B incor-

porated, at all three grades, the use of new maps, terrain models,

films, self-instructional materials, and extensiveo new field-study

trips.

amExThe critical features differentiating these two pro-

grams were the following:

(1) The Curriculum Variable

Program A was designed as an experimental new

program, organized to give systematic instruction

in the core concept and analytic methods of geograph-

ic theory. The curriculum, grades one through three,

was centered in three different geographic envirom-

ments, each selected as a center for illustrating the

geographic concept of areal association.

Program B was an experimental modification of

the California program. It was organized on the "ex-

panding environment" curriculum model, and was

11



designed to develop children's understanding of se-

lected generalizations from geography. Teaching

the content of the social sciences through the study

of generalizations is one currently advocated method

for improving learning in social studies. Curriculum

B drew upon these premises, and used as its content

source geographic generalizations from the California

State Framework for the Social Studies.(4).

(2) The Instructional Varidble

Program A was predicated on certain assump-

tions derived from research findings of Piaget,

Heidbreder, and Keislar. These findings

suggest the validity of introducing causal systems--

as in this core geographic concept--with strong per-

ceptual support. This program used, therefore, spe-

cially designed instructional materials--models, top-

ographic layauts, and maps, e.g.--to illustrate to

children systems of interaction within the geographic

complex.

Program B introduced supplemantary instructional

materials designed to assist teachers in their regu-

lar classroom programs. The scope of the geographic

generalizations, identified within the state social

studies framework, precluded attention to all. Those

understandings which were deemed most relevant within

the present social studies programs, grades one, two,

and three, were selectedl and materials provided to

assist teachers in implewenting them through an in-

ductive instructional approach.

Both programs were developed over a sixteen-week periodl with

fifty minutes per day devoted to instruction. Each program was de-

veloped within the time of the normally scheduled social studies

lesson.

The Hawthorne effect was controlled by the fact that teachers

in both curricula perceived their programs as new, experimental ones,

designed to improve instruction in geography. All had expressed in-

terest in becoming part of the project. Teachers were randomly as-

signed to either program. Both groups, after assignment, received

special instruction, through 2-week summer workshops, regarding the

nature of their programs. Both received new instructional materi-

als, relevant to their assignments, and both realized the ilontinu-

ing interest of the school district and project personnel in these

programs throughout the experimental period.

12



Rempantalriatle
mhp Apppvient variabie in WA rfosewrch was chiltirpntg achieve-

ment in geography, at each of three levels of cognitive operations
and at each of three levels of symbolic abstraction. Achievement
was differentiatedl after Bloomts Taxonomy of Educational Cbjec-
tives (1), to include the followiAg three levels of cognitive per-
formance: (1) Knowledge of geographic features and functions; (2)
comprehension of the concept of areal associationl the core concept
of geographic theory; and, (3) ability to apply the concept of areal
association in regional analyses of unfamiliar environmental can-
plexes.

Bypotheses

The major bypotheses of this research were the following:
1

(1) No significant difference will be found between groups
enrolled in Curriculums A and B on criterion scales measuring
knowledge of geographic terms, that is, of geographic features and

functions.

(2) Subjects enrolled in Curriculum A will evidence signifi-
cantly higher achievement, at all three grades, on criterion scales
measuring comprehension (understanding) of the core concept of geo-

graphic theory.

(3) No significant difference will be found between groups
enrolled in Curriculums A and B on criterion scales measuring abil-

ity to apply that concept appropriately in interpreting the data
of unfamdliar geographic regions.

The null hypothesis was to be rejected at the .05 level of sig-

nificance.

1Hypotheses were also formulated for the smaller experimental
researches conducted within the context of the larger research pro-

gram. See Chapters IV and V of this report.
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CHAPTER II

METHOD

Three major phases were involved in this research.

Phase I: Development and field-tryouts of the instructional

programs, their teaching resources, and the cri-

terion instrument.

Phase II: Classroom experimentation.

Phase III: Analyzes of data and preparation of the project

reports.

Developmental Phase I

The purposes of Phase I of this project were to develop the

two instructional programs, their teaching resources, and the cri-

terion instrument. This initial phase of the project was planned

for the months February 1, 1964 to April 30, 1965, and involved

the procedures described below.

Development of Program A

In developing the experimental instructional Program A, and

its teaching resources, the following steps were taken:

(1) Identification of the major geographical concept, areal

association, together with the specific geographic under-

standings contributing to its development.

A senior consultant, Frofessor Richard Logan, Geog-

raphy Department, UCIA, provided authoritative assistance

in defining and structuring the major conceptual system

to be developed.

(2) Specification of the learning opportunities, grades one

through three.

Instructional programs at all tbree grade levels

focused on the same mojor geographic concept, areal aso-

sociation. However, at each of these grade levels, some-

what different geographical environments were under study.

Therefore, the specific examples of areal associationl



(3)

introduced to illustrate the major concept, differed from

grade to grade. Determining specifically: (a) what

these examples would be; and (b) how they would be pre-

senterl tel chileiren1 constituted a second major sten in

program planning.

Pre aration of curriculum materials, for trial use in

selected pilot classrooms.

In this phase of operations, instructional guides

together with teaching resources were prepared. Guide-

lines to the development of these materials were avail-

able through the statement of instructional objectives

directing this program, as well as in the principles,

earlier described, concerning the use of Object materi-

als to illustrate, for young children, systems of inter-

action within a geographic complex.

Professional geographers and curriculum specialists

worked jointly in developing these programs. The senior

consultant in geography was involved on a continuing basis,

to assure accuracy of the concepts presented, and of the

instructional resources.

Tbis instructional program las drafted over the pe-

riod February 1964 to August 1964, with first-draft in-

structional guides amd materials ready for field...testing

in the fall semester, 1964.

(4) Field-testing of the proposed curriculum materials.

Tbree cooperating classrooms, grades 1, 2, and 3,

were selected for pilot study. Classrooms were selected

from the school district cooperating in the project.

Tryout classrooms were equipped during this phase of the

study with a range of instructional materials, including:

selected models of community structures and facilities;

topographic layouts representing land-use patterns;

schematized representations of aritical systems of in-

teraction within the urban complex and its outlying en-

virons; and maps, pictorial an/ sytbolic in their repre-

sentation of features of the region.

Ttpe recordings and observations were made at regu-

lar intervals to obtain records of the developing instruc-

tional programs, as well as childrents responses to them.

Conferences were sequenced throughout this period, with

cooperating teachers and project personnel present. From



these varied resources, suggestions for revision or ex-
tension of the programs were obtained, and, where appro-
priate, field tested in anticipation of their use in

Phase II of this project.

Development of Program B

The regularly planned social studies core program pravided the

structure for instructional Program B. However, assistance was

given to acquaint tetohers with the generalizations from geography

listed in the Social Studies Framework for the Public Schools of

California, and with am inductive instructional approach. For

this purpose a teaching manual was prepared, identifying those gen..

eralizations, and suggesting some appropriate instructional materi-

als for children's use. Since this program was not solely a cur-

riculum in geography, and these materials were to be introducei

within the structure of teadherst regularly planned social studies

programs, this task was not the extensive one involved in plannine

for Program A.

One differentiating feature of this generalizations-centered

curriculum B was the "inductive" instructional approach teachers

were asked to use. Generalizations were considered the "end-point"

of instruction, and were to be formulated by the children, under

teacher guidance. The instructional approach and the examples to

be used in facilitating these learnings were planned with the teach-

ers in Program B at each of grades one, two, and three.

DeveloRment of the Criterion Instrument

The lack of an instrument for measuring achievement in geogra-

phy at the primary level made necessary the development of a cri-

terion instrument. The development of the instrument was cotermin.

ous with program development in Phase I of the project.

- The criterion instrument was designed, with three sub-scales,

to test children's achievement in geography. Specifically, the

criterion variables included:

a. Knowledge of geographic features and functions, and their

symbolic representation on maps.

b. Comprehension of the geographic concept of areal associa-

tion, applied to ufban environments and the natural land-

scape.

c. Ability to apply a major geographic concept--areal associ-

ation the core concept of geographic theory--in the
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analysis and explanation of events within unfamiliar en-

vironmental complexes.

Procedures involved in initial test construction, item anal-

ysis, and refinement of the scales were conducted durina Phase I

of this project, with pilot classrooms serving as the principal

try-out graups.

Test reliability was estimated. by computing split-half cor-

relations. Items were randomly assigned to each half-test in a

manner assuring that each would conform to specifications for the

total test. Total test reliability was estimated from the part.

test correlations, through application of the Spearman-Brown form-

ula.

Experimental Phase II

Desigra

The purpose of Phase II of this project was to subject to ex-

perimental test the hypotheses directing this research. For this

purpose, a treatments-by-levels design was employedl in which levels

corresponded to grade categories (grades one, two, and three) and

treatments were defined as Programs A and B.

Twelve intact, self-contained classroom groups served as the

sampling units of this researdh.

Subjects were children regularly enrolled in these intact,

graded classrooms at eadh of three graft levels: first, secondl

and third. Intact classes served as the sampling unit, and were

randomly asstgned, at each grade level, to either of the two in-

structional programs. For this purpose, four classes were selected

at each grade level, and randomly assigned to Programs A and B as

indicated in the table below:

11.11,111111MII

PROGRAM A PROGRAM B

Grwle 1 2 2

Grade 2 2 2

Grade 3 2 2



Enrollments in the twelve classrooms varied from graup to group,

with class averages about thirty pupils, each. Class means were

weighted equally in the treatment of data.

Programs A and B were administered simultaneously, at all fmade

levels, for a period of 16 weeks. Teachers were asked to develop

these programs within their regularly scheduled social studies pe-

riod. Childrea4 therefore, received instruction in the experimen-

tal programs to which they had been assigned for a total of ap-

proximately fifty minutes daily, at all grade levels.

To obtain data for statistical control of certain concomitantly

operating variables, pupils were pretested for IQ and initial a-

chievement on the criterion instrument. Post-test administration

of the criterion instrument to all pupils was conducted approxi-

mately three weeks after conclusion of the experimental programs.

The criterion instrument was administered individually in grades

one and two, and to small groups in grade three, with impartial

test administrators instructed in testing and scoring procedures.

None of the testers was apprised of the instructional program

which their groups had received. Further, every caution was taken

to prevent teachers' involvement with the instrument prior to their

development of the instructional programs.

SUbjects

The population was elementary school children of first, second,

and third grade classes in certain large, public metropolitan ele-

mentary schools of Los Angeles County. Los Angeles County incorpor-

ates ninety-six school districts, eighty of which presently include

elementary school units. Districts within the county range in size

from the three smallest, enrolling less than three hundred students

each, to the Los Angeles City Unified School District, exceeding,

in its total enrollment, 500,000 students. Elementary school en-

rollments in the county, October 31, 1962, totaled 743,244. Of this

total, 330,944 pupils were enrolled in grades one through three.

Solicitation of schools within this area was to be made in

part on criteria of: (1) geographic accessibilityl and (2) interest

on the part of administrative personnel in this project. In addi-

tion, however, we wished to obtain a sample as representative as

possible of certain population and socio-economic dharaateristics

normatively defining the county as a whole. Data were dbtained of

current population characteristics of Los Angeles County, as a

whole, and of its component Study Areas, delineated by the Researdh

Department of the Welfare Planning Council, Los Angeles Region (26).

The Study Areas each compose a, group of Census Tracts, grouped on

criteria of (1) population homogeneity, (2) municipal and physical
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boundaries, and (3) comparability with recognized geographic units

within the County. Homogeneity was each time determined on criteria
of average rent, racial composition, marital status, and age compo-

sition.

The Santa Monica Unified School District within Los Angeles
County incorporates three of these Study Areas: Malibu, North

Santa Monica, and South Santa Monica. Table I summarizes 1964
population and family income data for Los Angeles County and for
the three Study Areas served by the Santa Monica Unified Sdhool

Eistrict. Both median income and distribution of income groups
within Santa Monica and within Los Angeles County as a whole are

correspondent.

Table II presents data concerning distribution of minority
groups in Los Angeles County and in Santa Monica, by Study Areas.

Close corresrondence may again be noted in these distributions be-

tween the South Santa Monica and the Los Angeles County means.
Table III presents data on socio-economic and housing characteris-

tics by race and ethnicity in Los Angeles County as a whole and

for non-white population in South Santa Monica. Reasonably close

correspondence between the County and South Santa Monica means is

again obserred. ,

On the basis of these datal the region served by the Santa

Monica Unified School Elstrict was judged to meet the criterion of

being reasonably representative of mean population characteristics

of Los Angeles County as a whole. The district, in addition, met

admirably well our remaining selection criteria.

Santa Monica is geographically close to the University of Cal-

ifornia, Dos Angeles campus, where the research staff was tu be

housed. Administrative personnel in the Santa Mbnica Unified

School District were highly interested in participating in the

project, and offered complete support for the developmental and ex-

rerimental activities this research would require.

Solicitation of teachers within schools was first made through

building principals and supervisors. To control for systematic

differences between groups due to teaching variables other than the

critical treatment factor, teachers were first selected on the fol-

lowing eriterial and then randomly assigned to either instructional

program.

(1) Teacher Effectiveness. Teachers were selected from among
those rated as effective by their building principal and

district supervisor. These teachers all had at least two
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years of successful professional teaching experience at
the primary level.

(2) Teacher Interest and Willingness to Participate in the
Project. Teachers qualifying under condition l were ap-
proached concerning their interest in participating in
this project. They were informed of the nature of the
project, an experiment in tbe teaching of geography to
young children. They wtre informed that the class of
each teacher participating in the study would randomly be
assigned to either of two instructional wograms. They
were told that teaching manuals, instructional materials,
and equipment needed for the programs would be provided
for them; and that pre- and post-tests would. be both ad-
ministered and scored by research assistants assigned to
the project. Teachers, finally, were informed of the
need for their attendance at a series of planning ses-
sions, where the instructional method and the newly de-
veloped materials would be presented and explained.

On the basis of their interest, teachers were selected, four
at each grade level, and then randomly assigned to either of the
two instructional programs. Because of the pool of teachers avail-
able for this research, it was possible to preselect teachers so as
to include no more than one classroom at any given grade level at
any one school. This precaution was important as a means of pre-
venting contamination between programs, through teacherst inadvert-
ent informal conversations or sharing of materials.

Table IV provides data.on the distribution of participating'
classrooms over the three study areas of the region served. by the
Santa Mbnica Unified School District.

After classrooms were randomly assigned to Experimental Pro-
grams A and. B, classroom groups were distributed by regions as il-
lustrated in Table V.

Table VI presents descriptive data on the pupils in each in..

tact classroom group.

Teadher Competence

As already explained, all teachers participating in this re-
search, undtr both Programs A and E6 were preselected for their
recognized competence and experience, as judged by administrattve
and supervisary personnel within their school district. In addi-
tion, teadhers included in the two experimental groups had expressed
interest in participating in the project, and were favorable to the
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TABLE IV

DISTRIBUTION OF IIPERIMENTAL CLASSROOMS (A AND B),
BY MADE AND SOCIO-ECONOlaCALLY DEFINED REGIONS

Grades

1 2 3

Malibu region
(Median Income $8,745)

North Santa Monica
(Median Income $7,816)

South Santa Mbnica
(Median Income $6,309)

Totals

1 . .

1 1 1

2 3 3

4 4 4

TABLE V

DISTRIBUTION OF Exnainwra CLASSROOMS A AND B,
BY SOCIO-ECONOMICALLY DEFINED REGIONS

Program A Program B

(geography- (generalizat ions-
centered) centered:

Malibu region
(Median Income $8,745) 1

North Santa Monica
(Median Income $7,816)

OD

_ 3

South Santa Monica
(Median Income $6,309) 5 3

Totals 6 6

'
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TAESE VI

DESCRIPTION OF SAME

Class
glam2laglglat

Range N Range

11 21

12 27

13 28

14 22

Total 98

21 27

22 24

23 21

24 29

6-3 6-2 to 6-10 112.7 79-130

6-3 6-0 to 7- o 99.1 76-125

6-4 5-8 to 6- 9 104.6 71-128

6-3 6-1 to 7- 0 115.6 92-139

6-3 5-8 to 7- o 113.3 71-139

7-3 7- 0 to 10-2 106.8 80-126

7-4 6-10 to 8-7 92.3 52-124

7-3 6-li to 8-7 101.3 75-117

7-6 6-10 to 8-4 112.1 86440

Total 101 7-4 6-10 to 10-2 103.0 52-126

31 31 8-3 7- 9 to 9-1 94.2 72-121

32 24 8-7 7- 8 to 9-9 98.2 84-131

33 22 8-6 7-10 to 9-4 96.9 70-120

34 27 8-4 7-10 to 9-5 111.4 93-135

Total 104 8-6 7- 8 to 9-9 100.0 70-135

Total
All
Grades 303 7-7 5-8 to 10-2 105.1 52-139



demands which would be made upon them for attending an initial sum-
mer training workshop, as well as regularly scheduled, weekly con-
ferences throughout the research period.

The solicitation of teadhers and their assignment to Ftograms
A and B was completed in the spring semester of 1965. Sufficient
time was available, therefore, for the intensive training workshops,
conducted the following summer, the deltvery of instructiaaal ma-
terials, and the pretesting of children that following SepteMber.

luring the summer term preceding the experimental periodl all
teachers were enrolled in ore of two training workshops, directed
by the project director and staff. Workshops were held iA June for

Program A and in early September for Ftogram B. Ftogram ALI which

required the more intensive and long-term education of teachers in
the new objectives and analytic teaching methods of that program,
was conducted for five hours daily over a period of two weeks. The
FTogram B workshop was held aver a period of three days, and focused
on the inductive method and geographic generalizations to be devel-

oped in that program. Throughout the 16 weeks of the experimental
periodl Programs A amd B teachers met weekly in two separate groups
with the project staff for continuing assistamce in their separate

programs.

Teacher morale under bcth programs was high. The school dis-

trict granted credits for professional advancement within the dis-
trict for attendance at the workshops and the continuing training

sessions. Teacher attendance, throughout, was remarkably highl
with only two absences occurring over the entire series of meet-

ings. Teachers under 'both programs realized the high interest of
their school administrators and supervisors in the experiment. Ad-

ministrators and supervisors attended all workshop sessions, and
facilitated the development of both programs.

Statistical Analyses

The major statistical treatment employed tn this research was
analysis of covariance, with statistical adjustment made for the

effects of pupils' pre-instructional achievement in geography, as
determined by pretest performance on the criterion instrument. In-

tercorrelations were computed for pupils' mean IQ, pretest, and post-

test adhievement. On the basis of these data, pretest scores were
selected as covariance controls in adjusting the final criterion

scores. Analysis of vaxiance was applied to the adjusted criterion
measures, and F-tests used to test the sigrificance of the treat-

ment difference at each grade level, for each level of geographic
achievement (knowledge, comprehension, and. application),
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CHAPTER III

TEE EXPERITICAL CURRICULUM A

Three major steps were involved in designing the curriculum.
They included (1) defining instructional Objectives for a, program
in geographic education, derived from an analysis of geographic
method as a data resource; (2) organizing the curriculumthat is,
selecting the learning opportunities and determining the sequence
of activities in which children would be engaged over the course
of the 16 weeks' experimental program; and (3) developing the in-
structional resources to be used.

Determining Instructional Gbjecttves

The research purpose of Curriculum A established the framework
in which its instructional Objectives were to be derived. The pur-

pose of this experimental Curriculum A was to provide children some
beginning opportunities in geographic thinking, through practice in
applying the centrall organizing concept of geographic theory to

the analysis of geographic data. This purpose was consistent with
the nature of geographic method, in which regional analyses are en-

gaged in for purposes of explicating Problems or cause-effect hypoth-

eses concerning man's occupance of regions; andl it was consistent

with certain predispositions in children's learning, in the sense
that children's energies are strongly directed during these years
to seeking order, meaning, and control in the larger physical and

social world into which they are moving.

Thelfy...ture.211 Geo raph...._.cIr_miqui

Geographers are primarily concerned with the study of place.

Places differ, over the earth. Those differences occur as the re-

sult of a number of forces, unevenly distributedl and operating,

therefore, in differiig patterns of relationship to one another.

Physical processes, involving the land and water resources of a

place; biotic processes, resulting in complex and intricate rela-

tionships between a particular land base and the plant and animal
life sustained there; and, the cultural processes whereby man oc-
cupies: adjusts to, and changes the land--all these processes to-

gether interact to form the unique character of any given place.

Complicating this picture is the fact these forces operate at
different rates, at different times, in different places on the

earth's surface. Any particular place, therefore, is an expression
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of the unique patterning these forces--physicall biotic, and mil-
tural--have created in the geograt.ac landscape. The features of
the landscape--its distribution of physical and biotic resources,
and the unique patterning of man's works upon that landconstitute,
therefore, the temporary character of a place and serve as the data
for geographic analysis and interpretation.

In these tasks of analysis and interpretation, the geographer
begins, first: with observation and recording of these features, as
they occur upan the land. From these data the geographer draws his

analyses concerning the unique patterning of the region. He infers,

and tests, accordant relationships between geographic features, as
they distribute aver the landscape; amd he draws inferences concern-
ing causal relationships, as be is able to substantiate their devel-

opment over thne.

In these taeks the geographer may take a, regional approach,
and center his inquiry in the features ce a given area. His pur-

rose in this case is to explain the particular complex or associa-
tion of features which together give character to the area. He may,

on the other hamdl take 4 topical approadh, and focus his inquiry

on the distributions of particular phenomena only--climatic or veg-
etation regions, e.g.,--and processes associated with them. In

this case his approach may be problem-oriented, directed to specific
questions of cause and effect, or to patterns of association be-
tween certain features, only, as they distribute over the landscape

er.microclimates in regions of ridges and valleys, for example; or,
rerhaps, the distribution of vegetative types in tbose microclimatic

zones. In either case, the geographer's special concern is in de-
lineating patterns or associations of features, and explaining their

areal or spatial distributions over the earth's surface.

In these operations the geographer may draw upon the systematic

studies of physical and social scientists--those concerned, for ex-

ample, with studies in zoology, geology, or meteorology; or, in an-

thropology, econamics, or political science. But, he alone is coDs

corned with the analysis of these features, as they occur in asso-

ciation with one another, in specific places, under conditions

where other features are not found equal. If the economist, the

sociologist, or the political scientist seeks the universal in

model building, it is the geographer, in his regional approadh, who

gives critical test to the applicability of the model, under con-

ditions Where other features are not found to be constant.

Concept of Region. The basic concept in geographic method is

the concept of the region. Regional method in geography refers to
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defining a precise area for study on criteria which accomplish two

things: (1) which maximize homogeneity of features within a given
region; and, (2) which maximize contrasts between that region and its
its surrounding or bordering areas, again in terms of the particular

features under study.

Delineating the region, it should be clear, is a matter of

definition. There is no one system of regions, but maw, depend.
ing on the research purposes of the geographer. The regional con-

cept is a convenience, onlya method for maximizing homogeneity
in the complex of features to be studied, hence giving the geogra-
pher the best possible instance or laboratory for the thing being

studied.

Regions for some purposes may be large. For most purposes, a

region will be considerably more circumscribed, depending on just

how specifically the particular association of features under study

is defined. Generally, limitations on the size of the region are

a function of the value of the generalizations which can be drawn

concerning them. Regions so small as to be characterized by near
complete homogeneity within their borders prove of limited value

in systematic study and classification of the earth's surface.

Except as there are similar places, elsewhere available for compar-

ative study, generalizations concerning the area are neither pos-

sible nor verifiable. Science does not proceed on infinite numbers

of cases of one. Geographers, purporting to scientific advance,

seek the knowledge that generalizes, and can, therefore, be tested,

refined, and extended under new conditions where the critical fea..

tures occur, again, in similar patterns of relationship.

Geographers, it is true, stress the uniqueness of places in

their definition of regions, and in their researches into the par-

ticular associations of features and processes which together give

character to places. But geographers also identify simdlarities

between regions. It is those similarities, found to obtain despite

variations in other features of a total regional complex:, wnidh

make possible geographic generalizations.

Such generalizations, supported by critically examined field

data from comparative regions, furnish the core of geographic know-

ledge. Such generalizations are, of course, open to systematic re-

view and reformulation. New data, new methods in geographic re-

search, both hold the potential for generating revision in theory,

and in the body of generalizations now found widely supported by

evidence presently before the field.

Concept of Areal Association. The central concept in geo-

graphic theory is the concept of area/ association. Regions differ
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precisely because features are unevenly distributed over the earth's

surface. Any given place Obtains its character ftom the particular

association of features found there. It is these associations of

features, studied for their origins (causall over time) or their

present relationdhips (the particular associational or accordant

nature of a complex of features) that furnish the subject matter

of geography.

Patterns of areal association may be studied as phenomena in-

terrelated in place--particular associations of urban features and

their relationships within functionally defined regions of a city,

for example. Patterns of areal association may also be studied as

phenomena flanctionally interrelated between places--patterns of spa-

tial interchange of people and goods, within and. between cities,

for example; or, as a second example, effects of transportation ar-

teries on urban-industrial spread. Fttterns of areal association

may also be studied as phenomena operative over time--the,compart17

tive effects of three separate periods of human occupance of a

region, for example; or, the cumulative effects of processes and

forces accounting for change in present land-use patterns within a

region.

ac2johipethod.. Within this basic framework, geographers

may focus on either of two approaches. The geographer may select

a region for systematic analysis, encompassing in his inquiry pat-

terns of distribution and accordance of physical and cultural fea-

tures associated within that region. Urban complexes, studied in

terms of their internal structure are one such example. Culture-

regions are another. The geographer may, on the other handl de-

fine a region in terms of the particular association of features

be wishes to study. Examples are regions defined by soil type,

or by distributions of microclimates in a region of ridges and

valleys and the vegetation associations found there. For these

purposes, regions are more narrowly definedl sometimes in terms of

single features, sometimes in terms of associations of features

(soil types, e.g., or certain patterns of land use).

Napping or cartographic analysis serves as a critical tool in

both investigations. In the second instance, however, cartographic

analysis plays a critical role in testing and verifying assumptions

concerning the problem under study. Distributions of the critical

features are mapped, 7.n4 compared with distributions of features

presumed related. Patterns of correspondence in spatial distribu-

tions of two or more features are analyzed; and when appropriate,

causal relationships are verified through recourse to data of

changes accruing over time.
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Implications for Curriculum. This duality of approadh in the
methods of the scholar in itself raises no problems in curriculum-

making other than one of focus. Both approaches contribute system-

atically to the development of geographic knowledge. Both make use

of the regional concept. Both require understanding of concepts of
areal differentiation and association as they relate to features of

the landscape. Both require competence in the critical mapping and

analytic skills of professional geography.

The choice of focus largely is one of resolving the question:
which of these approaches affords the 7oung child, within the re-
search environment the school is dble to provide, opportunity to
engage directly in the operations and methods of geographyand
does so under conditions which bring that discipline into negotia-

ble relationship with the young child's past fund of experiences
and present dispositions towara structuring his world. Arguments

could be made for either approach. This research selected the re-

gional approach to the study of an urban complex.

hie InquirY

Once the regional approach, together with the organizing con-

cept of areal associationl was selected as the central data source

for the experimental Curricula A4 there still remained the prOblem

of differentiating between the analytic processes which direct geo-

graphic inquiries, and the knowledge clatns (the generalizations)

those inquiries produce. This taSk was critical for differentiating

between instructional objectives of Curricula A and B. It was crit-

ical, also, as a step in clarifying what is presently confusion con-

cerning the meaning of "structure" as applied to the discipline of

geography.

Figures 1 and 2 were developed in order to clarify tha opera-

tions of geographers, and the relationships between their analytic

methods and the geographic generalizations those inquiries produce.

Fieure 1 presents what in this research we differentiated as the

procedural and categorical concepts of the field. Figure 2, which

night best be perceived as an "overlay" to Figure 1, demonstrates,

for each of the concepts of Figure 1, the nature of the analytic

tasks correspondingly engaged in.

Within this model, geographic inquiry-begins with (1) defini-

tion of the region under study. The "region" is an dbstraction,

the outcome of defining a precise area for study on criteria which

accomplish two things: (1) which maximize homogeneity of features

within the boundary; and (2) which maximize contrasts between that

region and its surrounding or bordering areas, again in terms of

the particular features under study. Delineating the region is a
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Figure 1.

A MODEL OF GEOGRAPHIC INQUIRY
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1"

meter of definition. In our research, we selected for study the

region defined as the "urban-industrial complex of greater Los
Ameles." This is a region defined in terms of a complex system
of interrelationshipseconomlc, political, and culturalwhich
transcends individual city boundaries, and which incorporates an

array of micro-climatic zones and landforms. Yet, the "character"
of the region is distinctive, in the present-day land-use and the
historical antecedents t7-e region shares in common.

Geogrvhic inquiry continues with (2) examimtlamfiFults7
Larp...V.I.cal and cultural features distributed within ululate.
Step 2 involves processes of data gatheringof locating features
and, in the case of cultural (man made) forms, determining the

fUnction(s) each serves. Beyond Obtaining information concerning
what features are present, geographers also seek (3) urulerstanding
of patterns of areal association within the mem; i.e., patterns
of relationship functionsal correspondWalt, or causal) between fee.

tures, present or past. Sudh patterns of areal association maybe

studied as phenomena interrelated in raace. In this case, geogram.

phers seek explanation concerning bow features are distributed and
bzw those distributions are related to distributions of other fear,

tures within the region. Are those distributions "correspondent?"

Do they overlap? locating patterns of correspmadenee (between

micro-climates, soil type, and vegetation patterns, e.g.; or be-

tween settlement patterns, economic factors, and the system of

freeways extending a region) points up "regularities" in a region,

explains something about its character, and permits predictions

concerning future development awl the consequences of proposed

land-use.

GeograPhers also study patterns of areal association in terms

of phenomena functionally interrelated between places. They may,

for example, study patterns of spatial interdhange of people and

goods, within and between cities; or, as a second example, effects

of transportation arteries on urban-industrial spread. Patterns

of areal association may also be studied as phenomena operative

over time. In this case, geoaraphers may study the comparative

effects of three separate periods of human occupance of a, region;

or the cumulative effects of processes and forces accounting for

change in present lamd-use patterns within a region.

In developing any or all of these amalyses, geographers seek

(4) understan&thg of the uni ue character of the re ion under study.

They also seek 5 _generalizations concerning similarities between

resirns. Similarities, found to obtain despite variations in other

features of a total regional complex, make geographic generalizer

tions possible. These generalizr:tions furnish the core of geo-

,graphic knowledge. They are, of course, open to systematic review
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and. change. New data, new methods in geographic research, both
bold potential for generating revision in theory, and in the gen-
eralizatons now widely supported within the discipline.

Procedural and Categorical Concepts in Geography

In considering Figures 1 and 2 as a diagrammat!i.c statement of
geographic method, the reader might note that certain concepts of
Figure 1 generate more powerful inquiries than do others. These
concepts we have classified. as procedural (inquiry-directing) con-
cepts and as categorical concepts. Both are useful in organizing
geographic data and explaining regions. Their differences are
demonstrated below.

Categorical concepts we define as lategories or classes of
geographic forms (elements or features) and their functions. They
include, for example, all physical and cultural geographic elements
and associations classifiable under the following categories. The
inquiries they initiate are, for the most part, descriptive and tax-

Physical: Landforms, including mountains, plains,
valleys, eielta, mesa, costal strand,

island, etc.

Soil Types

Mineral Resources

yaretation, including plants classi-
fied under the following plant asso-
ciations: coastal sage, riparian,
chaparral, oak parkland, and "intro-
duced"

Water Resources, including ocean, bay,
river, spring, water table, etc.

Climate, including wind systems, cli-
matic types, micro-climatic zones, pre-
cipitation, etc.

Animal Life, including associations
found Tn coastal, mountain, desert,
grasslands, and ocean regions.
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Cultural: Population, including such factors

size, composition, and "woductive po-

tential"

Settlements, including features classi-

fied into residential, commercial, in-

dustrial, administrative, recreational,

and wgricultural regions.

Circulation systems (transportation

and communiceME)

......._....2Prmduxaccauktb on the other bend, assume relationships

between the data of the environment. Procedural concepts are de-

monstrable not by object-referents, but by inference. Patterns of

causality or correspondence, for example, can be assumed to be veri-

fied only to the degree the data support, beyond reasonable or sta-

tistically significant daubt, the inference that such relationships

do exist. The value of these procedural concepts accrues from the

fact they generate, to the initiated, powerful inquiries. Taken

in sum, these concepts serve to explain the nature of "areal asso-

ciation," and therdby describe the unique character of apy region.

A statement of selected procedural concepts and their related

inquiries is presented below:

Localization, position, A cluster of related concepts

site situation: concerning where a factor is
located and in what spatial re.
lationship to other geographic

factors.

Distribution, density, How are these features distrib-

mobility: uted? With what density? With

What degree of mobility?

Accordance:

Interaction

Do these distributions overlap?

Are they "spatially correspond-

ent?"

(including Are these distributions func-

distribution, ex- tionally related? Are they in.
terrelated within or betwe'en

regions?
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Causality: How were these distributions
cased? What wev.0 thair
cedents? What processes
change are underway?

Differentiation:

mite.

of

How is the particular associa-
tion of features of this region
unique? How does its "charac-
ter" influence other features?

The central organizing concept of geographic theory, the con-
cept of areal association/ subsumes all of the procedural concepts

just listed. Areal association has been identified by James (13)

as the core around which geographic theory is built. Examples of

areal association can be demonstrated by instances of causal or

covariant (accordant) relationships between geographic factors, as

they occur (1) within regions, (2) between regions, or (3) over

successive periods of human occupance. TThe specific focus of the

of the geographer's inquiry (whether focusei upon phenomena within

regions, between regions, or over time, and whether causal or cor-

respondent) will depead upon his research interest or upon the so-

cial, economic, or political problem demanding his uttention. The

specific .2....bsiedural concepts he employs follow from the decision he

makes concerninz the focus of his inquiry.

Inquiries into phenomena interrelated in placei for example

within the Los Angeles urban-industrial complex, might involve con-

cepts such as position, site, situation, distributior, and accord-

ance. Inquiries into phenomena functionally interrelated between

places might examine such prOblems as effects of urbanization on

+he agriclatural landscape, or effects of transportation arteries

on urban-industrial spread. Such inquiries would more often make

use of the concept-clusters of (1) spatial interaction ard distrib-

ution, or (2) causality and change. Ftnally, inquiries into phe-

nomena operative over successive periods of human occupance would

utilize concepts of causality, as well as any of the foregoing con-

cepts, usefUl in analyses concerning any given time period in the

sequent occupance of the region.

This curriculum research, in selecting "a:eal association!' as

the central concept-system for study, allowed considerdble latitude

for developing concept-examples with children. Limitations on the

selection of concept-examples were imposed, of course, by our abil-

ity to provide concrete referents for children for the concept-system

we wished to illustrate. They were further imposed by the focus of

each experimental curriculum.
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The first grade CurrimlumA, for example, was centered in

functional studies of childrenls immediate neighborhoodl and of its

relationships to other places within the urban complex. Emphasis,

therefore, was given to examples of areal association between geo-

graphic phenomena interrelated "within-place" (the urban area).

The second grade Curriculum A engaged children in inquiries

into the extended urbamAndustrial complex, with emphasis on pat-

terns of association between geographic phenomena functionally in-

terrelated "between places." Second grade examples of "areal asso-

ciation," therefore, introduced ne procedural concepts of spatial

interaction, distribution, causality, and change.

The third grade Curriculum Aintroduced historical studies of

sequent occupance within the region, with emphasis on factors ac-

counting for change in distributions of geographic features, over

time. Procedural concepts of causality and change were, of course,

central to these areal analyzes.

These curriculum decisions were reached, in part, because they

somewhat closely corresponded to the "expanding-environment" model

of the Curriculum B rationale. Tbey also were made because, on the

basis of preliminary estimates, they seemed to represent a sequence

of increasing complexity in the analytic operations they required

of children.

Analytic Processes Involved in Geographic Inquiries

The purpose of this researdh was to test the effects of in-

struction in tba central organizing concept of geographic theory,

and in the skills of applying that concept in the analysis of geo-

graphic regions. Curriculum A was designed to give systematic in-

struction in that concept (the concept of area). association), to-

gether with practice in the associated analytic processes of geo-

graphic method.

Goodlad (7) has noted nat instructional Objectives include

both substantive (conceptual) and behavioral (process) elements.

In the case of Curriculum A4 our substaative and behavioral ele-

ments were both derived from the data source of geography. The

central, organizing conc(nt of geographic theory provided the pri-

mary substantive data source. The analytic processes of geographic

inquiry provided the primary behavoral data source.

Tbe analytic processes of geographic methodl it has already

been noted, are not entirely-unique to the discipline. They are

processes shared by all scholars engaged in the analytic mode of

inquiry in the social and the physical sciences. Disciplines



differ, of course, in the data acquiredl and in the focus of their

inquiries. Analytic tools (the air photo in geographic researchl
for example) are also specialized, and often unique to the field.
The underlying inquiry processes (the cognitive operations), how-
ever, are alike, and do permit transfer between fields.

To point up the relationships between these basic 224.els
prostsm shared by the social and physical sciences) and their
particular application in the case of geographic inquiries, we have

prepared Figure 3. This chart demonstrates a sequence of geographic
operations (column 1), generally agreed upon by geographers as the
method of systematic, regional inquiries within their field. Column

2 presents the analytic processes engaged in, for each stage in geo-

graphic inquiry.

Cttaining data of the geographic elements (forms) and their
functions within a region is largely conducted through processes of
observation. In the analytic mode, observation is selective, and
focuses upon what is geographically relevant within the larger re-

gional surround. Ctservation may be direct, through field study
and consultation with "informants" in the field. It umy be medi-

ated., through recourse to primary historical documents, maps, air

photos, or statistical presentations. What facts are observed and
recorded are determinedl of course, by the research purposes or in-

quiry-focus of the geographer.

Recordirmobserved. data usually involves measurement, through
calculations of number, frequency, density, arrangement, and/or dis-

tribution of geographic features within space, or through specified

periods of time. Geographers frevently employ cartographic meth-

ods in recording their data, but increasingly employ mathematical
models as well as graphs, charts, and. descriptive statements of the

phenomena studied.

Classification as an analytic process basically involves the
constructing of classes or categories into which dbserved data are
then subsumed. Mal in an earlier reL;earchl included in classifi-
catian operations both the behaviors of grouping (on like criteria)

and of categorizing, subsuming (into hierarchies of super- and sub-

ordination), and labeling (naming and communicating). Observation

of data may lead to the invention or construction of new concept-
categories, or sub-categories, constructed as inquiries proceed and

as uore heuristic wAys of classifying data are developed.

Contrastive analysis engages geographers in comparing categor-

ies, distributions, or associations of features. Figure 2 proposes

three basic analytic operations in geographic inquiry. They are

reproduced as operations 3, 4, and 5 of Figure 3. Analysing pitterns
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Figure 3. Rel..,..L.4..reencaJahiceitionshisBetv.ationsandthe
Analytic Processes Involved.

GEOGRAPHIC OPERATION....
ANALYTIC PROCESSES INVOLVED

1. Region is defined.

2. Forms or structures within
the region are functionally

analyzed.
Cultural features are

defined.
Their functions analyzed.

3. Matial arrangements and
ottemos interaction
within the region are

mapedatanzed.

tested.)

4. Systems of functional rela..

tionships between this re-

gion and other regions are
examined.

5. Time temmusalmacm,
ast and present, is examined.
Causal relationships tested.)

6. Comparative regions are

analyzed and generalizations

formed.
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Observation (Data Gathering):
Acquiring specific informa-
tion concerning geographic
features and their functions
within the region. Involves:

(1) Acquiring knowledge of
specific geogrAphic features
in the region; (2) Acquiring
knowledge of functions of
specific cultural features
in the landscape.

Classification: Organizing
information into constructed
geographic categories, to
describe and categorize

phenomena observed.

Contrastive Analysis: Analyz-

ing data in terms of patterns
of distribution of features.

Involves:
(I) Applying concept of areal
association in delineating

functionally differentiated
regions. (2) Determining
patterns of accordance in
the distributions of fea-
tures within the region.
(3) Determining causal rela-
tionships within the region
as the consequence of changes
through time.

Generalization and Inference
through regional interpre-

tation and theory construc-
tion): Structuring, verify-
ing, and evaluating hypoth-
eses and geographic principles.

Involves:
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Figure 3. Re3...2.........2........etionshisBetvenGhicerations and the
Analytic Processes Involved.

( cont 1 d)

,I=IIIIINNIONNIMMINW.O.

GEOGRAPHIC OPERATION ANALYTIC PROCESSES INVOLVED

(1) Formulating appropriate
hypotheses, and modifying on
basis of data.
(2) Structuring revised state-
ments of geographic principles
or generalizations.
(3) Applying criteria of in-
ternal consistency and accur
acy ce the facts in evaluat-
ing statements of principles
or generalizations.



of accordance (correspondence in the spatial arrangements of two or

more features in the region) is an example of "within regions" con-

trastive analysis. Analysing systems of functional relatienshi'l

or spatial interaction between regiarlrport city and its hinter-

land, e.g.; or, the Central Business District and suburban residen»

tial neighborhoods) are examples of "between-regions" contrastive

analysis. AnalysiAgalaumem and determining patterns of

causality is an example of historical or sequent-occupance con-

trastive ana2ysis.

Generalization involves processes of generating hypotheses,

testing, ani structuring revised theory-statements or geographic

generalizations. These activities grow out of wider contrastive

analyses between regions. (Figure 2 demonstrates their occurrence

in the inquiry sequence.) They grow not out of the simple instance

but out of similarities Observed through contrastive analyses of

selected regions, or of a region, observed over time.

Inference is the process of submitting present knowledge claims

or generalizations to fUrther test. If a given knowledge claim,

acquired on the basis of the limited data so far available, is

valid, then it should follow that fUrther instances or generalize,.

tions could be predicted and tested against the facts they predict.

The critical test of the validity of generalizations is obtained

through the evidence of how well further generalizations, logically

deduced from the premise or knowledge-claim, are supported in fact.

These analytic processes defined in Figure 3 represent a con-

tinuum not dissimilar to that defined by Bloom et al (1) in their

Taxonomy of Educational Objectives. Viewed as a continuum, levels

1 and 2 of the scale are the simplest, and accouat for processes

of acquiring knowledge and comprehension of facts and concepts.

Intermediate steps on the scale (3, 4, and 5) require the proces-

ses Bloom et al have defined as application and analysis--consid-

erably more complex operations, which involve preceding levels of

knowledge and comprehension, but demonstrate as well, abilities in

applying abstractions (principles, ideas; and theories) to the anal-

ysis of new situations; and, in comprehending patterns of relation-

ship between elements within a larger pattern. Level 6 of the

scale involves the most complex of the cognitive levels in the tax-

onomy: behaviors requiring operations of synthesis (generalizami

tion and theory construction) and evaluation.

The increasing use of the Bloom Taxonomy among curriculum

workers, and its close correspondence to the analytic operations,

geographically considered above, encouraged us to make use of

Bloom's levels of classification in determining, finally, the

statement of behavioral Objectives for our Curriculum A.
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Specifytng Behavioral Objectives for Curriculum A

Figure 4 presents a, general statement of behavioral objectives
for the experimental Curriculum A of this research. It incorpor-

ates both the substantive elements (conceptual) and the behavioral

elements (analytic) of geographic theory, considered above. It is

organized after the classifying system of Bloomfs Taxonomy (l), and

incorporates a series of behaviorally stated objectives of levels
of increasing cognitilh.- complexity.

Specific behavioral objectives for lessons within the teach-
ing sequences are presented in the Appendix in the experimental

curricula included there.

amizing the Curriculum

As earlier explained, a decision was reached to develop Cur-

riculum A through a regional (hence integrated) rather than a top-

ical approach to geographic analysis. Eadh approach permits "good

geography." The regional approach held the advantage of providing

the easier frame of reference for the young child--it could be ap-

plied to the analysis of the most immediate of geographic regions,

his known (home) community.

Once this decision was made, the regional method offered sag-

gestions for a second, critical decision in curriculum-making: the

selection of a series of organizing centers in which geographic in-

quiry might be raised. Urban studies, approached through the re-

gional method, usually proceed through inquiry into three aapects

of a region: (1) identification of its forms--its residential

neighborhoods, Central Business District, or industrial areal for

example; (2) functional analysis of those forms, their arrange-

ments or distribution within the urban landscape, and their pat-

perns of relationship to othe: functional forms within the region;

and, finally, (3) inquiry into the time sequence of the region--

the study of past periods of occupance and the forces contribut-

ing to change. In these inquiries the region is studied intern.

ally; that is, =alysed in terms of the component forms or sub-

regions comprising the whole. And, the region is studied com-

parativelh in terms of its relationships with other regions, with-

in some still-larger regional complex.

Curriculum A differentiated between grades 1, 2, and 3 in the

regional focus developed in each. These differences are summar-

ized as follows, and developed more fUlly below:
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Figure 4 Behavioral Objectives for a Program

frahofGeorication

COSERVATION (Data gathering): Acquiring specific information con-

cerning geographic features and their functions within the region.

Incorporates the following levels of cognitive performance:*

1.00--Khowledge of Specific GeograWc Features.

Identifies geographic features (physical and cultural)

in the landscape.

Demonstrates knowledge of geographic terms.

Demonstrates knowledge of functions of specific man-

made features of the landscape.

2.00--Comprehension of Geographic Terms and Concepts.

Translates geographic,concepts by demonstrating their

syMbolic equivalents (or instances) on any of several

media (maps, photos, models)

Translates verbal geographic concepts or generaliza-

tions by identifying an appropriate illustration or

example correctly.

Reads each of the following:

data on the air photo
grid system on a map

legend on a mgp

EXtrapolates accurate information or conclusions from

the data of maps and air photos.

DATA. ANALYSIS: Organizing information (classifying) and analyzing

in terms of patterns of distribution of features. Incorporates the

following levels of cognitive performance:

3.00--Application.

Classifies (groups) geographic data into appropriate

classes on the basis of one (simple-classification)

or more (multiplicative classification) defining at-

tributes.

The nuMbering system of Figure 4 refers to cognitive behaviors

similarly defined in Bloom's Taxonomy of Educational Objectives,

(1).
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Applies concept of areal association to the delinea.

tion of functionally differentiated regions (on one

or more defining criteria) in air photos of unfamil-

iar regions.

remonstrates ability to predict the consequences of

a change in a geographic factor on its related fee.

tures within the regional complex. (Application of

known relationships to new situations.)

4.00Analysis

Recognizes the "character" or pattern of a region in

terms of the particular association of related feat.

tures which dominate in the area.

Analyses relationships (patterns of accordance) be-

tween features within a geographic region.

Analyses functional interrelationships (patterns of

spatial interchange) between forms or component sys-

tems within a region, and between regions within a

larger regional structure.

Recognizes causal relationships between features in

a geographic region, as the consequences of change

through time.

REGIONAL INTERPRETATION AND TESTING (Generalization and Inference):

Structuring, verifying, and evaluating hypotheses and principles

concerning the distribution of phenomena within geographic regio4s.

Incorporates the following levels of cognitive performance:

5.00Synthesis

Applies cartographic methods in designing a map or

model of a community from data obtained in field

study, or from specifications given. (Demonstrates

ability to interrelate features with reference to a

grid system, and to communicate pattern and struc.

ture in the environment through syMbolic map lam.

guage.)

Formulates appropriate hypotheses, based upon an anal-

ysis of the geographic factors involved, and modifies

those hypotheses on the basis of new data or tested

evidence. (Derivation of relationships.)

Structures a revised statement of a geographic gen-

eralization or abstract relationship, on the basis of

concrete data. Statement must adequately account for
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the relationships between phenomena. (Synthesis of

new statement of relationships.)

6.001Evaluation

Applies criteria of internal consistency and accuracy
of the facts to the evaluation of statements of rela-
tionships, hypotheses, or geographic generalizations.
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Grade 1: Functional studies of the immediate neighbor-

hood. and its relationships with the larger urban-

industrial complex. Emphasis on patterns of

association between geographic phenomena inter-

related in place.

Grade 2: Comparative studies of the extended urban-

industrial complex, with emphasis on patterns

of association between geographic phenomena

functionally interrelated betwe'n places.

Grade 3: Historical studies of sequent occupance in the

region, with emphasis =factors accounting for

change in distributions of geographic features,

over time.

The First Grade Curriculum A

Selection of Organizing Centers. The first grade curriculum

was centered in a study of a series of functionally-defined compo-

nent regions within the children's home. community. These component

regions were selected to include: chl.ldren's residential (school)

neighborhood; the neighborhood commrcial center; a comparative

neighborhood or arterial commercial center, preferably one within

shopping distance of children's homes; the Central Business Dis-

trict; the industrial region; the administrative region; recream

time.' regions, including mountains, harbor, and oceanmfront facil-

ities in the immediate community; andl patterns of circulation tune-

tionally linking these separate regions.

Comparative studies included in this first grade curriculum

were limited to places within the community. Examples of change

were largely limited to those presently under waychanges occam

sioned, for example, by removal of older structures in the comma-

ity and. by. construction of new facilities. These decisions reflect

recognized limits in young Children's ability to strUcture relam

tional concepts of times past and places distant. Within the is-

mediate home environment, in its present and changing land-use pat-

terns, we telieved we could find sufficient opportunities to develop

with young children the beginning skills of geographic analysis.

Provisions for Continuity. One important characteristic of a

curriculum is its overall continuity. Iftch experience engaged in

sbould open the door to the next. Each succeeding experience should

extend earlier learnings, and facilitate, in turn, the continuous

restructuring or refinement of the conceptual systems and skills

under development. Controversies have long been waged concerning

valid sources for such continuity. Some find it in the logic of
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the subject-matter; others, in the learner's own perceived, purposes

and his choice and structuring of experiences to meet ends CT re-

solve problems important to him; others, in the inner logic of the

inquiry process itself.

Continuity, in this curriculum, derives from a combination of

nese factors: from the logicll extposion of a series of function..

ally defined regions; and, from children's ability to use the func-

tional concept in resolving inquiries and in anticipating, them-

selves, other functions that must be served within their community

if their families are to enjoy satisfaction of a variety of needs.

Opening with the residential neighborhood, for example, this

curriculum centers first in the population occupying the areamthe

children's families. Who these families are, how recently arrived,

and some factors influenceing their settlement here (amenities of

the region in terms of climate, housing, job opportunities, school-

ing, and the like) are among the inquiries raised. This local

neighborhood is then analysed in terms of its features (homes

schools, and churcbes, e.g.), the functions they serve, and their

arrangements in the landsvape. Finfoly, changing patterns in the

neighborhood are analysed, and the relations of this component re-

gion to other regions (shopping centers, e.g.) in the community

are examined.

The transition from (1) an opening regional study of the resi-

dential neighborhood to (2) regional study of the neighborhood com-

martial center is an instance of continuity in this program. This

transition occurs as children complete their study of the residen-

tial neighborhood, and turn to examining ways in which their famil-

ies, living in this neighborhood, are supplied with goods and serv-

ices--for first graders an easy and functional transition to the

local commercial center. Transition can also occur as children

develop their classroom models of the residential neighborhood,

and discover some genuine geographic problems: What are the bound-

aries of the region? What do they do about features Observed in

this area (commercial structures, e.g.) which are not properly

classified as residential? Are these features (a doctor's office,

e.g., and a laundromat) similar to bomes and apartments in their

functions? If not, then are they better classified as a new.,

second region within this community?

Through either approach, young children move to a, new, second

focus in the curriculum--a study of the nearby commercial center,

its specific functions, its spatial arrangements, and the processes

influencing its development within this particular plate. In dmi-

lar sequence, children are guided to comparative studies of other

commercial centers within the community: to a second neaeby
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neighborhood commercial center, selected. as one where many of their

parents also shop; to an arterial commercial strip, on one of the

major traffic arteriee in the immediate area; and., to the Central

Business District, a region to which families throwtbout the com-

munity travel for many of their shopping needs.

In addition to functional aaatyses of these regions, children

are also engaged in studies of spatial interchange betweaa these

regions. Patterns of circulation, bus routes, e.g., linking resi-

dential neighborhoJds and the Central Business District offer one

such opportunity for study. Patterns of circulation, trucking

routes, e.g., between tbe Central Business Eistrict and its whole-

sa-e suppliers, offer another. These studies on transportation

geography serve, also, to introduce study of the industrial region

of the city, located on its incoming rail line, and along the rewly

developing freeway system connecting this comma** to others in the

WS Angeles Basin.

The city maintenance yards, located in the industrial center,

open transition to the larger administrative functions of the city.

And these facilities, in turn, open concluding studies of the city-

supported system of parks, harbor, and beaches which together meet

the recreational needs of the city.

Thus, aver a series of transitions, children are engagad in

functional analysis of a sequence of comnonent regions and of the

patterns of circulation which interrelate them. Their focus, each

time, is fUnctional: What needs of their families are met through

these centers? Continuity, also, is functionally derived. Prac-

tice in regional analysis, applied in each of these studies, offers

recurring opportunity to reinforce children's developing skills

and understandings in geographic method.

The Second Grade Curriculum A

102..............._...m_m_Selectionol.niziCenters.
The second grade curriculum

centered in study of the extended:urban-industrial complex, with

focus on comparative studies within the region, and on examination

of fUnctional relationships between places within the regional

complex. These studies moved as follows: children's residential

neighborhood; the neighborhood commercial center; a comparattve

neighborhood or arterial commercial center; the Central Business

District; comparative study of the Los Angeles Central Business

District; patterns of circulation (freeways, trucking routes, and

railroads) functionally relating these districts, and their out-

of-town suppliers; the local industrial center; extracttve and

canent-producing industries in mountain and desert regions of the

larger regional complex; patterns of circulation functionally
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producers, processers, and the market; the local harbor; comparative

study of the Los Angeles harbor; patterns of circulation function-

ally relating that harbor, the Los Angeles urban complex, and the

children't home calamity.

As in the first grade curriculum, children each time initiated

study of a regional form (residential, Central Business District,

or harbor, for example) with study of the local area, in which ex-

tended field stuctr (observation) was possible. Comparative stud-

ies (for contrastive analysis between two Centre,. Business Dis-

trictr, mining regions, or harbvs, for example) included extended

field trips whenever possible. (Methods and resources are described

below.)

pro214sion for itimz . Continuity, again, derived from

children's functional analyses of community needs and activities.
Since no prior instruction in the first grade program could be pro-

vided und..er the experimental conditions of this research, the int-

tie]. orgrnizing centers replicated the first grade program: the

residential, neighborhood commercial, a comparative commercial and

the Central Business Districts of their community, together with

the circulation patterns which functionally. interrelated these re-

gions. Within each center, the specific features, their functions,
their spatial arrangements; and. the processes influencing their

development were examined.

In study of.their home community; s Central Business Di: Act,
these change-processes came under special examination. At the time

of this study the core of tile Central Business District was under-

going change, as a new mall was being built, new building fronts

on the stores were replacing old, and the "character" of the region

was changing with the introduction of several new banks, financial

institutions, and high-value stores. Factors of "localization"
(the attraction of the mall for new business enterprises) and of
"change" thus came under considerable study. So, too;, did areal
differentiation in the three zones of the Central Business District:

the central core with its heavy foot-traffic and higher-value

jewelry and garment merchandising; the secondary area with its
large banks, building and loan institutions, large department and

furniture stores requiring larger floor area and. locating there-
fore in the less expensive region immediately surrounding the core;

and, the tertiary area, the fringe zone bordering on surrounding

residential and industrial zones, and specializing in hotels, on

the scenic park-side of the region, and in heavy industrial, plumb-

ing and related serrice enterprises on the industrial limits of

the region.
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Brief comparisons with the Central Business District of down-
town Los Angeles, where children's prents also shopped, permitted
contrasive*functional analysis. Again, a mall vas under construc-
tion. The core of the district Was marked by smaller stores and
heavy foot traffic. The rapidly growing financial and business
complex, the hotels, department stores, amd large furniture stores
defined a secondary region. The tertiary zone, as observed in air
photos, was marked by rail lines and a complex:of warehouse and
specialized suppliers.

In each of these regional analyses, and in the freeways link-
ing these districts, children saw major construction underway.
Urban redevelopment in the local community and central Los Angeles,
mall construction, street repair, and major freeway construction
on the freeway connecting the local community and central Los
Angeles were instances of observable construction activities. Ini .

quiries concerning the sources of supply and specialized. producers
of these construction services opened. studies of the community's
industrial complex.

This region is located on the community's incoming rail line,
and is functionally related to the larger Los Angeles basin throtigh
its rail and. trucking suppliers. It is characterized by brick-
making, lumberingp cement supply, and. city maintenance activities,
in addition to a complex of electronics and research in,dustries.
It was the former to which this curriculum gave major attention.

Comparative industrial studies included (1) brick-meking in a
second. community in which the same company was relocating and had
installed technologically advanced. machinery permitting in thirty
hours the same out-put their local plant produced. in three months;
(2) rock-product and cement mining arid processing industries in the
larger regional complex; and (3) the systems of interrelationships
between these producing: processing, and distributing activities
and their local use or consumption in the children' s home community.

These investigations established. one important set of economic
and geographic relationships between the local community and the
larger regional complex. Comparative harbor studies permitted a
second. In this case the local recreational harbor was studied
first, as a geographic region. The Los Angeles harbor, an indus-
trial harbor and source of supply for local markets: was inTiMiced
as a comparabive center. Study in this instance focused on regional

specialization within the harbor, with special interest in the lum-
ber yards supplying the local yards; and the fish harbor, supplying
the restaurants and fish markets of the local harbor. Again, pat-
terns of circulation (rail and freeway) linking the Los Angeles
harbor, the central Los Angeles community, awl children's home
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community were analysed as a system of functional relationships in

the larger basin.

The Third Grade Curriculum A

Organizing The third grade curriculum

centered in a study of sequent occupance in the greater regional
complex:, with emphasis on factors accounting for change in the dis-

tribution of geographic features. Three specific places were se-

lected for comparative study at certain critical periods in the

region's past: in central Los Angeles, the historic site of the
city's first Spanish settlement; the children's home community, a
coastal city within Los Angeles County; and Mhlibu, a aeighboring
coastal community which is still relatively undeveloped, with con-
siderable open land still available to settlement. All three were
the sites of known Indian settlements prior to the time of Spanish

occupance of the region.

Provisions for Continuity. The studies moved as follows: in-

quiries into the natural environment and its land-use possibilities;
Chumash and Gabrieleno Indian occupance of the coastal strandl with
emphasis on sites in Malibu, Santa, Mbnica Canyon and Catalina Island;
comparative studies of Chlmash and. Gabrieleno Indian occupance of
the interior oak parkland, with emphasis on sites in Malibu and the
Yang-na settlement on the Los Angeles River; early Spanieh occupance
of the region, with emphasis on the faunding of San Gdbriel Mission,
and the first pueblo locating historic Los Angeles; comparative
studies of changing occupance during the Mexican period, ingluding
rancho development in Santa Mbnica and Malibu; occupance of the U.S.
settlers following the Mexican-American War, focused on comparative
studies of Main Street, Los Arffeles and Third Street, Santa, Monica
in 1875; urban growth and decline with the coming of the railroads;
comparative studies of Los Angeles and Santa Monica pcdnting up re-
lationships between railroad franchise, harbor development, and ur-

ban "boom" and "bust;" building a region: the effects of inter-

urban transit on the growing city (the "red-cars," freeways, and
urban sprawl); the city today: comparative studies of central Los

Angeles, Santa Ebnica, and Malibu, all in the process of change.

g_!tm_aLearnirtsglik2L_an2_slkT62g4mLa2agltt

A good curriculum achieves its objectives to the degree its
learning opportunities are consistent with those objectiteN;wand
with the learning capabilities of the children for whom it is de-

signed. Objectives for experimental curriculum A, were derived from

the discipline of geography--from its central, organizing concept

and its analytic methods. They were scaled on a continuum, from
relatively simple to considerably complex cognitive operations.
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Auld, they were operatiokally defined, in terms of behaviors Whidh
could be elicited in each of a series of regional studies, for
each of grades 1, 2, and 3.

These regional studies or centers, just described for each of

grades 1, 2, and 3, were selected as the major organizinc centers of

each curriculum. Each center or regional study engages children
in a variety of geographic operations, consistent with the instruc-
tional objectives of Curriculum A. Each center provides for conti-

nuity by opening, in turn, questions which move the study forward

into the next.

Goodlad has demonstrated a number of characteristics of the

good organizing center. These characteristics include, fer exam-

ple: (1) wovisions for a variety of learning opportunities, or
"catch-hold" places, to meet the interests and capabilities of a
number of individual learners; (2) opportunities for the develop-
ment of a range of instructional objectives, in this case, the con-
tinuum of objectives contained within Figure 4; (3) opportunities

to give practice to the behaviors sought; and, (4) opportunities

for "movement"--intellectual, social, geographic, or chronological.
This last condition relates to what we prefer to think of in psy-
chological termsprovisions for continuity between centers, in
terms of children's newly developing interests and inquiries, into

each of a succession of geographic centers. Finally, to this list

we would add one of our own: (5) opportunity within eadh center
to reinforce prior legrnings and to givt systematic extension to a
program of continuing learnings--the characteristic of ccmtinuity

between centers within a long-term curriculum sequence.

Specifically applied to this curriculum, these characteristics

suggest the following: (1) Eadh regional stu6y will provide for a

variety of activities or inquiries, catch-hold places, interesting,

and challenging to yeumg children. We attempted in our develop-

mental studies to learn from childrenls responses and to talc:A our

cues from interests and motivations they expressed. One dbservar.

tion shared by the numbers of professional teachers, supervisors,
and. principals who Observed these children at work, was children's

deep and continuing interest and involvement in these studies.

They took their interests home with them. They brought contribut-

ing material, unsolicited, which they had acquired on their own.
We witnessed the expressed enthusiasms of children for their. ac-

tivities; and, the expressions of teacher interest In maintaining
these programs and extendir4 them into second-semester studies.

In part, these enthusiasms seemed to derive from the support-
ive instructional materials prepared for these activities. A, major

consideration directing this researdh was the observation that
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children in their opening school year are in the operational stage
of learning. Concepts would require clear demonstration, prefers.,
bly through direct Observation of concept-examples; and, through
three-dimensional materials. Children engaged in these studies
would need opportunity examine materials, to replicate patterns
of spatial distribution and interaction in the "real" wrorli, and
to examine some of the consequences of change in these patterns,
as they move materials, or engage in simulation of activtbies within
and. between the regions studied.

This curriculum provided such materials in the three-dinenp.

clonal, scale-models we developed which replicated each of the re-
gions under study. Scale models of structures in the regions were
produced of wood, painted, and lettered, where appropriate. As-
seMbling these regional areas, constructing additional structures
where needed, and inquiring into the nature of geographic function
and land-use was one focus of geographic activity in these regional

centers.

Another was children' s simulation of patterns of activity

within and between regions. Model vehiclestransport, rail, main-
tenance, road-building, and. water vehicleswere all provided, as
appropriate to the region. Children used. these vehicles in moving

cargo, simulating transport patterns, or interconnecting separate

places. They examined the patterns of interchange that result,
and learned bow such patterns can be mapped.

Children were also engaged in study and development of terrain
models, representimg the immediate and extended topography of their

environment. They viewed films, kodacbromes, prints, and line draw-
ings, arranged in sequence, for clarifying particular concepts.
And, thgy engaged in discussions and study, with the instructional
assistance of some simply designed acetate-overlay "nap systems" to
clarify patterns of coordinate and correspondent relationships
within regions.

This variety of materialsfrom manipulatable, three.dimenm
sional Objects, to pictures, to more abstract map resourcesallows
different "catchAold" places for children operating at different
levels of abstraction. And, it provides a balance between dater
sedking activity (field study); manipulation (in the sinulation
activities); and, induction and higher level abstracttan (supported
through inquiry-based discussions).

A second characteristic of these regional studies is the fol-
lowing: (2) Badh reepal center provides opportunity for develop-

Figures 3; andlt, which
provicM---------.anoverviewofinstructioobjectives for this program,
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demonstrate how those objectives "scale" from simpler to highly
complex cognitive operations. Each regional study, developed as
one in a series of organizing centers, provides opportunity for
development of these operations. Each maintains, at the same time,
continuing practice in all earlier operations as well. Each re-
zional study provides opportunities for building skills in geo-
graphic data gathwring--in acquiring knowledge concerning specific
forms and functions within the region. Studies in the first organ-
izing center in grades 1 and 2 (children's residential neighborhood)
provide some beginning opportunities in areal analysis. These are
simple relationships, tentatively explored. They are reinforced
and extended later, as this residential neighborhood is related to
each of the succeeding centers under study. Objectives in regional
interpretation and hypothesis-testing are implemented gradually
over the semester, and within the scope of young children's abili-
ties to engage in such operations. Individual differences couldl
of course, be expected to account for significant variance in
adhievement on these operations.

A third characteristic of these organizing centers has already
been suggested. (3) Each regional study will ive practice to the
behaviors sought. These provisions are explored. more fully betlow,

under the rubrics of acqpiring data on forms anl functions within
regions; classifying; analysing patterns of areal distribution; anam
lysing patterns of accordance, interrelationship, and causalityl
and, engaging in generalization and inference.

Observing and Acquiring Data On Forms and. ninctions Within Regions

Primary school programs, whether in mathematics, science, or
social studies, generally share common objectives in the develop-
ment of children' a beginning skills in observation, classification,
and. contrastive analysis. AU three are foundational to logical,
reasoned inquiry. Beginning operations in this cunlculum contrib-
ute directly to these objectives. They require children to ob-
serve, and then to differentiate between features; to group into
like sets (in geographic terms, to delineate "pattern" in the land-
scape by identifying areas of similar land use); and to conceptual-
ize a number of such component regions by distinguishing the forms
and. functions unique to each.

Field Study Trips

Agquiring data through observation is the first of the =tilt-
ities engaged in, in each of the regional organizing centers of
this curriculum. Field study trips are the first, and necessarily
most significant datamgathering operation. Because of the wide-
spread, and sometimes abortive, use of field trips in present school
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curricula, several important cautions were given to the teachers
of this research. First of these Nate that these be study trips,
vell-planned. in advance, with instructional objectives for geo-

graphic study clearly in mind. Ter.^1,-ms must tviemselves be
thoroughly familia with the region visited. Children mast have
clear purposes and. an organizing framework concerning what they
are to see. Geographers go into the field only after careful and
detailed investigation of air photos, statistical documents, and.
other accounts of the region. They come armed with maps, a plan
of investigation, clearly stated hypotheses or questions, and con-
tacts in the region. We've found initial, preliminary planning,
making use of sane of these same resources, prepared children for
the study emphaes of the trip, and. the specific kinds of data to
bo acquired..

In each curriculum, short, walking study trips into the im-
mediate residential neighborhood. are the first data-gathering op-
erations engaged. in. These are planned to teach children to see
what is geographically relevant, and to distinguish forms and. their
functions in the urban landscape. Over the sequence of regional

studies, field. trips are extended. into the neighborhood comnercial
district, the Central Business District, industrial, harbor, and
contrasting regions, as defined. by the rTecific curriculum.

For each trip and as children acquire skills in their use,
maps and. air photos are presented prior to departure, Euld observe,.
tion made of the route to be taken and the features to be observed.

On the trip itself, a large, undeveloped map is taped to the side-
walk or another convenient spot, children are assembled around it,

oriented to the place they now stand, and. given the opportunity to

record critical features they observe in the framed ate region.

Air photos and data sheets are also available, and are used to ver-

ify changes in the area: and to record sites visited and data ob-
tained.

Within the classroom these experiences are supplemented with

kodachrome slides, and readings concerning features observed and.

the functions of each. These learnings are critical antecedents

to children's subsequent analyses of functional differentiation
within these regions. Analyzing the uses to which man patterns

the land requires a depth grounding in the functions within the
region and provides the basic data from which all such higher geo-

graphic analyses can be made.

Use of Scale Models

Following initial field study in each component region, chil-
dren were each time engaged in classroom analysis of carefully
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constructml scale models of that region. Cartographers drafted
these materials, to assure accuracy of scale ami of representation.
RAnh vAg4nin WAA relmverviteA orb sets of ma.onite 1""1"A'" at a scale
of 1:300, painted white, and measuring 4 feet by 9 feet when as-
sedbled. To draft these boards, and achieve accurate scale in the
layout of first, second, third and fourthoorder streets, railroad
tracks, and parking lots (the only "information" painted onto the
baseboards), our cartographers consulted air photos awl city maps
available from the Santa Manisa City Rogineerts Office, and from
commercial aerial photography cmorations. These models were con.
atructed to represent the specific area walkedaver by the dhil-
dren. Thus, the boaris representing the immediate residential
neighborhood presented the six to eight square blocks actually stud-

ied by eadh separate classroom group in experimental Curriculum16
SUbsequent regional models were used, by all classes, and so dupli-
cation could be made of tbe single Central Business rdstrict vis-
ited by all (produced at a, smaller scale to permit reproduction of
the larger surface area); the industrial regiool centered on the
incoming rail lines and freeway; the administrative region (an ex-
tension, of the CBD in this ptirticular community); and, one region
of the Los Angeles Harbor, irmluding the inner channels and associ-
ated oil refineries, ludber yards, and fish harbor.

In addition to the baseboards, our catographers constructed,
to scale, the specific geographic structures which occupied these
represented regions. The fact some changes in the landscape oc-
curred after the models were completed was used as a "teaching op-
portunity." Children were asked, to consider what had happened, in
the landscape, to make the, model in part dbsolescent, and to make
the necersary revisions themselves.

Finally, appropriate vehicles were provided, at like scales,
fOr each of the models: autcm, delivery trucks, and service vehi-
cles in the residential areas; buses, trudks and autos in the coo.
mercial areas; railroad cars, roadpworking equipment, and city mainp
tenance trucks and equipment in the industrial area; police cars,
fire trucks, and adbulances in the administrative area; and ships,
railroad cars, and oil tank trucks, lutber trucks, and other spe
cialized transport vehicles in the harbor region.

Following field study, children were eadh time engaged in re-
producing, accurately, the spatial layaut of the region they had
visited. Information on the specialized functions of each geo-
graphic feature WAS provided, through readings, related commerci-
ally-available films, and emassroom discussions and some simulami
tion, through dramatic play of activities within the region.
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Demlop.ing Conce ts 0.ative Iocaim d ace Relationshi san .

All data collection and recording activities were engaged in

to provide a foundation for functional analysis of these regions.

Such analysis would require, first, children:a ability to analyze

spatial arrangements and. patterns of distribution within regions.

Basic to this skill is the ability to work with concepts of rela-

tive location and space relationships.

Through aar pilot studies we discovered young children need

support for recognizing spatial ptttern within the landscape: and

Zor seeing the spatial world in terms of a system of coordinates

(the grid system). Without such instruction, children respond

largely in topological terms: connecting places in terms of spe-

cific paths of mavement, of immediate and only transitory impor-

tance to them. Most of the children we sappled depended either on

the sensations of their own movements, or on the immediate con-

tiguity of Objects in the environment for clues to pattern or order

in the landscape. Few, at this age, recognized or structured a sys-

tem of space relationships (a grid) independent of their own ac-

tions or of the chance location of objects already placed within

the environment.

As a consequence of these observations, the following instruc-

tional program was designed. Its purposes were to teach children

(1) To map simple patterns of linear relationships between objects

within regions; and (2) To extend patterns of linear relationships

within a larger and stable coordinate grid system. The teaching

sequence is defined. below. Its effectiveness in achieving its ob-

jecttves was experimentally tested, and the results reported in

chapter 6 of this report.

Instructional materials for this teaching sequence included.

the fcalowing:

1. A three-dimensional: large-scale (1:300) regional model

of the immediate residential neighborhood and its connect.

ing neighborhood-commercial district. These models inp.

eluded the masonite boards on which the street patterns

of the region were painted, and the scale models of resi-

dential awl commercial structures in the region.

2. A small-scale, magnetic-based model of the same region,

measuring, overall, 18 by 24 inches. This model consisted

of a sheet of plywood permanently covered by a thin sheet

of metal. The same street patterns painted on the large-

scale masonite boards were replicated on this metal sheet,

at considerably reduced scale. Buildings, again replicas
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of those used on the large-scale model, were constructed.
at a proportionate scale, and strips of magnetic tape
were attached to the base of each to permit their adher-
ence to the metal sheet, once it was raised upright, at
a right-anale to the floor.

3. Small model vehicles and dolls.

4 An acetate-overlay map system, 36 by 4o inches in size.
Layer one introduced a pictorial symbol locating the
school. Layer two located the gasoline station. Layer
three located the connecting street, and marked a route
between the two places by means of a series of painted
red footprints. Succeeding layers similarly introduced
on even-numbered layers each of a series of familiar land-
marks in the region and on odd-numbered Ayers, the con-
necting route between, again by means or painted foot-
prints. Layers were ordered so as to demonstrate by these
routes (a) a series of simple linear relationships in the
region, and. then (b) a series of connecting axes estab-
lishing a grid, system for the region as a whole. The use
of acetate layers permitted children to view all preced-
ing layers at the time any new route was superimposed.,
and so to observe the grid-system under development.

5. A classroom set of practice desk-maps, 18" x 240 each,
prepared by a professional cartographer, and produced to
scale. The maps represented the same neighborhood region
under study, and made use of the same pictoria/ symbols
introduced on the acetate overlay map system. Map #1 in-
eluded, the business artery on which the school and. com-
mereial buildings were located. Cross streets were indi-
cated. Map #2 included the business artery and the net-
work of residential streets of the neighborhood. Pictor-
ial symbols identified key residential and all commercial
structures.

For all lessons the materials were arranged as follows. The
large-scale three-dimensional model was centrally located on the
floor, with seating provided for children around three sides of it.
The small-scale magnetic-based. model was placed immediately behindthe larger model, in an upright position, and oriented in the same
N-S direction as the large-scale model. The acetate-overlay map
system was placed also immediately behind, the large-scale model,
and beside the magnetic-based model. Again, the same N-S orienta-tion was maintained.. Placement of these materials allowed all
children a clear and unobstructed view of each. Because all three
were displayed simultaneously, and in the same N-S orientation,



children could compare the same geographic region under three sep-
arate represeltations, employing differing scales, similar but dif.

ferent levels of symbolic representation, and different perspective.

It was assumed that the large-scale floor model, which most realis-
tically replicated the geoRraphic landscare, would be most easily

read. The magnetic-based model, while reducing scale and. changing
perspective from that of a horizontally-placed floor map to that

of a vertical position, did maintain the three-dimensional, highly-

concrete symbolism of the floor model. The acetate map system in-
troduced. pictorial symbas, in the same vertical orientation estab-
lished by the magnetic-based model.

The experimental sequence involved establishing two sets of
spatial relationships, linear and coordinate.

Establishing linear relationships.Subjects were presented
with a series of two known features along single streets of the
large-scale model, and asked each time to demonstrate how a doll
could be walked. from one feature to the next. After a child had.

demonstrated the route correctly, he was asked to demonstrate that
same route on the magnetic-based small scale model. The appropri-
ate layers of the acetate-overlay map system were then brought
down, one at a time, to illustrate the same features and. the foot-
prints recording the linear route between the two.

A series of such routes was practiced, introduced each time
through the use of objects on the two models, and verified against
the routes depicted. on subsequent layers of the acetate map system.
An active response was each time elicited by the request the child
demonstrate the route on each of two scale. models, and then verify
his route against the data of the map system. Follow-up practice
exercises allowed children individually to record a series of lin-

ear routes on the desk maps prepared for these sessions. Responses

were immediately checked, reinforced positively if co.crect, and

changed if incorrect.

Establishing coordinate relationships.--Subjects were pr2sented
with a series of individual features in the landscape, each one at

right angles to a known feature on an already-established linear

route on the map-system. Each rime subjects were instructed, to ex-

tend the route from the known feature to the newly identified one.
As in the lessons just completed, subjects demonstrated the routes
first on the large-scale model, then on the small-scale model, and
then verified the routes against the appropriate layers of the ace-

tate-overlay map system.

In these lessons, a series of new features and their routes

was introduced. They were sequenced to establish two sub-coordinate
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systems, and then to integrate all routes into a single complex

coordinste system, accounting for all features in the region.

A final lesson series utilized the small model vehicles, and

was designed to "purge" the coordinate system of the specific ob-

jects earlier used to establish its reference points. Axes (the

streets) of the grid, system were labeled, and. specific geographic

features removed. Subjects were then asked to place each of eight
model cars at the intersections of named streets, and each of four

geographic features at new locations, identified by the intersects

of the grid system. Responses were immediately reinforced.

Through this instructional program, children in our experimen-

tal groups were found to make significant gains in recognizing
systems of spatial coordinates, and. in using these systems in iden-

tifying positions of relative location within regions.

Orsa..ictiz ing emdMag Geo ra hie tDa a

Learning to classify geographic features requires that chil-

dren develop differentiating criteria for grouping features into

like sets (in geographic terms, to delineate "pattern" in the land-

scape by identifying areas of similar land. use). Following these

beginning classification tasks, children can then be engaged in

regiona analysis, considering why these features "pattern" as they

do, and. how mants activities in the landscape can be explained, and
their relationships analysed.

Within this curriculum, beginning classification skills are
developed through practice exercises in (1) identifying separate

forms or structures within these regions (residential, caimnercial,

or industrial for example), and then (2) Ewing such features

into sets defined. by ninction (finding, or designing, a neighbor-

hood which is mostly single-family residential, for example).

Children are first engaged in grouping exercises using the

three-dimensional models. Using information concerning the func-

tions of the models, children are asked to group an models that

are alike in use. Grouping is introduced first in the neighbor-
hood residential region, and the associated neighborhood commer-
cial district. Children learn tc differentiate between "residen-

tial" and. "commercial" functions. They learn to sub-classify by
"single-family" and "many-families" residential. "Circulation"

functions are introduced to account for transportation features.

In the study of the Central Business District, the second-

grade curriculum provides further sub-classification activities
through functional grouping of "inner core," "secondary," and
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"boundary" (properly "tertiary") commercial features. Over the suc-

ceeding regional centers of the curriculum, children learn to clas-

sify industrial, recreational, and administrative functions.

Classification of landforms and vegetation associations ere

developed in the grade three curriculum. Children in this curric-

ulum classify both on single aad multiplicative criteria, through

proper placement of Indian sites, for example: Coastal Chumash;

or, Inland Gabrieleno.

Air Photo Classification Skills. Classification, introduced

through use of models, was also practiced at increasingly symbolic

levels by use of photos, pictorial maps, and air photos. The air

photo is so important a tool in geograPhic research, we believed

it a worthy adjunct to this curriculum, provided we could design

learning experiences for children which would negotiate their mas-

tery of critical skills in air photo reading aad analysis. In de-

veloping and field-testing this curriculum, we developed special

exercises in applying already-acquired grouping or categorizing

skills to the analysis of air photos of known and unknown regions.

On the basis of evidence that such skills are learnable in the

wimary grades, we have included a sequence of those exercises

within this curriculum, and prepared the instructional materials

which go with them.

Children engaged in these exercises learn the cues of the air

photo which signal class-membership in the concept-categories of

12Vban geographic analysis (residential or commercial, e.g.). And,

they learn to group features of the air-photo (all single-family

residences, for example) by encircling like features with colored

markers so as to define areas of differentiated land-use (residen-

tial or commercial neighborhoods, for example).

Appendix A demonstrates the cues to which sUbjects were taught

to respond. A sequence of study exercises was designed which util-

ized selected air photos of familiar areas. Following practice in

identifying features within familiar regions, children mere helped

to verbalize the distinguishing attributes of each, and the cues

for identifying those urban types on the air photo. Practice to

generalize the skill to recognizing these features on unfamiliar

but similar .vgions followed.

A second phase of the instructional program was designed to

teach children to res1,Jnd to geographic patterns as a whole. A
series of exercises was designed which centered first on grouping

sets of familiar dbjects, and provided for subsequent practice in

grouping sets of defined geographic features. Appendix B demon-

strates the ovder tasks introduced.
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Several particularly troublesome problems in air photo anal-

ysis are taken into account in this lesson sequence. Item series

3-5 and 9-12 are designed to train children to treat as irrelevant

the visual barriers which streets and nature/ landscape features

seem to present, when the task required is to encircle all of a

particular zone (residential, for example). Item series 6-8 and

15-16 are designed to teach children to group in terms of extended

sets, enclosing all proximate meMbers of the set, despite the con-

figuration of the regional pattern which results. Item series 13-

20 are designed to teach children to respond in terms of majority

members of a sep. In the geographic landscape it is not unusual

for a neighborhood to include some features not properly classified

among the elements which establish the "character" of the region.

These lessons did not attempt to teadh decisionsimaking for charac-

terizing a region, but rather to teach children to respond appro-

priately once instructions for delineating an area were given.

Effects of this program on children's learning of air photo

classification &ills are reported in Chapter 5 of this report.

Analysing Patterns of Accordance Within Regions

Following steps in classification of geographic features,

children are engaged in analysis of patterns of accordance and in-

terrelationship in the distribution of features within regions.

One of our nmjor purposes in undertaking this research was to de-

termine whether young children could engage in relational thinking

of this order.

Geographers approach these analyses through separately mapping

distributions of two or more features, and then analysing the pat-

terns of correspondence which appear as they compare those distribu-

tions in the landscape. Such patterns may be simple, locational

associations such as those represented by the correspondence of

large supermarkets and their adjacent parking areas. Patterns may,

however, be considerably more complex, involving influences of a

nuMber of interacting factorsdistributions, for example, of such

factors as land resources, labor, technology, and market accessi-

bility and their relationships to distributions of particular in-

dustrial sites.

A first grade curriculum would, of course, demonstrate con-

siderale limitations in the complexity of the covariant analyses

introduced. (Wortunities for such analyses are, therefore, intro-

duced gradually in the opening weeks of this curriculum, with sim-

ple locational associations the first to be examined. Over the

semester's time, three-way analyses are introducedl and some
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opportunities provided t.-Q explore possible effects of altering one

or another of several associated features--the beginnings of causal
analysis.

Within this curriculum opportunities for analysis of patterns
of correspondence in the landscape include, at simpler levels, the
examination of relationships between (1) arterial commerce develop-
ment and major through-streets within the community; (2) neighbor-
hood commercial centers, dominated by large supermarkets, and their
neaeby customers located in the residential neighborhoods; or (3)
distributions of residential neigbborhoods in the regions of can.
yons and mountata slopes of Malibu, and such factors as terrain
(homes follow the ridges) or accessibility (home construction fol-
lows initial road building).

MOre complex associations are examined as several features

are observed to interact. The relationship of the railroad to in-
dustrial development in the community is first examined as children
Observe that the location of industries is linear, and. follows the
route of railroad penetration of the city. Specific locations

within the industrial area demonstrate additional patterns of cor-
respondence, however. FOr example, the location of a brick..making

plant and a chinamanufacturer is found to be associated with two

site factors: the distribution of accessible natural resources in
the area, and zoning laws which determine the extent of accessible

land for manufacturing enterprises. Similarly, in studies of the

local harbor and the larger bay on Which the community is locatedl
patterns of association between an artificial breakwater, the chang-
ing shoreline, and sedimentary fill are considered.

Instruction in these associations begins each time with at-
tention to the careful placement of individual features of the land-

scape on large-scale three-dimensional models of the regiaa. Chil-

dren learn throwgh these activities that location is important, and

that relative position has geographic meaning. Inquiry is raised

concerning particular associations of features within these regions;

and acetate overlay instructional programs are introduced to serve,
at a largely pictorial level, the functions performed by geogra-

phers' cartographic analyses. Each layer of the acetate series

superimposes, upon a simple map base, sydbols representing distribu-

tion of a single geographic feature. Studying patterns of corres-
pondence between features, Observable when two or more suCh layers

are superimposed, provides the data from which analyses can be drawn.

Tests of children's recognition of such patterns of corres-
pondence within regions come as children are asked to anticipate
effects or modifications in the landscape where a process of change

is already underway. In a residential neighborhoodl for example,
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where older single-family residences are being razed to make way

for more lucrative, large apartments, children, demonstrate their

recognition of the relationship between new zcming laws in tha

neighborhood an& changing latduse by anticipating future use far

certain presently vacant lots: they will probably be used for

apartment construction. Cr, in an industrial region, where adObe
resources are nearly depletedl aml community zoning laws deny fur-

ther land acquisition on the part of a brick manufacturer, children

can anticipate some modification of present activities in this

place.

Ana4ling Patterns of Interaction Between Regions

Acetate overlay systems, similar to those used in demonstrating

patterns of correspondence in regions, also serve in clarifying for

children patterns of spatial interchange and relationship between

functionally differentiated regions. These patterns of interchange

are first paced out by moving model vehicles within and between

places, represented in the three-dimensional regional models de-

signed for this program. Those same routes are then demonstrated

on eadh of a series of layers of an acetate overlay programosuper-

imposed onto a simple map base of the region or regions studied.

Observing the relationships between two or more such routes pro-

vides, again, source data for children's analysis of systems of

interchange and functional relationships within the larger region.

In the first and second grade curriculum, three teaching se-

quences are included to develop skills in functional analysis of

patterno of spatial interaction between regions. The first sup-

ports children's understanding of functional relationships between

regions within the local community, and is developed and then ex-

tended as each new regio=1 study is introduced.

Following study of the residential neighborhood and its asso-

ciated commercial district (presented on tIm same model layout,

and differentiatedby buildings and the streets which associate

with the residential and the busier canmercial artery), children

are introduced to the extended Central Emsiness District of their

community. Through simulation and dramatic I:ay, children use the

vehicles, and carry out the acttvities which functionally relate

these regiona. Teachers are encouraged to extend the streets be-

tween the boards by running masking tape over the floor, so that

children may "drive" the vehicles as they would normally go. An

acetate overlay system schematizes the spatial relationships es-

tablished by children's movements on the floor. Layer one pic-

torially represents the area presented by the neighborhood resi-

dential and comnercial region. Layer tmo introduces the Central



Business District. Layer three represents the circulation patterns
functionally linking the two.

Simalarly, vhen the indua_rial reginn in irltrneillnati AO the ilext

regional center, the industrial regional model with its trucks,
trains, sand, grave], luMber, brick, and service equipment (includ-
ing telephone equipment and service trucks) is added. Children's
simulation activities are now extended to include: transporting
commercial supplies from incoming railroad cars and truCkers to
stores in the Central Business District; moving roadworking equip-
ment to centers in the Central Business District where a new mall
is being constructed, or to the freeway constructiaa site; and,
moving bricks and luMber from those I4-3 zoned sites to places in
the residential and "urban-mmewal" areas in their community where
building construction is underway. Again, layer four ce the age-
tate system introduces the industrial region, and layer five pre-
sents the circulation patterns functionally relating this region
to all earlier introduced regions.

Follow-up mapping exercises provide children practice in ex-
tending similax routes between functiona/ly differentiated regions,
in response to story-situations read orally by the teacher.

In the second grade curriculum) only, similar agetate over-
lay system maps are used to demonstrate patterns of relationship
between (1).rivers and rock mining locations, (2) deserts and ce-
ment plants, (3) mixer plants, and (4) the system of freewNys and
railroads connecting the separate sites. This agetate map set is
introduced in study of the extemled Los Angeles Basin and its re-
sources for meeting construction needs in the home community. An
acetate system is also used to relate (1) the productresources of
Los Angeles Harbor (fish and luMber are illustrated), (2) markets
in Los Angeles and Santa Monica, and (3) the system of freeways
and rail transportation interrelating the three.

In the third grade currIculum, a similar acetate overlay sys-
tem is used to relate (1) land forms, (2) water resources, (3) vege-
tation associations, (3) occupance and (I4) movement patterns of
three separate Indian populations of the extended Los Angeles region.

Analysing Causatim-ishi s

Verifying causal relationships requires data concerning pat-
terns of change over time. The limitations of the first grade cur-
riculum to studies of present patterns within the region severely
restricts the opportunities for causal analysis. Patterns of cor-
respondence within a region are not sufficient evidence for attrib-
uting causality to one or another of the factors surveyed. The time
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dimension is a critical one, in providing evidences of antecedents
to patterns presently etched upon the land.

Within Curriculum .4 causal analyses are planned for grades

two and three. The decision reflects recognition of the need for

developing, first, a core of geographic concepts and methods as a
basis for subsequent extensions into comparative studies of his-

toric occupance of a region.

In grade two, causal analysis is introduced late in the sem-
ester, with consideration of policy problems being faced by the
community concerning development of the bay and the 3oca3. harbor

on which Santa, Monica is located. Inquiry is developed concerning
what effects might follow construction of n, proposed causeway (for

freeway purposes) out over the bay. Children are taken on a field
trip to the present harbor, and gather data on present natural feami

tures of the bay region. They examine, from vantage points on the

bluffs and on the pier, as well, effects of present man.made struc-
tures La the water (a breakwater, and a series of piers, eadh Bevis

eral miles distant from the next). They consult air photos from
the City Engineer's Office, which show the shoreline, and the same
piers, breakwater, and coaybal features they can observe from the

oater pier. They are assisted to recognize importamt differences

in the coastal formation where the breakwater is located.

In the classroom they are presented data from three successive

periods in the region's history, with photographic evidence of the

effects, overtime, of man-made intrusions into the water. They

read about the effects of littoral drift, and problems in keeping

the mnall harbor dredged and navigable, due to effects of the break-

water on water movement. They examine arguments proposed for a

coastal throughway, maps government agencies had produced, and

they weigh, ovarall, possible consequences of some proposed new

actions.

Figure 5 illustrates development of the inquiry, as it oc

curredl in the experimental classrooms over several days' time.

Consequences known to follow from certain earlier developments

formed the basis.for predicting some consequences of proposed new

action. These hypotheses were checked against data presently avail-
able concerning oceanographic effects and engineering know-how of

today. Do final test, of course, was possible. Action has mot yet

been taken. But the tentativeness of the theory structure was con-.

sidered as much its value as the processes by which data were veri-

fied and a theory derived. Holding knowledge tentatively as new

data cane in is an important aspect of analytic inquiry approaches.
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Figure 5. The Structuring of a Theory of Harbor Development
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Third. grade opportunities for developing causal analyses are
focussed in the comparative studies of Malibu, Los Angeles, and
Santa Monica under successive periods of human occupance . They
include:

(3.) Influences of antecedent land use patterns on subsequent
land use. (Examples: effects or the Spanish metes
and bounds system of marking land-grants on present
street-patterns in central Los Angeles contrasted with
the effects of later Anglo occupance on later urban
street development.)

(2) Influences of periods of boom and decline in the develop-
ment of Santa Monica and. Los Angeles harbor and. rail-
road complexes on population change.

(3) Further influences of the coxing of the railroads, and--
subsequently--the interurban "red cars" on population
growth in Los Angeles and Santa Monica.

Each ana/ysis is supported by a system of interrelated. instruc-
tional materials. These include:
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(1) Three-dimensional models of Main Street, Los Angeles, and

Third Street, Santa Monica at three periods in time:

1875, 19101 1960.

(2) Historical photos of these two regions, depicting func-

tional activities on these two streets, and in Santa

Mbnica and Los Angeles harbors, at approximately these

same dates.

(3) Air photos of these regions at several succeesstve peri-

ods in time.

(4) Historic documents, including maps, newspaper accounts,

and army engineer's drawings relevant to occupance

patterns and, prdblems in the region's past.

(5) Belated reading materials for students.
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CHAPTER IV

THE CRITERION INSTRUMENT MEASURINGAtMlEVEMENT IN GEOGRAPHY

Since no test was available for assessing children's achieve-
ment in geography, on criterion behaviors relevant to the research
purposes of this project, it was necessary to develop a criterion
instrument during Phase I of this project. The dependent variable
of this research was established as children's athievenent in geog-
raphy, at each of three levels of cognitive operations. Achieve-
ment was differentiated, after Blooms' 1.1c2sLoSich_axolicational
Objectives(1), to include the following three levels of cognitive

performance in geography: (1) knowledge of geographic features
and functions and interpretation of their symbolic representation
on maps; (2).comprehension of the central concept of geographic
theory; and 13) the ability to apply the concept of areal associa-
tion in regional analyses of unfamiliar environmental complexes.

The Achievement Test in Geography, developed for this research,
is, accordingly, differentiated at each grade level into three
sub-tests, measuring three criterion behaviors: I. Knowledge of

Geographic Peatures and Ftnctions; II. Comprehension of the Concept
of Areal Association; and, III. Ability to Apply the Concept of
Areal Association in Regional Analyses.

In addition, items within all sub-tests are distributed over
three levels of synbolic difficulty, and include (1) pdctorial
items, (2) symbolic items, at two levels of syMbolic abstraction,

and (3) air photo items.

Test Development Procedures

Antecedent to the construction of test itemo, a statenent of
test specifications was prepared, to direct item developnent and
selection. Specifications concerned test objectives (including
both substantive and behavioral elements), item types, procedures
for item selection and refinement, and overall distribution of
items within the final criterion scales.
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Test Objectives

The sub-tests for each of grades 1, 2, and 3 were designed
to assess children's learning of the concept of areal association,
at three levels of cognitive achievement, and at each of three
degrees of symbolic abstraction.

Levels of syMbolic abstraction mere differentiated as (1)
highly pictorial; (2) symbolic, at two levels of abstraction;
and (3) air photo, requiring conceptual organizing responses to
differentiate relevant data frmm a photo-context of relatively
law perteptual support.

A statement of test objectives for each of the three cogni-
tive levels is given below. Sample items are drawn from first,
second, and third grade tests.

I. Demonstrates Knowledge of Geomp. hic Features and
Functions

A. Demonstrates knowledge of geographic features by
correctly marking the correct picture.

Sample Item:

"Look at row 1. It shows a SUPERMARKET, a
RESIDENCE, a CHURCH, a HOSPITAL. Drew a line
on the picture that shows a place where people
live--(pause)--wtere people live."

B. Demonstrates knowledge of geograpthic functions by
correctly narking the correct picture.

Sanple Item:

"Look at row 3. It shows =APARTMENT, a
RAILROAD SIDIN% a SUPERMARKET, a FACTORY. Drew
a line on the conmercial place--(pause)--the
commercial plaoe."

C. Demonstrates knowledge of geographic terms by cor-
rectly identifying on a physical map examples of
geographic features.



Sample Item:

"Question 2 asks you to find a delta. Look at
your map. Is place 1 a delta? Is place 2 a delta?
Is place 4 a delta? Is place t a delta? Choose
the one best answer. Circle that number on line
2."

II. Demonstrates comprehension of the Concept of Areal
Association

A. Demonstrates comprehension of patterns of accordance
within regions by correctly marking the two pictures
which functionally associate.

Sample Item:

"Look at row 3. This row shows a MAINTENANCE
YARD, a DRUG STORE, an APARTMENT HOUSE, a FACTORY.

No of these pictures showplaces that belong in
. the same neighborhood. Drag a line on the two
pdctures that belong in the same neighborhood."

B. Demonstrates comprehension of patterns of accordance
between features within regions by correctly iden-
tifying from a map, the one feature Whidh is "out

of place."

Sample Item:

"Look at Page E. Find m621, (Chedk to see
that child is on place.) Something is wrong in

Mhp 1. Something is out of place. Find what is

in the wrong place. Dram a line on the thing
that is out of place."

C. Demonstrates comprehension of patterns of accordance
within regions by correctly identifying probable
location of features on a contour map giving data
of latitude, wind directions, and. elevations.



Sample Item:

"Find the place on your map where you would

probably find the heaviest rainfall. Is it place 1,

place 3, place 5, or place 8? Circle the correct

answer on line 5 of your answer sheet."

D. Demonstrates comprehension of patterns of spatial in-

teraction between regions by correctly identigying a

functional circulation pattern.

Sample Item: (Regional map item at symbolic level

2. Residential, commercial, and industrial regions

represented, with four routes marked in colors.)

"Here is story 1. Listen to the story. Then be

ready to color a line next to number 1 on your an-

swer sheet.

Mrs. Smith lives in the residential neighborhood.

She wants to buy groceries for dinner. WhiCh

trip mill Mrs. Smith take?

"If you think she takes the red trip, color

line 1 red.

If you thihk she takes the blue trip, color

line 1 blue.

If you thihk she takes the orange trip, color

line 1 orange.

If you think she takes the purple trip, color

line 1 purple."

Demonstrates Ability to Apply Concept of Areal Associa-

tion in the Analysis of Unfamiliar Regions

A. Applies concept of areal am:elation in the delinea-

tion of functionally differentiated regions in air

photos of unfamiliar regions.

Sample Item: (Using air photo symbolization)

2. "Here is an air photo of a place in a large city.

Use your red marker. Draw a line around the place

that is mostly stores. Dramr your line so that all

of the commercial region is inside your red line."
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B. Applies concept of areal association in predicting
land-use in unfamiliar, hypothetical regions.

smplejlem: (Map item of an hypothetical region,
with locations marked.)

6. "The Greenwood LuMber Company plans to build a
newballber yard to handle its lumber shipments in
this region. It wants to find a place where it can
move lumber in from its forests in the north, and
then truCk the lumber to its customers when they
buy it. Choose the best place for the lumber yard.
Circle the answer on line 6."

C. Predicts patterns of spatial interchange between func-
tionally differentiated regions.

Sample Item: (iviap item of an hypothetical region.)

9. "Supermarkets in D City are having a sale on
fresh fish. Choose the route that best shows how
the fish reach the supermarkets In D City. Circle
the answer on your answer sheet."

D. Demonstrates ability to predict the consequences of
change in a geographic factor on its related features
in a regional complex.

Sample Item: (Using map symbols.)

1. "This is a map of a neighborhood that is going
to change. A new freeway will soon be built
through this neighborhood. The brawn lthes mark
the freeway. The brown arrows mark the ramps
where cars will get on and off the freeway.

"After the freeway is finished, one street
will be much busier than it is now. Find that
street. Is it red street? Is it green street?
Is it blue street? Is it orange street? Mark
the street that will be busier on line 1."

E. Applies concept of causality to the interpretation of
geographical events over time.
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Sample Item:

5. "At first wagons brought people to the new
little town by the ocean. People came in wagons,

camped in the canyon, and later Wilt their
houses. Later railroads brought people. The city

grew fast when the railroads came. When the rail-

roads ran no more, many peopie left, and the city
lost its businesses, and snw hard timer. The

street cars changed all t17:4. The rtreet cars
connected this town with Center City, end brought
many people here to live. Business grt-e;, once

again, and the little town was saved.

"The most important idea of this story is:

Item Development and Selection

a. The street cars saved the
little city by the ocean.

The city changed over the
years.

Transportation changed over
the years.

Transportation helped the
city grow.

Following development of the test objectives, itenm were
developed for tryout with children enrolled in our pilot-study
classrooms. Mhltiple-choice items were selected as the item-type
for all sdb-tests, with the exception of sub-test IIIA, measuring
children's ability to apply the concept of areal association in
the delineation of fUnctionally differentiated regions in air
photos of umfamiliar regions. For these items, subjects were
given marking crayons, and adked to draw a line onto the air
photo, to enclose a requested functionally-defined region. Re-
sponses were then scored with reference to a six-point scale,
representing a continuum ranging from a minimum to a criterion-
level response. The rating scale is presented in Figure 6, in
Chapter 5 of this report. Mhltiple-choice items were scored on
a right-wrong criterion, and equally weighted in all sub-tests
of the criterion instrument.
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On the basis of item analysis following initial tryouts, weak

and poorly-discriminating items were revised or deleted. Table VII

presents distribution data for test items Included in the final cri-

terion instruments, for eadh of grades one, two, and three, and over

the three sUb-tests for eadh grade level. Knowledge itens totaled

36, 36, and 32 in grades one, two and three, respectively. Conpre-

hension items totaled 24 in eadh of the three grades. Application

items totaled 24 in grade one, 42 in grade two, and 16 in grade

three. Total test items in the grade one instrument were 84; in

the grade two instrument, 102; and, in grade three, 72.

The criterion instrunent is reproduced in the Appendix of this

report.

Test Reliability

Ettimates of test reliability for each of the sub-tests, at

each of grades one, two, and three, are presented in Table VIII.

Ettimates yere obtained by the split-half nethod. Correlations ob-

tained between performance on odd and even numbered items were cor-

rected by the Spearman-Brown formula to obtain an estimate of the

reliability of the sUb-test as a whole. Etta, used in estimating

test reliability were obtained from teat performance of instructed

subjects, engaged in the experimental Phase /I of this research.

In general, the test has adequate reliability. Reliability

coefficients ranged from a low of .529 for Application (air photo

interpretation) on the grade one test to .953 for Comprehension on

the grade two test. Reliability coefficients for the firgt grade

sub-tests were consistently lower than were those for the second and

third grade tests.
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TABLE VII

DISTRIBUTION OF TEST ITEMS, BY SUB-TEST AND GRADE

Sub-test:

I. Knowledge

A. Features
B. Functions

Total

II. Comprehension

A. Patterns of Accorlance
within. Regions

B. Spatial Interaction

Grade:

2

17 17
19 19

36 36

15 15

3

16
16

32

21

between Regions 9 9 3

Total 24 24 24

III. Application

A. Delineation of Areas
in Air Photo Analysis 7 7

B. Prediction of land-use
(Patterns of accordance) 6 19

C. Spatial Interaction 22 6 4
D. Change Analysis 99 10 7
E.. Causality

5

Total 24 42 16

Grand Total 84 72
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TABLE VIII

TEST RELIABILITY: ODD-EVEN RELIABILITY
COEFFICIENTS* BY SUB-TEST AND GRADE

Grade

(N = 57)

Test I
Knowledge

2 (N 45) 3 (N = Fr)

.626 .932 .820

Test II
Comprehension .626 .953 .720

Ttst III
Application

Pictorial .595 .733

Air Photo .529 .866

SyMbolic .813

All correlations corrected by the Spearman-Brown formula.
*All correlations P < .01.
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CHAPTER

RESULTS: CHILDREN'S LEARNING OF THE SKILLS OF AIR PHOTO ANALYSIS

In developing the experimental Curriculum A in geography, we
needed to obtain evidence whether young children could learn a
critical analytic skill in geographic inquiry, the ak!ll of (1)

reading air photos as a source of data on the geographic land-
scape, and (2) drawing appropriate interpretations from the data

these photos provide. This chapter reports the results of an ex.
perimental research, carried out within the developmental phase

of the larger research project.

Its purpose was to test the effects of a newly designed pro-

gram of instruction in air photo analysis. The decision whether

or not to include air photo analysis in the experimental curric-

ulum A was contingent upon the outcomes of this study.

The technique of air photo analysis has not ordinarily been
introduced in the elementary school. Fbr the professional geog-
rapher, however, it serves as a key research tool. Areal differ-

entiation--the patterning of the landscapeis nore clearly ob-
servable fram the air than it is from the field. While direct

field observation is a necessary aspect of geographic research,
the availability of air photos provides a useful and welcome re-
source in the geographer's initIal reconnaissance, systematic

mapping, and analysis of regions.

Fbr our purpose, air photo analysis offered a particularly
effective method for obtaining data on two key questions in our

research: (1) Could young children learn to operate effectively
with an instructional medium of relatively low perceptual support,
and successfully obtain information from the patterns of form,

shadow, and texture presented in the air pthoto? (2) Could they

then appropriately apply a central concept of geographic theory
in determining patterns of functional differentiation within the
geographic region as a whole?

The test was a severe one for the central thesis of the

larger research: the thesis that young children can learn the
concept of areal association, and can learn to apply it appropri-
ately in analysing and interpreting geographic regions. The pre-
sent study reports th: first of these findings.
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Related Research

Thinking operations required in tasks of air photo analysis

are essentially those of relational thinking in a context of

relatively low perceptual suivort. Visual data of the air photo

are communicated in patterns of tone, shadow., and texture, re-

stricted to a continuum of varying shades of gray, and presented

at a greatly reduced scale. Identifying the features of a com-

plex cultural landscape fram these visual stimuli, and inferring

from them patterns of land-use within the region as a Whole re-

quire powers of selective discrimination and of relational think-

ing concerning patterns of correspondence between features ob-

served. Researt% is not available concerning young children's

ability to engage in either of these operations, specifically

applied to the tasks of geographic inquiry.

That children in the middle elementary school years can en-

gage in relational thinking is supported by those researdhes of

Piaget which have found the logic of classes and of relations

developed in the concrete operations of middle childhood. The

age citations given for the onset of these operations have been

subject, however, to frequent dispute, as Flaget himself antic-

ipated(27). Inter-individual variability, or factors in the ex-

perimental tadk have variously been accorded a contributing role

in the earlier incidence of these operations (2, 21). The evi-

dence of one research that an instructional program may account

for significantly earlier develcpment of causal thinking in 89i-

ence suggests the validity of the najor problem of this studyl15).

Evidence concerning young children's learning under instruc-

tional conditions of relatively high or low perceptual support

is, again, limited. A number of basic researches, extending

Piaget's earlier studies, have affirmed a developmental order

in children's acquisition of abstract, symbolically mediated

concepts. Concept formation has been observed to proceed from

children's early perceptually bound, precategorial responses
through later stages of repccd perceptual support and in-

creased symbolic mediationl27). Whether classroam progrmns can

negotiate young children's application of a relational concept

to the analysis of geographic regions, presented under candi-

tions of severely reduced perceptual support, is a question,

again, in need of study. Both problems are of central impor-

tance to this researdh.

Background

Exploratory study preceding this research had indicated. that

children, instructed in certain skills of geographic analysis,
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could learn to use geographic categories as "organizers" in classi-
fying data within the urban geographic landscape. First and sec-
ond grade children did, for example, learn to classify neighbor-
hoods of single and multiple dwellings as "residential"; to dif-
ferentiate between neighborhood commercial, arterial commercial,
and Central Etsiness Distrists; and, to identify industrial, rec-
reational, and administrative areas within the region under study.
Instruction had utilized field study and carefully scaled class-
room models, constructed to replicate geographic features of the
same landscape observed in the field.

When introduced to laxge scale air.photos (scale 1:2400) of
these same regions, children were able to locate and identify
certain critical features of the landscape, already identified
"in the field" and on "model layouts" of the region. Their re-
sponses to the air photo were highly specific, however, and tar-
geted only individual structures in the landscape, perceived
either from some unique surface configuration (a large mr" on the
local supermarket, e.g.) or for their spatial contiguity with an
already-identified geographic feature. Such responses demon-
strated no generalization to classes of functionally similar but
unknown features (other supermarkets, e.g.) within the environ-
ment. In addition, no responses were made which indicated that
subjects perceived geographic pattern (i.e., patterns of fmnc-
tional relationships) within the region as a whole--a critical
skill in geographic analysis of the region.

Purpose*

The purpose of this study was to test whether children, in-
structed in skills of differentiating and grouping geographic
features into functionally defined sets, would perform significantly
higher than would controls on tasks of air photo analysis requir-
ing: (1) use of certain generalized cues in identifying fmnc-
tionally-similar geographic features (all commercial structures
e.g.), Wherever they occurred on the air photo; and, (2) grouping
such features into zones of similar land use or function (a
"neighborhood commercial zone," e.g.). Both skills were held to
be prerequisite to any sUbsequent success with the geographic
tadk of interpreting patterns of land use within regions.

Definition of Criterion Behaviors

Preliminary analysis suggested three separate component tadks
to be involved in criterion performance in air photo analysis.
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They included:

(l) Ability to identify geographic features of the
landscape in terms of the class-concert or
category to Which the geographer assigns them.

Since this study developed within the con-
text of children's study of an urban community,
it was features of the urban landscape with
which we were concerned; e.g., single and
multiple family residences; commercial struc-
tures, including those of the local neighbor-
hood, arterial, and Central Business districts;
streets (first, second, third, and fourth order);

parking lots, and freeways.

(2) Ability to identify "pattern" in the geograghic

landscape in terms of fumtionally differentiated
zones (residential, commercial, etc.) within the

urban complex.

Involved here are tasks of (a) abstracting
the criteria for grouping features of the lard-
scape Into one or another of these zones; (b)

identifying those same criteria (the defining

attributes) from the restricted visual data of
the air photo; and, (c) engaging in appropriate
grouping or classifying behavior, namely: en-

circling "like" elements and ignoring, as ir-
relevant, perceptual cues of separation and
contiguity provided by non-critical features

of the landscape. (Streets, e.g., may provide
particularly troublesone cues to the beginning
student, in their visual suggestion of "natural

boundaries," where in fact none may exist on

the grouping criteria applied here.)

(3) Abilitr to draw inferences regarding the char-
acter of the region, both in terms of (a) pat-

terns of functional differentiation within the
area, and of (b) inferred process relationships
betmeen features within the region as a whole.

Eypotheses

Concerning effects of the instructional programs, the fol-

lowing hypotheses were formulated:
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(1) Experimental subjects, instructed in skills of
differentiating and grouping geographic features
into functionally defined sets, would evidence
significantly higher achievement in delineating
pattern in hir photos of unfamiliar regions than
would control subjects.

(2) No significant difference wtuld obtain between
groups on a ariterion test measuring ability to
idenfity specific features of the landscape,
and to differentiate between the function of eadh.

Method

Subjects

Subjects mere sixteen second grade dhildren, regularly en-
rolled in a self-contained classroom of a pUblic elementary
school in an urban, racially integrated neighborhood (Negro-,
Mexican-, Anglo-, and Japanese Americans). Parent occupations,
if used as a sole index, would place these families chiefly in
the lower middle class. Children's IQ, obtained through group
administration of the SRA Primary Mental Atdlities, grades 2-4,
ranged from 58 to 127, with a class mean of 100 .437.

The researdh design employed in this study called for random
assignment of subjects into experimental and control groups.
Some unavoidable transfers from the school ta the weeks immedi-
ately preceding the experiment reduced the sample. Newly en-
rolling students were not included in the study, in order to
maintain a six weeks' antecedent instructional program in geog-
raphy as a constant for all subjects, experimental and control.
Experimental and control groups were stabilized with eight sub-
jects eadh, randomly assigned to either group.

Research Design

The research design employed in this study was a simple
randomized design, with two treatment groups, and analysis of
covariance applied to adjust for chance differences in IQ and
pretest controls(18). Antecedent to this study, all subjects
were group-tested for IQ, and individually tested for adhievement
on the criterion instrument measuring dkills in air photo analy-
sis.

The research design provided for an initial six weeks of
antecedent instruction in geography, administered to all subjects.
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Immediately following, subjects were randomly assigned to experi-

mental amd control groups for three weeks' geographic instruction

under programs differentiated a:1 follaws. Experimental subjects

at this tfAme received instruction in (1) differentiating geo-

graphic features on air photos, and (2) grauping those geographic

elements into functionally defined sets. Control subjects re-

ceived continuing practice in differentiating specific geographic

features on familiar air photos and model layouts, and examining

the nature of their functions within the community. Individually

administered post-tests in air photo analysis of an unfamiliar

geographic region mere administered to all subjects, experimental

and control, two weeks after the conclusion of instruction.

Prolram of Antecedent Instruction

The six weeks' program of antecedent instruction in geography,

administered to all subjects, centered in study of the local com-

munity, selected on the advice of geographers as the best possible

laboratory for beginning geographic analysis. Practice was given

in identifying geographic features, analyzing their functions,

and determining their patterns of distribution in the landscape.

Because this study centered in an urban community, tt was pattern

within the urban landscape which was examined; for example, dis-

tribution of single and multiple family residential neighborhoods;

commercial centers, including local neighborhood, arterial, and

Central Business Districts; circulation patterns; and, transport

systems within the region under study.

Lessons engaged children in field study and in classroom

analysis of carefully constructed scale models of reglons within

their cammunity. Cartographers had been engaged in drafting

these materials, to assure accuracy of scale and of representation.

Each region was produced at a scale of 1:300 on sets of masonite

boards, painted White, and measuring 4 feet by 9 feet when as-

sembled. Street patterns of each region were drafted on the

boards, and painted bladk. Cross-walks and lines narking lanes

for traffic mere added, to differentiate first, second, third,

and fourth order streets. No additional information was provided

on these boards. Scale models of structures in the given region

mere produced of mood, painted, and lettered, where appropriate.

Assedbling these boards, and inquiring into the nature of geo-

graphic function and land use within these neighborhoods, was a

major focus of geographic instruction.

Eer2mentaaminSetqleximinaandftnetione:Gr9uping
On conclusion of the period of antecedent instruction experi-

mental subjects were enrolled in a three weeks' program of air
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photo instruction, meeting for thirty minutes three days each

week. This program involved: (1) teaching the generalized cues

which serve to differentiate geographic features on air photos;

and, (2) teaching skills in grouping these features into zones of

similar land use or function within the region.

Appendix A demonstrates the cues to which subjects were
taught to respond. A sequence of study exercises was designed
Which utilized selected air photos of familiar areas. Following

practice in identifying features within familiar regions: chil-
dren were helped to verbalize the distinguishing attributes of
each: and the cues for identififying those urban features on air

photos. Practice exercises requiring identification of urban
features on unfamiliar but similar air photos followed.

A second phase of the instructional program was designed to

teach children to respond to geographic patterns as a whole. A
series of exercises was designed which centered first =grouping
sets of familiar objects, and provided for subsequent practice

in grouping sets of geographic features. Appendix B demonstrates
the order of tasks introduced.

Several particularly troublesome problems in air photo anal-

ysis are taken into account in this lesson sequence. Item series

3-5 and 9-12 are designed to train children to treat as irrele-
vant the visual barriers Which streets and natural landscape fea-
tures seem to presentt when the tadk required is to encircle all

of a particular zone (residential, for example). Item series

6-8 and 15-16 are designed to teach children to group in terms
of extended sets, enclosing all proximate members of the set,

despite the configuration of the regianal pattern whidh results.

Item series 13-20 are designed to teadb children to respond in

terms of majority members of a set. la the geographic landscape

it is not unusual for a neighborhood to include some features not

properly classified among the elements whidh establish the

"character" of the region. These lessons did not attempt to

teadh decision-making for characterizing a region, but rather to

teadh children to respond appropriately once instructions for
delineating an area were given.

Measurement

Pre and post tests involved the use of a criterian instru-

ment designed with the assistance of a professional geographer.
An air photo of a region unfamiliar to the children, but similar
to those studied, was mounted on a sheet of bristol board, 30 by
40 inches, and covered with a sheet of clear, prefinidhed acetate,
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Subjects, tested individually, were seated before a Imitable on

which the tir photo bad been placed, and were given four acetate

marking crayons to use in completing the orally given test in-

structions. A test session lasted approximately twenty-five min-

utes, was administered by a trained research assistant, and was

tape recorded.

Air Photo Analysis, Scale I. The first of the scales admin-

istered measured subjects' ability to identify geographic features

on the air photo and to identify simple functional relationships

between those features in terms of movements between places.

Subjects were asked to locate single and multiple family resi-

dences, commercial structures, and major arteries; and, to project

simple routes as demonstration of their understanding of patterns

of circulation between places within that region.

AirPhotoArRULI.leII. The second of the scales pro-

vided a measure of sUbjects' ability to delineate pettern in the

geographic region. Over a series of items children were asked to

identigy certain functionally differentiated regions (single-

family residential, multiple family residertial, and commercial)

and then to draw a line so as to enclose the region on the air

photo.

A seven-point scale differentiated responses along a continuum

ranging frmn a minimum grouping response--enclosure of some struc-

tures within the requested area--to maximum enclosure of the re-

quested area, with all boundaries of that area coterminous with

the lloundaries of unlike surrounding regions.

Mean performance at level 5 of the scale was considered ac-

ceptable for beginning geographic analysis and air photo inter-

pretation, and served therefore, by definition, as criterion

performance for this study. A team of tuy trained observers

analysed sUbjects' responses and reached agreement in the scoring

of each.

Set tiscrimination and Grouping Test,. In addition to these

data, information was obtained concerning children's mastery of

the basic grouping tasks in which the experimental group had been

trained. A series of 20 picture items, similar to those of the

practice sessions, was wepared and administered to all subjects

at the outset and conclusion of tbe three weeks' instructional

program. Responses were scored on a right-wrong criterion.
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Flgure 6. Scoring Criteria for Air Photo Analysis, Scale II

AmwgiffialCar

1 - Encloses two or more structures of the requested set within

a single blodk.

2 - Encloses two or more structures of the requested set within

two blocks.

3 - Encloses a majority of the requested structures within an

area of from three to five continuous blocks. In areas of

mixed land-use, the enclosed region includes no more than a

minority of nondaembers of the set (less than half of the

total structures enclosed).

4 - Encloses a majority of the requested structures within an

area of from six to ten continuous blocks. In areas of

mixed land-use: enclosed region includes no more than a
minority of non-members of the set (less than half of total

structures enclosed).

5 - Encloses a majority of requested structures within the total
region in a single set. Region enclosed includes no more

than a minority of non-members of the set.

6 - Same response as 5. Poundaries are coterminous with bound-

aries of one or more unlike sets.

7 - Same as reponse 5. All boundaries coterminous with bound-
aries of other unlike sets, with result the entire region is
functionally delineated and enclosed.

Results

Analysis of covariance, with lq and pretest scores introduced
as controls, provided the statistical method for testing the

significance of differences between experimental and control

slibjects' responses.

Effects of Instruction in Set Edscrimination

Aa a measure of the effectiveness of the experimental program
in eliciting appropriate grouping responses, an F value was
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obtained to test the significance of the between-groups differ-
ence in set discrimination. Table X presents unadjusted and
and adjusted means of experimental and control subjects. The
difference between adjusted means was significant beyond the .01
level (Table IX).

TABLE IX

SUMMARY OF ANALYSES OF COVARIANCE OF SUBJEMS' SET DISCRIMINATION
AND AIR PHOTO INTERPRETATION UNDER EXPERIMENTAL AND CONTROL
PROGRAM

SOURC.E df MS F

Set Discrimination:
Between
Within
Total

Air Photo Interpretation I:

1
11
12

Between 1
Within 12
Total 13

Air Photo Interpretation II:
Between 1
Within 12
Total 13

52.774 16.094*
3.279

2.077

1.427 1.455

82.787 11.716*
7-066

* P <.01
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TA= X

SUBJECTS' CRITERION AND CONTROL VARIABLE MEANS FOR =MEN-
Pa'TPS """ 145" ACIrrrriMMIT ql1rP 11TgrRThrTNATION

VIIMMC7=aftIVINEMINNI.ma...gme

Criterion
Post-Achievement

...arsau11.111Aetec.Agusted
Experimental 8 16.250 15.632

Control 7 11.71A 12.419

Control
Pretest

Achievement IQ_

11.000 103.875

12.142 102.571

Effects of Instruction on Air Photo Interpretation, Level I

a was hypothesized that no significant difference would

obtain between groups on Scale I of the air photo test, measur-

ing ability to identify features within the geographic environ-

ment. Such responses, it was anticipated, would transfer ap-

propriately from field study and from the instruction in geog-

raphy experienced by both groups. Table XI presents unadjusted

and adjusted means of experimental and control subjects. The

F-value, presented in Table IX, is not significant.

TABLE XI

SUBJECTS' CRITERION AND CONTROL VARIABLE MEANS FOR BETWEEN-GROUPS

ANALYSIS OF ACHIEVEMENT IN AIR PHOTO INTERPRETATION, LEVEL I

smilmormIMMIIIlimow

Grou

Criterion Cortrol

Post-Achievement Pretest

N Unad usted. Ad usted Achievement IQ

Experimental 8 10.375

Control 8 8.875

9.386

9.864

10.750

9.500

1.03.875

97.000
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Effects of Instruction cn Air Photo Interpretation Level II

It vas hypothesized a significant difference would obtain

between groups in measures of children's ability to delineate

pattern in the geographic landscape in terms of functionally

differentiated areas. Control subjects obtained a mean total

(unadjusted) score of 5.625 over the total items of the test,

a minimum grouping performance. Control subjects, uninstructed

specifically in grouping tasks, produced the particularistic

response, and over the several items of the scale, enclosed on

the average two or more structures within no more than two

blocks of the total available area.

Experimental subjects obtained a mean total (unadjusted)

score of 13.75 over the several items of the scale. Their

grouping responses, on the average, appropriately enclosed a

majority of requested structures over more than six to ten

continuous blocks. Experimental subjects' mean group perfor-

mance closely approached, but did rot reach, the level of

adhievement established as prerequisite to next steps in a

projected sequence of learnings in geographic interpretation

of air photos. As predictedl the F value for the between-

groups difference was significant (B.c.01).

TABLE XII

SUBJECTS' CRITERION= CONTRC1 VARIABLE REANS FOR BETWEEN-

GROUPS ANAUSIS OF ACHIEVEMENT IN AIR PHOTO INTERPRETATION,

LEVEL II

Criterion

Post-Achievement

Groups N UnadilladAdlusted

Experinental 8 13.750 11.737

Control 8 5.625 7.638

Control
Pretest

Achievement

8.250

5.125

IQ

103.875

97.000
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Discussion

Results of the experiment were in accordance with the predic-

tion that subjects instructed in set discrimination and arm:pine

would demonstrate significantly higher achievement on a criterion

instrument requiring delineation of areas of functional differen-

tiation on an air photo of an unfamiliar urban regton than would

control subjects. No significant difference obtained between ex-

perimental and control subjects on tasks requiring identification

of features in the air photo. SUbjects instructed in the grouping

task, however, achieved significantly higher mean performance than

did control subjects in delineating areas of functional differen-

tiation within the unfamiliar air photo.

While mean performance of the experimental group over the

several items of Scale II did not reach criterion level 5 of the

scale, it closely approached this performance level (4.50, and

suggests the usefulness of continued study in this field. The ex-

perimental instructional period was of relattvely short duration,

and allowed no practice on air photos, once the critical grouping

response had been established. It seems reasonable to predict, in

view of these results, that added practice in aerial differentia-

tion on air photos would yield continued increments in learning.

Children's performance, on the whole, demonstrated they

could obtain information from the patterns of frm, dhadow, and

texture the air photo presents. The urban region depicted on the

criterion air photo was an unfamiliar one to the subjects. Cor-

rect responses required, therefore, generalization of prior-

learned class-cues to the task of decoding the complex surface

landscape represented in the restricted data of this photo.

Beyond recognizing these features, experimental sUbjects

evidenced significant gains in delineating patterns of areal

distribution within the landscape. To perform successfully in

this tadk, it was necessary for subjects (1) to respond to fea-

tures of the landscape in terms of their class neMbership as de-

fined by geographers, and (4 to group all like features within

the air photo into logically extended sets of maximum similarity.

This second tadk is complicated by the fact perceptual group-

ings of the air photo are not at all times coincidental with the

logically extended conceptual groupings the geographer employs.

It was interesting to us to learn that our sUbjects' early dif-

ficulties in overriding the visual distractors of the air photo

and achieving the more elegant and logically inclusive groupings

were problens advanced students majoring in geographic field

study and cartographic analysis at the university level were also
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experiencing. The more primitive response in the case of both
groups is to respond perceptually to the cues of spatial proximity.
Learning to ignore these cues as irrelevant and to group in terms
of logically extended classes is the central ..w.Avvytaal tadk In
air photo analysis. Subjects instructed in the experimental
program designed for this researdh performed with significantly
higher achievement with respect to these behaviors than did con-
trol subjects.

Summary,

Results of this study provided encouraging evidence young
children could acquire some beginning skills in using a key
analytic tool in geographic research. This study developed within
the context of our larger researdh in teaching geography,:and was
desigaed to test the hypothesis that second grade sUbjects, in-
structed in an experimental program in reading air photos, would
evidence significantly higher achievement in delineating func-
tionally differentiated pattern in the geographic landscape than
mould control sUbjects.

A tadk analysis was made of the criterion tehaviors involved
in reading and analysing air photos and an experimental program
designed to measure achievenent in set discriminationl identifica-
tion of geographic features, and delineation of pattern in air
photos of unfamiliar regions. Findings supported the hypothesis
that instructed experimental subjects would achieve significantly
higher scores in criterion tadks requiring delineation of patterns
of functional differentiation in air photo analysis.

On the basis of these data, air photo analysis was incorporated
as one instructional objective in the experimental Curriculum A
of the larger research program.



CRAFTER VI

RESULTS: CHTLDREN'S USE OF COORDINATE

REFERENCE SYSTEMS IN MAPPLNG

The study reported here was conducted within the develop-

mental Phase I of the larger researdh program. It was designed

to obtain evidence of young children's ability to profit fram

instruction in spatial relationships. This problem was an im-

portant one in the larger context of our research program. The

conceptual content of experimental Curriculum A required chil-

dren to think in relational terms concerning the distAlution

of features in the landscape. To determine patterns of areal

relationship (patterns of correspondence) between features

within regions requires that the learner (1) first recognize

how those features distribute within the larger spatial system,

and (2) then determine patterns of correspondence in the distri-

bution of two or more such features.

It seemed clear to ua that young children would not be

Able to succeed in either of these geographic tasks unless they

could first learn to respond to the region as a spatial system.

The question whether children in grade one (approximately six

years of age) could learn to recognize a system of stable co-

ordinate relationships within regions was one for 'which no ex-

perimental evidence was available. It was the purpose of this

study to obtain evidence whether young children in grade one

could learn to use a coordinate reference system as a framework

for ordering the data of a geographic region.

The central question of this study was the following: Can

young children, in grade one, learn to use coordinate reference

systems in mapping, and to recognize stable spatial relation-

ships within regions, as a consequence of a program of instruc-

tion designed to support these learnings?

Related Research
_

EXcept for some important studies of Piaget (22), the ques-

tion whether young children can learn to order data within a

system of coordinate relationships in space has not been re-

searched or even raised. Despite the central inportance of

geographic education in the elementary school social studies,

researdh concerning children's geographic and spatial learnings

is virtually non-existent, and despite numerous hortatory
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articles proposing certain grossly defined "developmental" stages

in mapping, a review of related research demonstrates virtuallY

nothing is known concerning the young child's progress through

such a series of propogleel "stsges;" nor are the effects of in-

structional variables on such progress known.

Az early as 1934 Mitchell had woposed a natural progression

in children's mental development and in their maturing ability to

"discover relationsiaipe in the geographic environment( 20). More

recently, Saboroff l24) has proposed a logical sequgnce in the

development of children's mapping skills, and Kohn kW) has sug-

gested a teaching sequence premised upon children's developing

ability to learn through increasingly symbolic experiences. Ex-

perimental studies to test these, and other, proposals f9r In-

struction are singularly lacking. The McAulay research t19),

purporting to test children's ability to read maps, is criticized

by geographers on the grounds the instruments used are not maps,

providing a planometric view of an area, but are figures, or

sketches, displaying gorss inaccuracies in scale and spatial re-

lationships.

The Piagetian studies of children's concepts of space (22),

while largely focused on their mastery of topological, projective,

and Euclidean space in tadks of mathematical, scientific, and

pictorial analysis, do suggest some important implications for

geographic instruction. The development of a coordinate system

of relationships, a characteristic of Euclidean space, is, to

Piaget, the culmination of a series of developmental "stages" in

dhildren's learning. Euclidean, like projective space, derives

from topological space, ama presupposes the topological concepts

of order and dimensionality in the placement of Objects. In the

utoplogical" stages of development (Stages I and II, in the

Piagetian analysis) the young child responds perceptually to ob-

jects, but does so without reference to a point of view or spatial

frame of reference (22: 244). Simple "connected" notions are

characteristic of his percepts of space. It is only gradually

that children learn to establish the conceptual relationships

that impose a larger reference system of horizontal and vertical

axes (the grid gystem), constituting a permanent frame of refer-

ence irrespective of the potential displacement of objects within

it.

The concept of Euclidean spmce is, of course, critical to

geographic analysis. It is, according to the Fiagetian thesis,

developed gradually, emerging in "Stage IIIA" (ages Y.8-9 years),

and accomplished when the child's use of partial reference sys-

tems, accounting for some relationships, only, is replaced by his
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ability to construct coordinate axes embracing the entire spatial

field (Stage IIIBI ages 9-10 years).

In these studies, as in previous analyses) Piaget has made

use of clinical diagnosis; no attempt has been made to study the

effects of instructional variablee introduced as possible modifi-

ers of the spatial concepts under study. While individual dif-

ferences are apparent in the data of the reported case studies,

the nature of such differences was not examined. In short, the

problems of instructional significance are unstudied. It is to

those problems that this research was addressed.

Airpose

The purpose of this study was twofold: (1) to develop a

teaching sequence to instruct children in certain linear and

coordinate relationships on maps representing familiar neighbor-

hood regions; and (2) to test whether children, instructed in

this program, would perform significantly higher than controls

on a criterion instrument measuring subjects' topological and

Euclidean concepts of space.

Particularly interesting to us were Piaget's analyses of

the predominantly perceptual nature of children's topological

concepts of gpace, and the conceptual development required if

the child is not nerely to assemble those perceptual data, but

to coordinate those data within a single, conprehensive system

of relationships. Our instructional purpose, therefore, was to

develop a teaching sequence Which would utilize the young child's

perceptual predispositions in responding to the geographic land-

scape, and then support his learning of a gystem of abstract

linear and coordinate relationships he might impose in ordering

all such perceptual data. Our research purpose was to test

whether such an instructional sequence would elicit significant

increnents in children's learning of concepts of Euclidean space.

Hypotheses

Concerning effects of the instructional program, the follow-

ing hypotheses were formulated:

1. Subjects, instructed in dkills of mapping linear

and coordinate relationships, would evidence

significantly higher overall achievement on a

test of spatial concepts in mapping than would

subjects experienced only in the use of three-

dimensional objects within simulated geographic

regions.
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2. Subjects instructed in skills of mapping coordi-

nate relationships would evidence significantly

higher expression of Euclidean concepts of space

than would subjects experienced only in the use

of three-dimensional objects within simulated

geographic regions.

A corollary interest in this research was to determine whether

subjects' achievenent in the learning of Euclidean concepts of

space would correlate significantly with conceptual intelligence.

It could be anticipated, following Piaget's analysis, that the

obtained r between achievement and intelligence would be signifi-

cant, but that the correlation between achievement and perceptual

intelligence, as measured by the SRA Primary-Mental Abilities,

1C-11 would not be statistically significant. The third hypothesis

of this research, therefore, izedicted:

3. If instruction in snatial relationships made a

significant contribution to subjects' learning

of Euclidean concepts of space, then this achieve-

ment would be found to be significantly correlated

with conceptual, but aot with perceptual, intelli-

gence.

Method

Subjects

Subjects were fifty first grade children, regularly enrolled

in two self-contained, graded classrooms in an urban elementary

school. Parent occupations, if used as a sole index, would place

these fmmilies in the middle-middle and upper-middle class.

Children's IQ, obtained through group administration of the SRA

Primary Mental Abilities, K-1, ranged from 78 to 145, with a mean

of 112.3 for the experimental group, and 109.5 for the controls.

The between-grou7)s difference in intelligence, as determined by

a, t-test, was not significant.

Research DesIi

The research design employed in this study vas a simple

randomized design, with two treatment groups, and t-tests used

to test the significance of between-groups differences in intelli-

gence, and in pretest and post-test achievement. To test the

significance of between-groups differences in topological, transi-

tional and &elide= concepts of space, the median test for
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independent groups was used.

The research design provided for an initial two weeks of

antecedent instruction in geography, administered to all subjects.

Immediately following, subjects were randomly assigned to the

experimental and control programs for two weeks' instruction, 20

minutes per day, under programs differentiated as follows. Ex-

perimental subjects at this tine received instruction in (1) lo-

cating routes of linear movement on large-scale and small-scale

three-dimensional model layouts, replicating familiar neighbor-

hood regions and identifying those same routes on an acetate-

overlay map system especially designed for this program; (2)

practicing skills in mapping linear relationships on specially

prepared desk maps of the same region; (3) locating routes

establishing a set of stable coordinate relationships on the

large-scale and amall-scale three-dimensional model layauts of

the sane region, and identigying those routes on the acetate-

overlay nap system; and (4) practicing skills in mapping coordi-

nate relationships on specially prepared desk maps of the region.

Control subjects received continuing practice in differentiating

specific geographic features, and moving objects on the same

three-dimensional model layouts representing the same geographic

regions as those utilized in the experimental program. Post-tests

measuring children's spatial concepts in an unfamiliar geographic

region were administered to all subjects, experimental and con-

trol, two weeks after the conclusion of instruction.

Programs of Antecedent Instruction

A two weeks' program of antecedent instruction in geography,

administered to all subjects, centered in field study of the

local community, selected on the advice of geographers as the

best possible laboratory for beginning geographic analysis.

Practice was given in identifying geographic features in the im-

mediate residential and neighborhood commercial regions, analyz-

ing their fUnctions, and determining how they located in the

landscape.

Children were engaged in field study, together with class-

roam analysis of carefully constructed scale models of these

residential and commercial neighborhoods.
Cartographers had been

engaged in drafting these materials, to assure accuracy of scale

and of representation. Each region was produced at a scale of

1:300 on sets of masonite boards, painted white, and measuring

4 feet by 9 feet When assembled. Street patterns of each region

were drafted on the boards, and painted black. Cross-walks and

lines marking lanes for traffic were added, to differentiate sec-

ond, third, and fourth order streets in the neighborhood. Nb
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additional intormation was provided on these boards. Scale models
of str_vtures in the given region were produced of wood, painted,
and letteredl where appropriate. Assembling these boards, and
inquiring into the nature of geographic function and land use .

within these neighborhoods, was a major focus of geographic in-

struction.

Experimental Program in
Spatial Relationships

On conclusion of the period of antecedent instruction, ex-
perimental aubjects were enrolled in a two weeks' program of
instruction in spatial relationships. This program involved:

(1) learning to map simple patterns of linear relationship be-
tween objects within regions; and (2) learning to extend patterns
of linear relationship within a larger and stable coordinate

(grid) system. Instructional materials included the following:

1. A three-dimensional, large-scale (1:300) regional
yodel of the immediate residential neighborhood
and its connecting neighborhood-commercial dis-
trict. These models included the masonite boards
on which the street patterns of the region were

painted, and the scale models of residential and
comnercial structures in the region.

2. A small-seale, magnetic-based model of the same
region, measuring, overall, 18 by 24 inches.
This model consisted of a sheet of plywood per-
yanently covered by a thin sheet of metal. The

same street patterns painted on the large-scale
masonite boards were replicated on this metal
sheet, at considerably reduced scale. Buildings,

again replicas of those used on the large-scale
model, were constructed at a proportionate scale,
and strips of magnetic tape were attached to the
base of each to permit their adherence to the
yetal sheet, once it was raised upright, at a
right-angle to the floor.

3. Small model vehicles and dolls.

4. An acetate-overlay map system, 36 by 40 inches

in size. Laye?: one introduced a gctorial
symbol locatinz the school. Layer two located

the gasoline station. Layer three located the
connecting street, and marked a route between
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the two places by means of a series of painted

red footprints. Succeeding layers similarly

introduced on even-numbered layers each of a

series of familiar landmarks in the region and

on odd-numbered layers, the connecting route be-

tween, again by means of painted footprints.

Layers were ordered so as to demonstrate by

these routes (a) a series of simple linear re-

lationships in the region, and then (b) a series

of connecting axes establishing a grid system for

the region as a whole. The use of acetate layers

permitted children to view all weceding layers

at the time any new route was superimposed, and

so to observe the grid-Aystem under development.

5. A classroom set of pactice desk-maps, 18" x 24"

each, prepared by a peofessional cartographer,

and produced to scale. The maps represented the

same neighborhood region under study, and made

use of the same pdctorial symbols introduced on

the acetate overlay may system. Map #1 in-

cluded the business artery on which the school

and commercial buildings were located. Cross

streets were indicated. Napf2 included the

business artery and the network of residential

streets of the neighborhood. Pictorial symbols

identified key residential and all commercial

structures.

Fbr all lessons the materials were arranged as follaws.

The large-scale three-dimensional model was centrally located on

the floor, with seating provided for children around three sides

of it. The small-scale magnetic-based model was placed immedi-

ately behind the larger model, in an upright position, and ori-

ented in the same N-S direction as the large-scale model. The

acetate-overlay nap system VAS placed also immediately behind

the large-scale model, and beside the magnetic-based model.

Avin, the same N-S orientation was maintained. Placement of

these materials allowed all children a clear and unobstructed

view of each. Because all three were displayed simultaneously,

and in the sane N-S orientation, children could compare the same

geographic region under three separate representations, employ-

ing differing scales, similar but different levels of symbolic

representation, and different perspective. It was assumed that

the larger-scale floor model, which most realistically repli-

cated the grographic landscape, would be most easily read. The

magnetic-based model, while reducing scale and changing perspec-

tive from that of a horizontally-placed floor map to that of a
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vertical position, did maintain the three-dimensional, highly-

concrete symbolism of the floor model. The acetate map system

introduced pictorial symbols, in the same vertical orientation

established by the magnetic-based model.

The experimental sequence involved establishing two sets of

spatial relationships, linear and coordinate.

Establishing linear relationships.--Subjects were presented

with a series of two known features along single streets of the

large-scale model, and asked each tine to demonstrate how a doll

could be walked fram one feature to the next. After a child had

demonstrated the route correctly, he was asked to demonstrate

that same route on the magnetic-based small scale model. The

appropriate layers of the acetate-overlay map system were then

brought down, one at a time, to illustrate the same features and

the footprints recording the linear route between the two.

A series of such routes was practiced, introduced eadh time

through the use of objects on the two models, and verified against

the routes depicted on sdbsequent layers of the acetate map system.

An active response was each time elicited by the request the

child demonstrate the route on each of two scale models, and then

verify his route against the data of the nap system. Follow-up

practice exercises allowed children individually to record a

series of linear routes on the desk naps prepared for these ses-

sions. Responses were immediately checked, reinforced positively

if correct, and changed if incorrect.

Eskilelationshis.--Subjects
were pre-

sented with a series of individual features in the landscape, each

one at right angles to a known feature on an already-established

linear route on the map-system. Each time subjects were in-

structed to extend the route fram the known feature to the newly

identified one. As in the lessons just completed, subjects dem-

onstrated the routes first on the large scale model, then on the

small-scale model, and then verified the routes against the ap-

propriate layers of the acetate-overlay map system.

In these lessons, a series of new features and their routes

was introduced. They were sequenced to establish two sub-coordi-

nate systems, and then to integrate all routes into a single com-

plex coordinate system, accounting for all features in the region.

Follow-up izactice exercises with the desk maps required

children individually to record a series of routes which estab-

lished a grid system on the map. After each route was established
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and reinforced, children were encouraged to seek alternate routes

as other ways of reaching the same destination. Responses were

each tilm immediately verified.

A final lesson series utilized the small model vehicles, and

was designed to "purge" the coordinate system of the specific ob-

jects earlier used to establish its reference points. Axes (the

streets) of the grid system were labeled, and specific geographic

features removed. Subjects were then asked to place each of eight
model care at the intersections of named streets, and eadh of
four geographic features at new locations, identified by the inter-

sects of the grid system. Responses were immediately reinforced.

Measurement

.
Pre- and post-tests involved the use of a constructive-

response instrument: designed to elicit children's structuring of

a set of geographic data. Subjects were tested individually on

the pretest, and in small groups on the post-test. The test con-

sisted of a single sheet, 11 x 17 inches, and folded to reveal
the upper half of the map, only. Features in the hypothetical
landscape were depicted through highly pictorial syMbols and in-
cluded, in the upper half of the map, a school, two houses, a

drug store, and a lake. The lower half of the map, folded back

until used in the second half of the test, introduced the addi-

tional features of a gasoline station and a church. Features

were so placed and scaled as to be accounted for within a single

grid system, but no cues were given to the system.

SUbjects were instructed that this sheet represented a neigh-

borhood somewhat similar to their own. Individual features were

identified. SUbjects were requested to add the streets they

thought were needed. Then, over a series of ten questions, sub-

jects were adked to mark and number each of a series of specific

routes. For each route subjects were invited to project streets

as needed.

An eight-point rating scale was constructed, which differ-

entiated responses along a continuum, ranging from a topological
response--accounting for concepts of spatial order and continuity,
only--to the establishment of a general system of coordinate

axes accounting for positional relationships over the entire

space. The final reaponse category (level 8) is that correspond-

ing to Plaget's operational definition of EUclidean space.
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FIGURE 7: RATING SCALE: SPATIAL CONCEPTS IN MAPPING

Level I: Topological (assumes notions of order and

dimensionality):

1 - Independent routes (concepts of order, continuity).

Demonstrates topological ideas of order and continuity

by linking two objects, with a line. Does so by "aiming

along a direction of travel," with destination-object the

single reference point.

Routes typically curvilinear or linear, bearing no

relationship to any other route or gystem of

routes.

Routes frequently swing around other objects, but

may cut through a building or cross another line.

In these cases, no effort is made to parallel the

route or establish a common reference gystem with

regard to it.

2 - "Influenced" routes,(concept of proximity, a per-

ceptual response).

Demonstrates topological ideas of order and continuity

by linking two objects along a "line of travel." Evidences

influence of a pre-established line by following it or

"drawing near" for a portion of the new route only.

Fails to demonstrate "parallelism" in that ize-

established route does not serve as a stable

reference system. New route may join the old

briefly, and then depart. The "distance joined"

is, in each case, less than what might have been

used if a system of parallel structure had. been

developed..

Level II: Transitional (development of sub-.:eference systems

demonstrating mastery of straight-line parallels.

Systems remain purely "internal" to a number of

closely related objects).
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FIGURE 7: (Continued)

3 - Parallel routes) linear relationship only.

Inter-connects tvo objects, using a pre-established
route when the new route is uni-directional and requires

linear extension of it only. Maintains parallelism be-

tween the old and new routes.

4 . Parallel routes, single-axis system only.

Interconnects two objects, using xe-established route

as a partial reference system. Parallels earlier route as

one axis of a two-directional route. Demonstrates use of

an outside reference system in joining the two routes, but

the system of reference is incomplete, atcounting for one

axis of the journey, only. Governed by perceptual re-

sponse.

5 . Parallel routes within two-directional system
(demonstrates recognition of right angles).

Interconnects two objects, using two or more pre-estab-

lidhed routes within a partial reference system. Parallels

each of two or more earlier routes as references within a

single system. Streets may be established as connecting

links in the system, but serve only to stabilize the spe-

cific routes taken. Streets maybe later extended, but
such extensions are added only as a specific route requires.

(It is objects;., not positions as sudh, which the streets

connect.)

Level III. Euclidean (system of interrelationeh4s between posi-

tions. A gradual mastery of extended reference systems,

and of construction of coordinate axes embracing entire

spatial field).

6 - Interconnectinjuates within a two-directional grid,.

Extends streets as a system of relationehips within

space. Streets introduced after a route is suggested, but

axe laid out with reference to a larger system of posi-

tions and not to the objects alone.



FIGURE (Continued)

Extends streets beyond the dbjects to be connected.

11411ks streets with reference to other streets already

on the map.

7 - Positionll relationshi s established throu h sub-

system of coordinate axes limited area

Establishes sub-gystem of coordinate axes as a pattern

of fixed relationships within area. Streets laid out with

reference to one another, allowing for movement between

objects, but representing as well a fixed set of posi-

tional relationships along coordinate axes in space. In

doing so, child accounts for only a part of the total

space. Critical feature of level 7, distinguishing it

from level 6, is child's structuring of these relation-

ehips irrespective of a ;articular route to be taken.

Goes beyond a route to structure positional relationsaips

within area.

8 - Positional relationshi's established throu

of coordinate axes accountin for total s

h s stem
ace.

Establishes system of coordinate axes as a pattern

of fixed relationships within total area. Streets laid

aat with reference to one another, allowing for uovements

between objects, but representing, as well, a fixed set

of positional relationships along coordinate axes in

space. In doing so, child accounts for total space.

Cooresponds, in Piaget's studies, to child's immedi-

ate, verbalized intention to construct such a system. A

general coordination of ell lines and parallels through-

out entire field of objects.
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Mean performance at level 6 of the scale was considered to
be an acceptable demonstration of young children's beginning
mastery of a system of Euclidean space relationships. It served,
therefore, by definition, as criterion performance for this study.

A team of two trained observers analyzed subjects' responses,
and reached agreement in the scoring of each.

Results

Effects of Instruction in
Spatial Relationships

The first hypothesis of this research had predicted a statis-
tically significant between-groups difference in favor of subjects
instructed in tasks of mapping linear and coordinate relation-
ships. For purposes of t-test arialysis, subjects' total achieve-
ment scores on the criterion instrument were used. Experimental
subjects, as predicted, demonstrated significantly higher post-
test mean achievement than did controls (pl .01).

Table XIII presents experimenil and control subjects' mean
IQ and pretest achievement, determined through pretest administra-
tion of the criterion instrument. In neither instance was the
between-groups difference statistically significant. Subjects'
mean total pretest scores was 13.5 for the experimental group and
15.3 for the controls. Over the twelve items of the instrument,
subjects, on the average, demonstrated pre-instructional perfor-
mance between levels 1 and 2 of the rating scale. Their re-
sponses, as might have been predicted, were largely topological,
demonstrating the dbility to link features in terms of a "line
of travel" in which concepts of order and continuity were appar-
ent, but in which the specific featurs of a single route served
as its sole frame of reference. These early responses represented
what might be described as "spaghetti napping." Routes criss-
crossed at random, and not infrequently cut through other build-
ings, without reference to those structures as relevant to the
present route undertaken.

Post-test achievement demonstrated gains for both experi-
mental and control subjects. Apparently work with the models
served to influence control subjects' concepts of space, and to
account for mean post-test achievement in this group at level
2.68 of the scale, a mean score indicating mastery of Level I
topological concepts. Children, following instruction in the
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TABLE XIII

BETWEN GROUPS ANALYS:S: INTELLIGRNCE AO PRETEST
ACHIEVEMENT IN SPATIAL CONCEPTS IN MAPPING

II
Mean N Mean diff t*

Intelligence 23 112.3 27 109.5 2.8 0.716

Ptetest 23 13.5 27 15.3 1.8 0.611

*With between 23 and 27 degrees of freedom, a t greater than
.2.052 would be required for significance at the .05 level.

0101

TABLE XIV

BETWEEN-GROUPS ANALYSIS: POST ACRMEW
SPATIAL CONCEPTS IN MAPPING

11111.1=1111M=111114.11

Group I Group II
N Mean S.D. N Meam S.D. diff t

Post
Aghievenent 23 48.7 18.06 27 32.1 12.56 16.6 3.63*

P < .01
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control program, were also demonstrating, in some instances, begin-

ning concepts of parallelism in their mapping. In establidhing new

routes, they were responding to the influence of proximate routes
and, in some instances, making reference to pre-established routes

when the new route could be projected by a lineal- extension of an
already-existing line of travel.

Experimental subjects demonstrated a mean post-test adhieve-
ment level at 4.o of the scale across all twelve items of the
criterion instrument. This score represented a response level

within Transitional Level II of the scale, and demonstrated mas-
tery of parallel routes and the use of an outside reference system

in joining two routes. The reference system was, however, in-

complete, and accounted for one axis of the journey, only. Where

streets had been established, they served to stabilize specific

routes, and were not properly interpreted as evidence of chil-
dren's acquisition of a system of abstract spatial relationships.
Experimental subjects, like controls, failed to reach criterion
performance (level 6 of the scale).

Subjects' Learning of Concepts
of Euclidean Sam

Subjects under the experimental program did evidence the
higher post-test achievement in spatial learnings, as predicted.
Subjects' mean performance did not, however, achieve level 6 of

the scale, denoting mastery of Euclidean concepts of space.

The second hypothesis bad predicted that experimental subjects

would evidence a significantly higher expression of Euclidean

concepts of space than would controls. To test this hypothesis,

the mean percentages of subjects' responses at each of the Topo-

logical, Transitional, and EVelidean levels of the scale were

calculated. The median test was then employed to test the signif-
icance of the between-groups difference at each of these levels.

As demonstrated in Table XV, the between-groups difference

was statistically significant for both the Topological and Euclid-

ean levels of the scale. Experimental subjects demonstrated a

mean 25.72 percent of topological responses, a percentage score

significantly less than the 50.92 percent evidenced by the con-

trols (p about .05).

No significant between-groups difference obtained in the case

of Transitional responses. Close to half of the responses made by

both groups were at this level. These axe interesting statistics,

and compared with the pretest results demonstrate that both pro-

grams did support children's spatial learnings.
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The most statistical1y important difference obtains at the
Euclidean level of the scale. Less than R percent of control
wbiects' repcnsez, were classifiable at these levals.
mental subjects obtained a mean 23.19 percent reponse at this
level, a statistic accounting for close to one fourth of sub-
jects responses. The between-groups difference if, sign:Ific:&
(p.c.0l) and establishes confidence that the effects of the ex-
perimental instructional program were considerable in supporting
children's beginning Learnings of contepts of Euclidean space.
What effects might have obtained had instruction been continued
over a longer period of time, or a different type of criterion
instrument employed, cannot, of course, be determined fram these
data.

Correlations between Intellistrat

anglaminsAELUE

The third hypothesis had predicted that if the instructional
program did contribute to subjects' learning of Euclidean con-
cepts of space, then subjects' adhievement would be significantly
correlated with conceptual, and not perceptual intelligence.
Euclidean concepts require the use of perceptual data (an en-
abling function), bat go beyond the percepts gained to an active
integration or ordering of those data within a system of con-
ceptually-defined, abstract space relationships.

To test hypothesis 3, achievement scores of the expertaental
sdbjects, alone, were used. Intelligence was measured by the
Primary Mental Abilities, IC-1, which permitted differentiation
by verbal, spatial, and perceptual intelligence.

Data are presented in Table XVI. As hypothesized, the
correlation between perceptual intelligence and achievenent in
these higher mapping skills requiring concepts of Euclidean
space was not significamt (r = .093). Interestingly, the correla-
tion between spatial intelligence and mapping achievenent also
failed to reach statistical significance (r = .353, p less than
.10). A significant correlation was obtained between verbal in-
telligence and children's achievement of Euclidean concepts in
mapping (r = .57*, p less than .01) It is possible to interpret
these data by suggesting that the enabling perceptual skills,
prerequisite to the mapping tasks tested on our criterion in-
strument, were sufficiently mastered by all subjects to contribute
no differentiating effects with respect to subjects' mapping
achievement. Conceptual intelligence, on the c ....her hand, corre-

lated positiveli with subjects' emergent skills' in the conceptual
tasks of mapping Euclidean relationships. These skills required
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TABLE XV

SUMMARY OF MEDIAN TEST RESULTS OF SUBJECTS' TOPOLOGICAL,
TRANSITIONAL, AND EUCLIDEAN COMM'S OF SPACE UNDER

PROGRAMS I AND II

Proportion
Exceeding ILGroup N M MedianNalue

aopoloical

Group I 23 25.72 .478
3.631*

Group II 27 50.92 .740

Transitional

Group I 23 51.09 .695 0.572
Group II 27 46.91 .592

Euclidean

Group I 23 23.19 .565

Group II 27 2.78 .185

*p about .05
**p less than .01
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"overriding" of the simple cues of perceptual proximity and order,

and the structuring, instead, of a larger system of abstract spa-

tial relationships, conceptually defined under conditions of nin-

immm environmental cues. With this behavior conceptual intelli-

gence correlated significantly.

Discussion

Results of the experiment were in accordance with the predic-

tion that subjects instructed in tasks of mapping linear and

coordinate relationships would demonstrate significantly higher

overall mean achievement on a test of spatial concepts in mapping

than would control subjects. While both experimental and control

subjects benefited from their respective programs, significantly

higher increments were obtained under the experimental program.

Control subjects, who engaged in practice in asseMbling

large-scale, three-dimensional models of the geographic neighbor-

hood region under study, advanced from a pretest mean score rep-

resenting mastery of simple topological concepts of order and

continuity to the use of "influenced" routes and some beginning

transitional concerts of parallelism. EXperimental subjects who,

like the controls, demonstreted pretest mastery of simple topo-

logical concepts demonstrated on the post-test a mean achievement

score signifying the development of a partial reference system

and of paxallelism in organizing geographic data in space. The

between-groups difference was statistically significant (p< .01).

A significant difference also obtained between experimental

and control subjects in their expression of Euclidean concepts of

space. Control subjects evidenced a significantly higher nean

percentage of responses at the Topological level of the scale

(p about .05). Experimental subjects expressed a mean 23.19 per-

cent response at the critical Euclidean level, an achievement

significantly different from the 2.78 percent expressed by con-

trol subjects (p < .01).

Despite these evidences of concept learning, experimental

subjects' mean post-test performance did not reach criterion

level 6 of the scale. Increments were substantial over subjects'

pre-instructional rerformance, which tested at the beginning

levels of topological srece relationship. Children did, over the

course of the two weeks' instructional program, establish begin-

ning skills in mapping requiring the use of Euclidean concepts of

space. The program was of short duration. It would be Important
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TABLE XVI

CORRELATIONS OF MAPPING SUMS AND INTELLIGENCE

N Mean r t

Intelligence

Total 23 112.3

Verbal 23 110.4

Spatial 23 109.1

Perceptual 23 109.9

.396 1.98**

.574 3.206***

.353 1.747*

.093 0.428

***
p < .01

**
p about .05

*
p <.10

0
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to examine the effects of continued instruction, over a semester's

time.

It would be useful, also, to experinent with the development

of refined and varied criterion instruments. This research used

a single constructive-response instrument only. Our purpose loci

to observe children's predispositions to patterning geographic

spcae under conditions of a minimum of organizational cues. Re-

sponses ranged from primitive efforts to connect specific features

along a "line of travel," wdthout regard to any outside frame of

reference, to complex efforts to structure the entire geographic

space in terms of a grid system.

The first six test items required use of the upper half of

the map, only. On the seventh question, subjects were instructed
to fold back the lower sheet, and study the extended neighborhood.

The instructions allowed children time to add streets as needed.

Responses varied, and ranged fram (1) ignoring the invitation to

(2) establishing a new and partial set of space relationships,
unrelated to the attached and continuous set already developed

on the upper half of the page to (3) extenling a coordinate system

already established in the upper half of the page to enclose and

account for the total region, top and bottom. This final re-

sponse level corresponds to level 8 of our scale, and to Pdaget's

definition of Stage IIIB as the expression of a general coordina-

tion of all lines and parallels throughout an entire field of

objects.

Table XVII presents the number of subjects achieving mean
performance at each of the three levels of the scale. Six ex-

perimental subjects, and no controls, achieved mean performance
at the Euclidean level III of the scale. Achievement in these

mapping tasks correlated positively wdth verbal intelligence

(r = .574, p = .01).

Interpretations of these data are of course restricted by

the limited sample, and the above-average mean IQ scores of our

first-grade subjects. Cleaay, a brief two weeks of instruction
demonstrated significant effects, and 4,:a the predicted direction.

The rating schedule developed for this research incorporated

certain transitional concepts advanced by Flaget to expalin chil-

dren's maturing concepts of gpace. Tbe scale was useful in dif-
ferentiating our subjects' responses, and offered a workable

definitional framework for categorizing our data. FUrther study

would be required, however, to provide evidence that these levels

do indeed constitute a hierarchy of ascending difficulty, and

that progress through these levels is as orderly and cumulative
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TABLE XVII

DISTRIBUTION OF SUBJECTS BY MEAN Comm LEVEL
ACHIEVED ON POST-TEST CRITERION MEASURES

OF SPATIAL CONCEFTS IN MAPPING

-I

Concept
Level

Experimental
N = 23

Control
N = 27

Level I
Topological

Level II
Transitional

Level III
Euclidean

3

14

6

14

13

0
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as Plaget proposes, and our own study appeared to corrdborate.

Most important of our findings was the evidence that chil-

dren's spatial concepts are amenable to instructional effects. TWo

weeks of instructional time at 20 minutes per day seems a small

investment to make if the outcome is significant growth in chil-

dren's spatial concepts and ability to order the geographic world.

This research focused on certain enabling skills, believed to be

werequisite to the critical geographic tasks of areal analysis.

For geographic instruction, the larger worth of this program will

rest on it,: demonstrated value in facilitating those analytic

skills. Such follow-up studies must yet be designed.
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RESULTS: MAIN EFFECTS FINDINGS

,

The researah design of the Experimental Phase II of this
project required pre- and post-test administration of the cri-
terion instrument to all subjects instructed under Curriculums
A and:B. In addition, all subjects were tested for intelligence,
through mmall-group administration of the Lorge-Thorndike Intelli-
gence Tests, Level 1, Form A (1957) at the grade one level, and
Level 2, Form A (1957) at grades two and three.

Trained research assistants administered all tests to the
children. The criterion instrument was administered individually
in grades one and two, and to small groups in grade three. At
no time in the developmental or experimental phases of this re-
search were teachers under Curriculums A or B given access to
these instruments. Instructional objectives for their programs
were providedl and teachers were assured that the testing ;TO-
grtm was designed to test for those learnings.

Intact classrooms were used as the experimental unit in
this research. Instruction in all grades under both Curricula
A and B was conducted by the classroam teacher, with the result
classroom interactions might have operated in such a way as to
make mlbjects' scores dependent. class means, instead, there-
fore, were used as the sampling units, and were weighted equally
in all data analyses.

The major statistical treatment employed in this research
was analysis of covariance, with statistical adjustment nede for
the effects of pupils' mean pre-instructional achievement in
geography, as determined by pretest performance on the criterion
instrument.

Intercorrelations were computed for pupils' mean IQ, pre-
test, and post-test achievement. These data are presented in
Table XVIII. Ftetest scores were selected as covariance con-
trols in adjusting tha final criterion scores. Analysis of
variance was applied to the adjusted criterion measures, and
F tests used to test the significance of the treatment difference
at eaCh grade level, and for each level of geographic achieve-
ment (kxowiedge, comprehension, and application).
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FINDMS

Results in ICnowled e of Geo ra hic Features and Functions

It was hypothesized that no significant difference would

obtain between groups in subjects' knowledge of geographic

features and their functions in the geographic landscape. Both

curr'xula, it was anticipated., would vove effective in famil-

iarizing children with the natural and the cultural features of

the landscape, and with their geographic functions.

Results of analyses of covariance in testing the signifi-

cance of between-programs differences are presented in Table

XIX. The no-difference hypothesis was supported in grades 1

and 3. In grade 2 a statistically significant betyeen-programs

difference vas obtained (1*,<.05). In grade 2, the null hypoth-

esis was, therefore, rejected.

Table XX presents means and standard deviations of sub-

jects' post-test achievenent for all three sub-tests of the

criterion instrunent. Tdble XXI presents mean pretest achieve-

ment and unwdjusted and adjusted means of subjects' criterion

performance on subtest I (knowledge) under Curriculums A amd B.

On the criterion sub-test of 36 items, first grade subjects

dbtained post-test mean achievement of 27.5 in Curriculum A

and 23.6 in Curriculum B. On the same sub-test items, second

grade subjects obtained mean post-test achievement of 30.3 in

Curriculum A and 21 .1 in CurriculumB. On the third grade

sub-test I, with a total of 32 items, Curriculum A and B sub-

jects achieved virtually the same mean post-test scores (19.2

and 19.1, respectively.)

With no correction for guessing, chance scores on the

three instruments are the following: 9 for the grade 1 and 2

sub-tests; 8 for the grade 3 sdb-test. BUbjects' mean perfor-

mance at all three grades, and under both Curriculums A and II;

demonstrate considerable increments over chance achievement.
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xix

SUMMARY OF ANALYSES OF COVARIANCE OF CHILDREN'S ACOVEMENr
IN GEOGRAPHY. I: KNOWLEDGE OF FEA'!URES AND FUNCTIONS

Source df Mean Square

Grade 1

Programa 1 3.814
Within 1 1.778
Total 2

Grade 2

Programa 1 41.547
Within 1 0.015
Total 2

Grade 3

Programa 1 2.14.3
Within 1 0.056
Total 2

2.3.45

2769.800*

38.267

< .05
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TABLE )0C

MEANS AO STANDARD EEVIATIONS OF SUBJECTS' POST-TEST ACHIEVEMENT
ON MEE LEVELS OF THE CRITERION INSTRUMENT

Subw.Test Sub-Test IP SUb-Test 1113

s.3) . S.D. s .D.

Grade 1

Curriculum A 2 27.5 3.81 15.1 3.89 20.4 5.62
Curriculum B 2 23.6 3.13 10.1 3.21 9.9 6.22

Grade 2

Curriculum A 2

Curriculum B 2

Curriculum A 2
Curriculum B 2

30.3 21.5
24.1 9.6

19.2 2.19 12.0 2.17
19.1 2.45 5.4 2.03

1Knowledge of Geographic Features and FUnctions
2
Comprehension of Concepts of Areal Association
3
Application of Concept of Areal Association

37.1
19.6

10.6 2.12
7.7 2.55



TABLE Ma

SUBJECTS' CRITERION AND CONTROL VARIABLE MEANS FOR
BETTEEN-PROGRAW ANALYSES iF ACHIEVEMENT IN GEOGRAPHY:

I. KNOWLEDGE OF FEATURES AND EUNCTIONS

Criterion: Control:
Post-Achievement Pretest Achievement

1 un-
Group N IQ adjusted adjusted

2

Curric-
ulum A

Grade 1 2 105.2 27.5
Grade 2 2 99.5 30.3
Grade 3 2 96.2 19.2

Curric-
ulum B

Grade 1 2 110.1 23.6
Grade 2 2 106.7 24.1
Grade 3 .2 104.2 19.1

30.4

23.9

11.3
12.2
8.5

9.7
12.3
10.3

1Number of intact groups serving as sampling units.
2
AdOustments made where statistically significant
F values obtained.
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rten2411LuLreguaterinusuLDLar2ns- Association

It was hypothesized that subjects enrolled in Curriculum A
'would evidence significantly higher achievement on post-test mea-

sures of comprehension of the concept of areal association tban

would subjects in Curriculum B. Table XXIII presents unadjusted

and adjusted criterion means. Bsults of analyses of covariance

for grades 1, 2, and 3 are presented in Table,XXII.

The between-programs difference in Grade 1, while in the

predicted direction, failed to reaeh statistical significance

(P = 15.357). First grade subjects instructed in a program de-

signed to give instruction in the concept of areal association
did not achieve significantly higher mean achievement in compre-
hension of the concept than did subjects instructed in Curriculum

B, the generalizations-centered curriculum.

in grades 2 and 3, significant between-programs differences
did appear (P< .05). In both grades, sUbjects instructed in the

concept of areal association demonstrated significantly higher

mean achievement on a test measuring comprehension of the concept

than did sUbjects enrolled in Curriculum B.

With no correction for guessing, chance scores on criterion

sub-test II at all three grades would be 6. Third grade mean

achievement under Curriculum B failed to reach chance level

(X = 5.4). In grades two and three, sUbjects instructed in a
generalizations-centered curriculum achieved significantly lower

scores on sub-test II than did those instructed in the analytic

CurriculumA. Between-groups differences were, in both cases,

statistically significant (P.4.05).

EtTalhec2ncetofiArea
Regional Analyses

The third hypothesis of this research was in the null form,

and stated no significant between-programs difference would db-

tain in subjects' mean performance in ability to apply the con-

cept of areal association in iaterpreting the data of unfamiliar

geographic regions.

Table XXV presents unadjusted and adjusted criterion means.
Results of analyses of covariance for grades 1, 2, and 3 are

presented in Table,CMV. The difference between first grade sub-

jects' post-test mean achievement under programs A and B was

10.5 score points. Subjects under Curriculum A obtained a, mean
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iABLE mar,

SUMMARY 0 ANALYSES OF COVARIANCE OF CHILDREN' ACHIEVENENII IN
GEOMAPHY. II: COMPREHENSION OF ThE CONCEPT OF AREAL ASSOCIATXON

4111W
Source

Grade 3.

Programs
Within
Total

Irade 2

Programs
Within
Total

df

1

2

Mean Square

28.211
1.837

3. 73.704
1 0.264
2

15.357

279.181*

Grade 3

Programa 1 4.814 3,149.538*Within 1 0.013
Total 2

P <.05
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TABLE XXIII

SUBJECTS' CRITERION AND CONTROL VARIABLE MANS FOR
BETWEEN-PROGRAMS ANALYSES OF ACHIEVENENT IN GEOGRAPHY.
I/: COMPREHENSION OF THE CONCEPT OF MEAL ASSOCIATION

Criterion:

Post-Achievement
=-

Group N
1

IQ adjusted adjusted
2

Control:
Pretest Achievement

Curric-
.ulum A

Grade 1 2 105.2 15.1 4.7
Grade 2 2 99.5 21.5 20.5 6.3
Grade 3 2 96.2 12.0 12.0 4.1

Curric-
ulum B

Grade 1 2 110.1 10.1 5.2

Grade 2 2 106.7 9.6 10.6 5.5
Grade 3 2 104.2 5.4 5.3 4.1

1NuMber of intact classes serving as experimental milts.
2,
Adjustments made where statistically significant F values
obtained. 1
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TAME LYIV

jerMrt"

SUMMARY OF ANALYSES OF COVARIANCE OF CHILDRRN'S ACHIEVEMENT
IN GEOGRAPHY. III: APPLICATION OF
THE CONCEPT OF AREAL ASSOCIATION

Source df Meam Square

XVNI111111.11.

Grade 1

Programs 1 110.010 3.566
Within 1 31.128
Total 2

Grade 2

Evograms 1 336.941 329.687*
Within 1 1.022
Total 2

Grade 3

Programs 1 6.497 360.944*Within 3. 0.018
Total 2

*P < .05

1211

=111.8110=IIINIM111.m.



TABLE XXV

SUBJECTS' CRITERION MD CONTROL VARIABLR MEANS FOR
BETWEEN-PROGRAMS ANALYSES OF ACHIEVEMENT IN GEOGRAPHY:

III. APPLICATION OF THE CONCEPP oF AREAL
ASSOCIATION IN REGIONAL ANALYSES

1111111NMNOwn=11

Criterion:

Post-Achievement
un-

Group N/ IQ adjusted adjusted
2

Control:

Pretest Achievement

Currie-
ulum A

Grade 1
Grade 2
Grade 3

Curric-
ulum B

2 105.9 20.4
2 99.5
2 96.2

Grade 1 2 110.1
Grviel 2 2 106.7

GzA.la 3 2 104.2

37.1
10.6

9.9
19.6
7.7

37.6
10.5

19.0
7.8

5.6
6.9
2.3

5.6
7.2
1.9

411.nrows

1Number of intact
2
Adjustments made
va1ues4ebtUIRed.

classes serving as sampling units .

lere statistically significant F



post-test score of 20.4, and those under Curriculum 721, 9.9. The

between-programs difference did not reach statistical significance,

however, and the null hypothesis, therefore, was not rejected.

In grades 2 and 30 between-programs differences each reached

statistical significance (P <.05) . Under Curriculum Al second

and third grade subjects evidenced a significantly higher mean

achievement in ability to Epply the concept of areal association

in analyzing: unfamiliar geographic regions. The advantage for

Curriculum A with respect to this geographic operation was not

obtained, however, with first grade subjects in this research.
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CHAPTER VIII

DISCUSSION

This research was directed to a central and pressing issue

in curriculum today: the question wtether young children can
profit from instructional programs incorporating, in their objec-

tives, the central organizing knowledge systems constituting the

"structure" of the disciplines. Currently, widespread support

has been given to the proposal that these central concept-systems

of the disciplines are best introduced early in children's learn-

ing experiences. These substantive elements, it is claimed, con-

stitute the most powerful ideas of the disciplines, are of heu-

ristic worth, and facilitate all continuing learning in these

disciplines.

Whether young children can acquire these learnings is, how-

ever, a question for which evidence is largely lacking. Under

Nlhat programs such learnings can be attained, by what populations

of learners, and o what levels of complexity are questions ur-

gently in need of study. They are the questions to which this

research was directed.

To submit these questions to experimental study, we developed

two curricula, premised upon two different but widely accepted

definitions of what constitutes "structure" in a field of knowl-

edge. By one definition, "structure" cousists of the central

organizing concepts of a field, together with the analytic methods

(the "proof processes") which direct its inquiries. By another

defirition, structure consists of the tested knowledge of a field:

its fund of related generalizations, laws, or principles widely
accepted kr scholars in the discipline.

In Curriculum A of this research, structure was defined as
the core of organizing concepts which direct geographic inquiry,

together with the analytic tools or methods of the discipline.
In this curriculum the central concept "areal association" was

developed, through inquiry into patterns of accordance, inter-

action, and causality in the distribution of features in the geo-

graphic landscape. The analytic operations engaged in were de-

rived from the analytic processes of geographic inquiry and in-

cluded the following; (1) selective observation of the geographic

features under stucbr; (2) classification of those data into con-
cept-categories constrncted and defined with relevarle to the
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inquiry underway; (3) analysis of patterns of accordance, inter-
action, and causality in the distributions of geographic fea-
tures within and between regions; (4) formulation of hypotheses
and generalizations concerning geographic phenomena, and testing
through inter-regional contrastive analysis; (5) Inferring,
through deductive logic, the necessary consequences of predic-
tions following from inductively-Inferred premises, as a means
to theory validation or revision; and the extension of geographic
knowledge.

Curriculum A used these analytic inquiry processes as data
sources in the formulation of its instructional objectives, and
introduced authentic, though simplified, geographic tools and
data resources in its instructional programs.

In Curriculum B structure was defined as a core of geographic
generalizations, widely accepted by scholars in the field aé
representative of the body of tested knowledge produced by geo-
graphic researdh. In this curriculum children were presented
with examples of geographic relationships from which these gen-
eralizations could be inferred. Nethodologically, Curriculum B
used. an inductive instructional approach, and engaged children
in formulating, under teacher guidance, geographic generalizations
fran the data-examples of geographic relationships given to them.

Induction, as instructional method, is widely subscribed to
as an effective approach in the early yearg of elementary school-
ing. In Curriculum B, teachers were informed that geographic
knowledge, in the forn of three selected generalizations, was to
be the "end-point" of instruction. Curriculum B did not engage
children in the analytic operations of geographic inquiry. Geo-
graphic generalizations, once inferred from limited instances,
were not submitted to further analytic test, requiring: (1) pre-
dicting, through deductive logic, the necessary events which
should hold true if the premise were valid; and then (2) testing
tbe validity of the premise against the data of the new geographic
event, and revising on the basis of the facts obtained. Inductive
method is, on the contrary, limited to formulating a premise on
the basis of given instances alone. Induction or "discovery"
processes do not incorporate the self-correcting methods of ana-
lytic inquiry, though they do incorporate Important processes of
inductive logic. It was those processes (drawing reliable in-
ferences from data given) that alone formed the tehaviorable ele-
ments of Curriculum B.

Data obtained in this research permit comparative analysis 3f
the effects of Curriculums A and B at each of three levels of
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geographic achievement, at each of grades one, two, and three.

The data do not perndt comparison of these effects with those

obtained under ccmditions of "no instruction." No uninstructed

control group was used. However, comparisions of children's

achievenmnt on the criterion instrument against chance performange

as well as against a defined criterion level axe possible, and

permit judgments concerning the instructional significance of

these curricula.

Main effects findings obtained after 16 weeks' instruction

in Curriculums A and B are perhaps most interesting when viewed

by grade level. No significant between-programs difference was

anticipated, at any grade level, in children's knowledge of geo-

graphic features and functions. It was anticipated that both

programs A and B would involve children in the observation and

analysis of geographic features and their functions in the regions

studied. As predicted, no significant between-programs difference

was obtained in children's knowledge of geographic features and

functions in grades one and three. Interestingly, a significant

between-programs difference did obtain in grade two (P <.05) .

Children instructed in Curriculum A, the analytic curriculum,

did achieve significantly higher post-test criterion means than

did children instructed in Curriculum B.

Achievement in knowledge of geographic features and functions

was significantly above chance performance level at all three

grades, under both Curricula A and B. (Table XXVI.) Both Cur-

ricula A and B could be considered instructionally significant,

therefore, in eliciting above-chance achievement in knowledge of

geographic features and functions.

Regarding children's comprehensian of the core concept of

geographic theory--the concept of areal associatian--it was

hypothesized that children enrolled in Curriculum ,A, would evi-

derce significantly higher post-test achievement than would chil-

dren enrolled in Currigulum B. Both curricula incorporated the

concept of areal association within their instructional prvgrams,

but did so under different instructional plans. Curriculum A

engaged children in the analytic operations of classifying ob-

served geographic data, and actively seeking and verifying pat-

terns of association (correspondence and causality) in the distri-

butions of those data within and between regions mnd over histor-

ical time. Curriaalmm B pxesented instances of these relation-

ships to children: and evoked their synthesis of the "big idea"

or generalization illustrated by these relationships.
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TABLE XVI

SUBJECTS' JEAN ACHIEVEMENT
UNDER CURRICULUMS A AND B

WITH CHANCE SCORES FOR SUB-TESTS I, II, AND III

Number of
Test Items

Curriculum A

Mean

Curriculum B
Mean

Grade I

Sub-test I 36 27.5 23.6

SUb-test II 24 15.1 10.1

Sub-test III 24 20.4 9.9

Symbolic 6.6 4.1

Air Photo 13.8 5.8

Grade II

Sub-test I 36 30.3 24.1

Sub-test XI 24 21.5 9.6

Sub-test III 42 37.1 19.6

Symbolic 17.7 12.7

Air Photo 19.4 6.9

Grade III

Sub-test I 32 19.2 19.1

Sub-test II 24 12.0 5.4

Sub-test III 16 10.6 7.7

Chance

Scorel

9

5.3

3.5
OW

9
5.3

8.0

8

6
4

1No correction for guessing.
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The predicted between-programs difference was obtained in

grades 2 and 3, where the difference was statistically significant

at the .05 level. Children instructed in Curriculum A evidenced

significantly higher post-test achievement in comprehension of the

concept of areal association than did children in Curriculum B. In

grade 1 a between-programs difference was obtained in children's

comprehension of the concept of areal association. First grade

subjects achieved, on the comprehension sub-test, a post-test mean

of 15.1 under Curriculum A and 10.1 under Curriculum B. The dif-

ference, while in the predicted direction, was not, however, sta-

tistically significant.

"No-difference" results such as this are always difficult to

interpret. It is possfble, for example, that the small sample was

a factor in these findings. Since in grades 2 and 3, however,

Where statistically significant between-programs differences were

obtained, a similar saaple size was used, it is important to con-

sider other factors.

Areal association is a concept requiring the ability to en-

gage in relational thihking concerning the distribution and pat-

terns of association of geographic features in the landscape. In

this research, comprehension of the concept of areal association

required relational thinking concerning patterns of covariant

(accordant) and causal interaction between features within and be-

tween regional complexes. Relationships of covariance and causal-

ity are examples of what Goss (8) has classified as the most cam-

plex in a hierarchy of conceptual systems. To "thidk geogranhi-

cally"--that is, to determine patterns of correspondence and cau-

sality within regions--requires that children be engaged in rel-

atively difficult cognitive operations.

In grades 2 and 3 Curriculum A elicited significantly higher

increments in these thinking operations than did Curriculum B. In

these two grades the analytic operations of Curriculum AL, which

gave practice to classification and contrastive analysis, yere more

effective in facilitating children's learning of the relational

concept of areal association than were inductive operatimas of

Curriculum B.

It is possible that one contributing factor to the first grade

findings, where the difference obtained on this same criterion

behavior was not significant, was the fact the analytic Curriculum

A at grade one provided fewer opportunities for contrastive analysis.

The systematic between-regions analyses developed throughout grades

two and three were not possible in grade one, where the curriculum
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focused on within-regions analysis, only. It would seem reasonable
to assume one factor in these findings nay be the grade-level dif-
ferences in the operations actually practiced. It would be haz-
ardous, however, to infer that increased opportunities in inter-
regional analysis would have elicited in grade one subjects the
same increments in concept-comprehension as those produced in grades
2 and 3. Observation of first grade edbjects' responses to the
analytic tasks of Curriculum A led our research and teaching staffs
to conclude this curriculum provided as extended a program in con-
trastive analysis as these children could cope with.

The reglon serving as the "datwm-plane," against which con-
trasting examples vere to be compared, bad to be within children's
understanding. The models, which reproduced at relatively large
scale (1:300) the streets and structures of these regions, per-
mitted children's manipulation of these features, and their simu-
lation of patterns of interaction (economic and transportation
activities, for example) within and between these regions. These
resources allowed, therefore, considerable perceptual support to
concept development, and permitted children's recognition, at
highly "concrete" levels, of patterns of interaction within the
geographic environment.

These arrangements, facilitating concrete operations as a sup-
port to conceptual thinking, were possible so long as the geo-
graphic region was clearly representative of a real place, and was
reproduced at a scale permitting children's manipulation of speci-
fic features within the regional complex.

To support transition to increasingly symbolic modes of pre-
sentations, these geographic models were systematically reduced in
scale, and "magnetized" through use of magnetic tape attached to
the base of each structure, so that the board with its street pat-
tern and its regional structures could together be raised upright,
and set side by side with a highly-pictorial map representation
of the same regional area. Subsequently, increasingly syMbolic
map spibols were introduced.

Considerable individual variability war evidenced in first
graders' ability to analyse geographic patterns within these regions.
Data obtained frcm one Important smaller research of this study,
concerned with children's use of coordinate reference systems in
mapping, (Chapter VI of this report) indicate that first grade nib-
jects made statistically significant gains in their mappins skills,
through the naterials of this project. Stibjects, vith a nean IQ
score of 109 on a group-administered intelligence test, did not,
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however, reach criterion performance level in their mastery of

euclidean space relationships. Twenty-six percent of the in-
structed children, and none of the controls, achieved mean per-
formance at the ftuclidean level, impl.tring vnastary ^IP a gratam (if

stable rpace relationships, defined through a srid system account-
ing for positional relationships throughout the spatial field.
Interestingly, dbildren's achievement in these spatial concepts
in mapping correlated positively with verbal intelligence
(r 574, P4.01).

It seems reasonable to suggest that children liho did not "see"
the region as a spatial system vould te unlikely to determine pat-
terns of correspondence in the distribution of two or more features
associated vithia that region. Children operating at "topological"
and "transitional" levels in their concepts of space were observed
to change reference systems, and to ignore the frame of reference
of one set of place locations in considering another. Until a
stable system of space relationships vas developed, the child was
seriously handicapped in imposing conceptual order utpmmt the fea-

tures distributed within space.

A factor contributing to the "no-significant-difference"
findings at the grade one level may, therefore, have been one of
individual differences in enbjecte ability to engage in the think-
ing operations these geographic tasks required. Fiaget (12),

Danziger (5), 8Di Walwill (27) have all found relational thinking
developing within these years of early schooling, and have reported
a sequence in children's conceptual thinking, proceeding from chil-
dren's early perceptually bound, precategorial responses through
later stages of increased symbolic mediation and the recognition
of interrelationships between factors in the concept-systems
developed. Variability in the onset of these stages in concept
learning has been reported, however, and was found related to
IQ6 verbal fluency, and gene-al experiential backgrimand.

In this research a similarly significant correlation was ob-
tained between IQ and post-test scores in comprehension of the re-
lational concept of areal association of first grade aubjects in-
structed in Curriculum A. The correlation was .50 (P.< .05).

This research stratified sUbjects by grade level, but not on
individual variables. It would be useful to have evidence, now,
of the effects of analytic Curriculum A on first grade children's
learning of relational concepts, with subjects stratified by IQ
as well as age or grade. The positive and significant correlations
between (1) IQ and Oildren's spatial concepts in grade one, and
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between (2) Nand children's comprehension of the cwvert of

areal association would indicate the usefUlness of further re-

search concerning within-class variability in first graders'

achievement in comprehension of relational concepts.

Date of Table XXV/ indicate that both Curricula A and B ef-

fected above-chance performance in first and second grade chil-

dren's comprehension of the concept of areal association. Third

graders instructed in Curriculum B did not exceed an achievement

level which could be attributed to chance alone. Perhaps most

interesting of these data is the observatian that first and sec-

ond grade children instructed in Curriculum B achieved about the

same post-test mean achievement on the same comprehension sub-

test. Under Curriculum Al performance at all three grade levels

was superior to that elicited under Curriculum B, though only at

grades two and three did the between-programs difference reach

statistical significance.

The third sub-test of the criterion instrument measured chil-

dren's ability to apply the concert of areal association in re-

gional analyses of unfamiliar geographic regions. Statistically

significant between-programs differences were again obtained in

grades 2 and 3, where subjects instructed. under Curriculum A

achieved significantly higher mean post-test achievement than

did those instructed under Currieulum B. Again, first grade sub-

jects achieved a, higher mean post-test achievement score under

Curriculum A (Mean = 20.4) than under Curriculum B (Mean = 9.9),

but the differente failed to reach statistical significance.

These findings are consistent, and predictable, from the

findings regarding children's achievement in comprehension of the

concept of areal association. The Taxonov. of Educational Objec-

tives (1) defines application as behavior intorporating both

knowledge and comprehension, the two preceding cognitive opera-

tions in a scale of ascending difficulty. Children, ffuccessfia

in mastering the concert at the comprehension level, would be

advantaged in those tasks requiring application of that concept

In the unfamiliar analytic tadk.

Table XXVII, which presents the intercorrelations of sub-

tests of the criterions instrument, illustrates tbe nositive cor-

relations obtaining between comprehension and application at all

three grade levels. Consistently higher correlations obtained in

the case of Comprehension-Application than in the case of Knowledge-

Application. Understanding the relational concept contributes more

to the variance of application behavior than does having knowledge
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of specific geogrgphic features.

Determining the instructional significance of Curriculums A

and B on children's ability to engage in appropriate application

of the concept of areal association is made somewhat difficult by

the fact the sub-test was composed of (1) multiple-choice rictorial

and symbolic items, and (2) a constructive-response air photo test,

graded against a scale which rated responses along a continuum

from a minimum to an optimum response. Table XXVI therefore pre-

sents subjects' mean responses for Curriculums A aad B at two

levels of sub-test III: a mean score for total pictorial and sym-

bolic items, which can be judged against a score obtainable by
chance alone; and a mean score for air photo regional analysis,
which can be judged against a fixed criterion, defining an accept-
able level of achievement in air photo analysis.

On the multiple-choice application items, subjects at all
grades achieved significantly higher than chance scores under Cur-

riculumA. In grade 1, under Curriculum 13, children's mean score

on multiple-choice application items did not differ significantly

from chance.

To score the air photo itms, subjects' responses were rated
on the Air Photo Bating Scale (Figure 6). On this scale, criterion

rerformance was established at level 5, denoting a grouping re-
sponse enclosing a majority of the asscciated structures defining

a geographic region. This test presented childmr vith two un-

familiar regions, one incorporating sin6le =C anti-mple residences,

two commercial districts, and an industrial recicLi, and a second

incorporating three zones of a Central 42usiness District, and its

surrounding residential and arterial-commercial neighborhoods.

Both air photos posed difficult analytic tadks. Because of the

nature of these regions, they are separately compared bt:low.

Tdble XXVIII rresents sabjects' mean rating score for air

photo analysis on the two air photos, under Curriculums A and B.

In all cases the higher mean scores were achieved on air photo I,

representing the residential, commercial, and industrial regions.

Lower mean scores were adhieved on air photo II, where the test

measured children's dbility to apply the concept of areal associa-

tion in the analysis and differentiation, of separate zones within

an unfamiliar Central Basiness District.

In no instance did children's mean achievement reach criterion

level 5 of the rating scale. Individual variability was high.





TABLE =II

SUBJECTS' MEAN AIR PHOTO ANALYSIS SCORES
ON TWO TASKS OF REGIONAL mums

Regional Analysis Within-Re ion CBD

(Residential-Commercial Analysis, Core-

-Industrial) Secondary-Tertiary)

Grade ;

Curriculum A 2.62

Curriculum B 1.39

Grade II

Curriculum A 4.16

Curriculum B 1.39

3..48

0.43

1.73

0.66
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In no instance did first grade subjects achieve a mean score
denoting more than a minimum grouping response. In grade one:, Cur-
riculum A did not yield significantly higher scores than CurrLculum
B, when sUbjecte mean performance is judged against a defined
criturion achievement level.

Highest achievement was obtained under Curriculum A, mdth
second grade subjects, in the analysis of separate residential,
commercial, and industrial regions. This mean achievement score
(4.16) is similar to that obtained by instructed second grade sub-
jects in the experimental study of children's learning of the
&ills of air photo analysis (Chapter V of this report.) Diffi-
culty indices for these several test items indicate these to be
considerably difficult test items. The selection of a wider range
of air photos could conceivably have yielded somewhat higher nean
criterion scores than those reported here.

Perhaps most interesting of the grade one effectd of Curric-
ulum A on children's application behaviors were those Observed
during the development of the teaching programs themselves. Inter-
correlations between sdb-test scores demonstrate statistically
the facilitating effects of comprehension of the concept of areal
association on children's ability to apply that concept in new
regional analyses. It was a facilitating effect me observed
again and again in the studies underway. The claim by those ad-
vocating teadhing the "structure" of the disciplinesnamely, that
the organizing concepts of a field are heuristic, and facilitate
continuing inquiriesseemed well demonstrated in episodes such
as the following.

Children fram one of our grade one Curriculum A
classrooms had completed field study of the residential
and neighborhood commercial districts in their hone com-
munity (Malibu). This is a coastal region of mountain-
ous ridges and valleys, where homes follow the ridges
and slopes, and the shopping center is developed on the
flat coastal strand fronting the highway peralleling
the beach. They had studied associations of topography
and settlement patterns, and learned the concept "coastal
strand" as a particular kind of physical region. On the
day of this particular anecdotal account, the class was
on a field trip, moving south on Highway 101, to the
city of Santa, Mbnica. The bus swung up onto the bluffs
and parked at the summit of the palisades. The chil-
dren were adked to leave the bus and to gather in a
group outside. They moved toward the rail, and
looked down on the highway and beachfront several
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hundred feet below. One was heard to say, "Gee, look

what theve done to the coastal strand here:" Others
joined the discourse, and began pelting the teadher

with queries. Their questions formed the nucleus of
dontinuirP inquiries in the lessons which followed.

In this rerticular episode it was the application of the

organizing concept, "areal association" that permitted children,

without guidance from their teacher, to note what was geographi-

cally significant about this place, and to formulate the produc-

tive questions which, answered, would lead to understanding of

the particular patterns of association which interested them here.

Similarly, on other field-study excursions, we observed chil-

dren noticing, from the bus window, the changing urban scene out-

side, and commenting, without teacher solicitation or guidance,

"Look, the region is changing! It isn't commercial anymore!"

"No, it's industrial." And, though no study of the industrial

region had been introduced, these first graders engaged in an

eager and animated discussion of what features seemed to be "asso-

ciating" in this new region they mere describing for themselves.

One other example occurred again in a first grade classroom,

where children were studying an air photo of the region near their

school. They were perplexed because none could locate the large

condomintwn (an "own-your-own" apartment complex) which bad just

been completed on a promontory not far from the sdhool. One

said, "This photo isn't right. The condomindum isn't here."

Another suggested, 1Maybe the camera was broken." Another said,

Naype the picture got ruined. See, it's smudged here." A

fourth .3;,1d, "Hey; no, look! The ground is cleared, there. See?

You c&r . zol bow the tractor vent. I bet this is an old picture."

Then, addressing the teacher, "Say, is this an old picture? Is

this before the condomiLlum was built?"

The teacher adked, "Haw could you find out?"

The children replied, "I don't know." "Adk the photographer."

"Whit, I have an idea! Look, the road is different now. This

is the way it used to go - I bet this was before. . Once

again, children were seeking patterns of association in regions,

to account for change, today and in days past.

It was this behavior which was measured in Sib-test III

(Application) of our criterion scale. Children, in order to pre-

dict changes in land usage, or possible locations of selected
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features in the urban and rural landscape, had to make use of the
concept of association in the patterning of man's works upon tbe

land. Ability to engage in this application behavlor was achieved
significantly above chance level under Curriculum A in all three
grades. OnV in grade one did the between-programs (A and 2)
differenee in children's post-test means on Sub-test III fail to
reach statistical significance.



CONCLUSIONS AND IMPLICATIONS

In analyzing outcomes of this research, it is important to

point out certain limitations on interpretations which can be

drawn from these data. This was one experimentally conducted re-
search concerning effects of two social studies curricula on

children's concept learning in geography. The sample, while rep-

resentative of socioeconomic levels of Los Angeles County, was

relatively small. TWelve classooms constituted the sappling units.

The possibility of uncontrolled factors in classroom research

was of course present. Teachers involved in this research were

sf,lected by their curriculum supervisors and school administrators

as a group of outstanding, experienced primary teachers in a

sdhool district widely recognized among teachers and employment
personnel as a forward-looking and professionally desirable sys-

tem in whidh to teach. Teachers were randomly assigned to pro-

grams, after they had expressed interest in participating in a

project in geographic education. Teachers under both programs

were enrolled in separate suimner session workshops to prepare

them for the pmgrams they were to teach. Throughaut the experi-

mental period teachers regularly attended institute sessions which

carried credit for professional advancement within their school
district, and which were designed to facilitate the week-hy-week

development of these separate programs. Through a vexiety of

methods, therefore, efforts were made to facilitate effective

teaching under both curricula, and to control against any sys-
tematic differences between programs other than the critical cur-

riculum variable of this research.

The Lajor findings of this research were the following:

(1) Both the analytic Curriculum A and the generaliza-
tions-centered Currieultun B effected above-chance
performance at all three grades (1, 21 drid 3) in

children's mean achievement on a criterion instru-
ment measuring knowledge of geographic features

and functions. Nb significant differences obtained
between children's learning under Curricula A and

B in grades one and three. A statistically signif-
icant between-programs difference was obtained in



,

grade two, where children instructed under ana-
lytic Curriculum A evidenced significantly higher
post-test achievement than did second-graders
instructedunder Curriculum B.

(2) In grades 2 and 3 children instructed under ana-
lytic Curriculum A evidenced significantly higher
post-test achievement means on a criterion instru-
ment measuring comprehension of the concept of
areal association than did children instructed
under Curriculum B.

Currigul= A, trich engaged children in the
analytic operations of classifying geographic
data, and actively seeking and verifying patterns
of association (correspondence and causality) in
the distributions of geographic data, vas more
effective in fostering children's learning of the
concept of areal association than was the genera-

lizations-centered CurriculumB.

Curriculum A was, further, instructionally
significant in eliciting mean post-test per-
formance significantly above chance level in
both grades 2 and 3. Third grade subjects'

mean post-test achievement under Curriculum B

vas not significantly above chance level.

(3) In the case of first grade subjects, the be-
tween-programs difference in children's com-
prehension of the concept of areal association
vas not significant. Subjects enrolled in Cur-

riculum A achieved the higher mean post-test
scores, but the differenge between Curriculum

A and B post-test means in grade one did not
reach statistical significance.

A significant correlation Ints obtained be-

tween IQ and post-test scores in comprehension
of the concept of areal association of first
graders instructed under Curriculum A

(r = .50, PA:.01).

(4) In grades 2 and 3 children instructed under
analytic Curriculum A evidenced significantly
higher post-test achievement means in ability

3.14.2
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to apply the concept of areal association in

regional analyses of unfamiliar geographic

regions than did children instructed under

Curriemlum B.

(5) In grade 1 children instructed under Curriculum

A achieved higher post-test mean performance in

application of the concept of areal association

than did subjects instructed under Curriculum B.

The between-programs difference however, was not

statistically significant.

Concerning these findings, certain limitations and directions

for continued research shauld, be noted. This study employed two

curriculums of sixteen, weeks duration, only. What the effects

might have been, had instruction been continued for one school

year cannot be estimated from this research. Particularly im-

portant, subjects in Curriculums A and B both, were introduced

to new instructional programs. What might be the result at the

second and third grade levels, were dhildren engaged in a con-

sistent, three-year curriculum under the arrangements of pro-

grams A and B cannot, again, be determined from these data.

One of the most important, newer emphases in social studies

curriculum development is the effort to develop articulated pro-

grams for continuous concept-learning. The sequence of experi-

mental curriculums developed for this research is premised on

the curriculum principle of continuity in concept-learning. In

the experimental stage of this research, however, no tests were

possible of the cumulative effects obtained over three years'

time under either Curriculum A or B. Stibjects enrolled in the

second and third year curriculums were without benefit of ante-

cedent instruction in the particular curriculum in which they

were enrolled. Continued study, therefore, is essential if the

long-term effects of these programs are to be known.

A second need for continued researdh derives from the first

grade findings of this study. In grades 2 and 3 the data of

this research demonstrate that children at these ages can learn

the central concept system of geograPhic theory, and can apay

it appropriately in analyzing unfamiliar geographic regions.

Children's mean achievement on sub-tests measuring covrehension

of the concept and dbility to apply that concept in unfamiliar

regional analyses was significantly above chance performance

level, and was significantly higher under Curriculum A.
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In grade one the same pattern of responses occurred. Mean
achievement was hdgher under Curriculum A for both children's com-
prehension of the concept of areal association and their ability to
apply the concept in unfandliar regional analyses. The between-

programs differentes did not achieve statistical significance, how-

ever.

Obtalned correlations between instructed first graders' IQ
and achievenent in spatial (euclidean) concepts in mapping and be-

tween IQ and children's copprehension of the concept of areal as-

sociation were both statistically significant. Continued studies

with first grade sUbjects stratified on the basis of IQ would be

useful. Clearly Curriculum A adhieved significant instructional
effects in grade one in children's learning of the concept of

areal association. The relattve effectiveness of the curriculum

with specific sub-populations of learners cannot appropriately be

determined from the design of this research, however, and vpuld be

data of considerable importance in reaching teaghing decisions re-
garding the wider gpplication of these methods of Curriculum A in

the schools.

Particularly is there need for study of criterion behaviors
practiced in the analytic Curriculum A but not specifically mea-

sured in this research. This research examined three behaviors

defined by Itoom and others (1). The smaller researches reported

in Chapters V and VI of this report give evidence of some effects

of Curriculum A on children's classification and spatial concept

learnings. Higher analytic processes, sueh as hypothesis-making,
theory validation, and evaluation, as well as specific processes
in multiplicative contrastive analysis and deductive logic in-

volved in the analytic mode vere not tested in this research. They

suggest the urgency of continued studies in this field.



CHAPTER X

SIMMARY

The purpose of this research was to submit to experimental

study a central issue in elementary school social studies educa-

tion. The question concerns the effects of teaching young children

the substantive content and methods of the sclial sciences. Cur-

rently, widespread support has been gained for the proposal that

key concepts, derived from the "structure" of the disciplines, are

best introduced early in young children's learning experiences.

These concepts, establidhed in the early grades, it is claimed,

will facilitate continuous learning within the disciplines over the

elementary school years.

Whether young children can learn the concepts being proposed

is a researchable question. There is, at the present time, how-

ever, relatively little researdh to be offered in support or re-

proof of these suggestions as they apply specifically to the social

studies program in the elementary school. A nunber of basic re-

searches, extending Piaget's earlier studies, have affirmed a

developmental order in children's acquisition of abstract, sym-

bolically mediated concepts. Concept fOrmatian has been observed

to proceed fram children's early perceptually bound, precategorial

responses through later stages of reduced perceptual support and

increased synbolic nediation(27). In their acquisition of social

concepts, children have been observed to respond in precategorial

and categorial terms before recognizing, at later age levels,

systems of reciprocal interaction between variables in the con-

cepts tested(5). Unfortunately, few studies have raised the

question whether classroom instructional programs may effect the

earlier emergence of those same concepts, nor have they studied

lihat influences different Instructional approaches ndght have

on the development of higher order conceptual systems. It was

these questions that directed the development of this research.

The Research Deal%

This research was designed to study children's learning of

a major conceptual system in geography. Specifically, this re-

search was directed to the question whether young children could

learn a central concept of geographic theory, and could learn to

apply it appropriately in interpreting the data of unfamiliar

geographic regions.
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Experimental Curriculums A and B

Two experimentaltcurricula were designed and introduced into

twelve intact primary classrooms, matched for grade level and

randomly assigned to each curriculum. Both programs gave sixteen

weeks' instruction in geography, and utilized for that purpose

study of the immediate urban environment, selected on the advice

of professional geographers as the best possible laboratory for

beginning geographic analysis.

The differentiating feature distinguishing between Curric-

ulums A and B was the definition of "structure" used, in deriving

the objectives of the programs. There is, in the social studies,

considerable disagreement concerning what constitutes the "struc-

ture" of these disciplines. Structure has been defined as the

organizing concepts of a field, the major generalizations of a

field, (defining its generally agreed-upon body of knowledge),

the analytic methods or tools of a discipline, or some combina-

tion of these elements. In this research two approaches were

taken to the definition of structure: for Curriculum A, the

major organizing concept of the discipline (the concept of "areal

association") together with the analytic processes which direct

geographic inquiry; for Curriculum 210 the major generalizations,

widely accepted among geographers as a statenent of selected,

tested knowledge in their field. Implications of these differ-

entiating characteristics of Curriculums A and B are described

below.

Curriculum A vas designed to teach children the geographic

concept of areal association by engaging children in the geo-

graphic operations of (1) examining areal associations of fea-

tures in selected regions, and (2) analyzing how those features

It associated" in the landscape. Patterns of areal association

analyzed were of three kinds: (1) patterns of correspondence in

the distributions of two or more features within a region; (2)

patterns of functional interrelationdhip be4ween features within

and between regions; and, (3) evidences of causal relationships,

in the changing distrfbutions of features, over time.

These analyses were introduced in the three experimental

Curricula A as followe:

Grade 1: Functional studies of the neighborhood and

its relationships with the larger urban-

industrial complex. Emphasis on patterns

of association between geographic phenomena

interrelated :f.n place.



Grade 2: Comparative studies of the extended urban-
industrial complex, with emphasis on pat-
terns of association between geogrgphic
thenonmna functionally inberrelated be-
tween places.

Grade 3: Historical studies of sequent occupance in
the region, with emphasis on factors account-
Inc for change in distributions of geographic
features, over time.

The instructional program at all grades made use of nevAy
developed materials, designed to clarify systems of relationship
between geographic features in the regions studied. Because these
are the years (grades one through three) freguently characterized
as the "stage of concrete operations" (12, 3), instructional mate-
riala vere desigxed to give children opportunity to examine geo-
graphic features and their interrelationships at levels of high
perceptual support before their symbolic representations were pre-
sented. Materials included photographs, large, moveable thrt:e-
dimensional models of the features and topography of each region
studied, raised magnetic.:based instructional models, large air
photos, terrain models, and acetate-overlay map systems designed
to demonstrate patterns of correspondence in distributions of geo-
graphic features.

SYstematic practice vas given in these programs to certain
prerequisite skills found, in the developmental phase of this re-
search, to be critical in achieving criterion performance on these
analytic tadks. These skills included: (1) reading map symbols
at levels of increasing abstraction, on maps produced at different
scales; (2) reading; the map grid, and locating:places with ref-
erence to coordinates; and, (3) grouping "like" geographic features
into a single set, a akill werequisite to determining patterns of
correspondence in distribution of two or more such sets within a
region.

Curriculum B was designed to develop children's understanding
of selected generalizations fram geography. Teaching the content
of the social sciences through the study of generalizations is one
currently advocated:method for improving learning in social studies.
Curriculum B drew upon these premises, Elle, used as its content
source geographic generalizOlons from V.la California State Frame-
work for the Social Studiest4h

For each grade, three generalizations were selected. Each
generalization incorporated the concept of areal association in the
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stated reference each made to relationships of physical and
cultural factors in man's use of the landscape. This curriculum

differed from Curriculum A by giving children examples of these
generalizations in the form of a number of simple geographic rela-
tionships from which the more broadly stated generalizations could

be inferred. Curriculum B did not give practice in the analytic
processes by which geographers study the data of the landscape
and determine relationships between features within it.

Curriculum B; like Curriculum A6, centered first grade instruc-

tion in the neighborhood and its relationships with the wider com-
munity; second grade instruction in comparative studies of the
extended urban-industrial complex; and third grade instruction in
historical antecedents of the local community. These programs

incorporated the use of new maps, terrain models, films, self-
instructional materials, and field trips.

Both Curriculums A and B were developed over a sixteen-week
period, with fifty minutes per day devoted to instruction. Each

program was developed within the time of the normally scheduled

social studies lesson.

Teachers in both curriaula perceived their programs as new,
experimental ones, designed to improve instruction in geography.
All had expressed interest in becoming part of the project. Both

groups, after assignment, received special instruction, through

separate, intensive summer workshops, and through continuing
weekly "in-service" meetings with the Project Director, regarding

the nature of their separate programs. Both received new instruc-

tional materials, relevant to their assignments, and both realized
the continuing interest of the school district and project person-
nel in these programs throughout the experiuental period.

Dependent Variable

The dependent variable in this research was children's achieve-

ment in geography, at each of three levels of cognitive operations.

Achievement was dltferentiated, after Bloom's Taxonomy of Educa-

tional Objectivesahto include the following three levels of

cognitive performance: (l) knowledge of geographic features and
functions; (2) comprehension of the concept of areal association,

the core coneept of geographic theory; and, (3) Ability to apply

the concept of areal associati,..1 in regional analyses of unfamil7

iar environmental complexes.
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Hypotheses

The major hypotheses of this research were the following:1

(1) No significant difference will be found between groups

enrolled in Curriculums A and B on criterion scales measring
knowledge of geographic terms, that is, of geographic features

and functions.

(2) Subjects enrolled in Curriculum A will evidence signif-
icantly higher achievement, at all three grades, on criterion

scales measuring comprehension (understanding) of the core con-

capt of geographic theory.

(3) No significant difference will be found between groups

enrolled in Curriculums A and B on criterion scales measuring

ability to apply that concept appropriately in interpreting the

data of unfamiliar geographic regions.

The null hypothesis was to be rejected at the .05 level of

significance.

Method

The Sample

The population was elementary school children of first, sec-

ond, and third grade classes in large, public metropolitan ele

mentary schools of Los Angeles County. From the pool of elemen-

tary schools interested in participating in this woject, final
selection was made of those representative of the distribution
of socioeconomic characteristics within the county.

Teachers were solicited through building principals and

school supervisors. To control for systematic differences be-

tween groups on teaching variables other than the critical treat-

ment factor, teachers were first selected on criteria of teacher-

effectiveness and interest in participating in the project, and

then randomly assigned to each of the two experimental programs.

Assignments were completed five months prior to the experimental

period, to allow time for summer training workshops, delivery of

materials, and pretesting of children.

otheses were also formulated for the smallcf experimental
researches conducted within the context of the larger research

program. See Chapters 5 and 6 of this report.
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Sdbjects were children regularly enrolled in 4 intact,
graded classrooms az each of three grades, first, second, and

third. The 12 intact classes served as the sampling units, and
were randomly assigned, at each grade level, to each of the two

instructional programs.

Procedures

Procedures included (1) a one and a half year developmental
period when the two curricula, their instructional materials,
and the criterion instruments were developed an: refined; and
(2) a one-year experlmental period when the two curricula were

introduced in 12 intact classrooms.

Criterion instruments developed fcr this research measured
three levels of geographic thinking, at each of three levels of
symbolic diffic, ty. Criterion scales developed for grades 1,

2, and 3 inc.:. , therefore, pictorial item, symbolic items,
and air pboto i4ms for each of three geographic operations:
(1) knowledge of geographic features and functions; (2) compre-

hension of the concept of areal association; and (3) applica-

tion of the concept in regional analyses.

Tbe research design employed in this study involved the pre-
and post-administration of the criterion instruments. Trained
research assistants administered the tests to children, individ-
ually in grades one and two, and to small groups in grade three.
Enrollments differed in the 12 classrooms. Class means served

as the experimental units, and were weighted equally in all

data analyses. Pretest scores were used as covariance controls.
Amalysis of variance was applied to the adjusted criterion mea-

sures, and an F-test used to test the significance of the treat-

mlent differences.

Findings,

Pesults in Knowledge of Geo ra hic Features and FUnctions

It vas hypothesized that no significant difference would
obtain between groups in subjects' knowledge of geographic
features and functions. Both curricula, it vas anticipated,
would prove effective in familiarizing children with natural
and cultural features of the geographic landscape, and with

their geographic functions.
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The hypothesis was supported in grades 1 and 3. Subjects,

at those grade levels, achieved mean scores under the two exreri-
mental curricula which evidenced no significant between-programs
difference, Both programs A and B effectrA post-test performance
significantly above the chance level. In grade 2 a statistically
significant between-programs difference was obtained (P <.05).
In grade 2, the null hypothesis was therefore rejected. Subjects

in Curriculum A achieved significantly higher mean scores than
did those enrolled in Curriculum B.

Results in Co_ rehension of *R.. of &seal Association

It was hypothesized that subjects enrolled in Curriculum A
would evidence significantly higher mean achievement on post-test
measures of comprehension of the concept of areal association
than would subjects in Curriculum B.

The between-programs difference in Grade 1, while in the
predicted direction, failed to reach statistical significance
(F = 15.357). First grade subjects instructed in a program de-
signed to give practice in analyzing patterns of areal associa-
tion did not achieve significantly higher mean achievement in
comprehension of the concept than did subjects instructed in
Curriculum Ell the generalizations-centered curriculum. In grades

2 and 3 significant between-programs differences did appear
(P.c.05). In both grades 2 and 3, subjects given practice in
analyzing spatial patterns of areal association denonstrated
significantly higher nean achievmment on a test measuring compre-
hension of the concept than did subjects enrolled in Curriculum
B.

Results in Ability to Apply the Concept of Areal Association
in Regional Analyses

The third hypothesis of this research was in the null form,
and stated no significant between-programs difference would ob-
tain in subjects' mean performance in ability to apply the con-
cert of areal association in interpreting the data of unfamiliar

geographic regions. The difference between first-grade subjects'
post-test mean achievement under programs A and B was not statis-
tically significant, and the null hypothesis, therefore, was not
rejected.

In grades 2 and 3, between-programs differences each reached
significance (P<.05). Under Curriculum A second and third grade
subjects evidenced a significantly higher mean achievement in
ability to apply the concept of areal association in analyzing
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unfamiliar geographic regions. The advantage for Curriculum A
with respect to this geographic operation was not obtained, how-
ever, with first grade subjects in this research.

Discussion

In analyzing outcomes of this research, certain limitations
on interpretations which can be drawn from these data were pointed
out. This was one experimentally conducted research congerning
effects of two social studies curricula on children's concept
learning in geography. The sample, while representative of socio-
economic levels of Los Angeles County, was relatively small.
Twelve classrooms constituted the sampling units.

The possibility of uncontrolled factors in classroom researth
was of course present. Teachers involved in this research were
selected by curriculum supervisors as a group of outstanding, ex-
perienced primary teachers, and were randomly assigned to programs
after they had expressed interest in participating in a project
in geographic education. Teachers under both programs were en-
rolled in separate summer session workshops to prepare them for
the programs they were to teach. Throughout the experimental
period, teachers regularly attended institute sessions which
carried credit for professional advancement within their school
district, and which were designed to facilitate the weak-by-week
development of these separate programs.

Results of this research are most interesting when analyzed
by grade level. Predicted between-programs differences in chil-
dren's camprehension of the concept of areal association were
achieved in grade 1, but did not reach statistical significance.
"No difference" results such as these are always difficult to
interpret. It is possible, for example, that the small sample
was a factor in these findings. Since in grades 2 and 3, where
significant between-programs differences were obtainedl a similar
sample size was employed, it is important to consider other fac-
tors, as well.

Areal association is a concept requiring the ability to en-
gage in relational thinking concerning the distribution and pat-
terns of association of geographic features in the landscape.
While numbers of researchers have found relational thihking de-
veloped in the "concrete operations" of the early elementary
school years, considerable variability is reported in the age of
onset of particular thihking operations. Analyses of effects of
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these curricula with subjects differentiated by intelligence would

be usefUl in this regard. Follow-up studies with considerably

larger samples would also be recommended.

In the geographic subject matter of grades two and three,
statistically significant between-programs differences were ob-

tained in childrenls understanding of and ability to apply the

concept of areal association. Higher achievement was obtained, in

the case of both operations, under Curriculum A. Children in

grades twv and three responded to a systematic program of instruc-

tion in geography, and evidenced significant increments in their
ability to engage in two tasks of relational thinking in geography.

Concerning these findings, certain limitations and directions

for continued research should be noted. This study employed two

curriculums of 16 weeks duration, only. What the effects might
have been, had instruction been continued for one school year can-

not be estimated from this research. Particularly important,
subjects in Curriculums A and Ell both, were introduced to new in-

structional programs. What might be the result at the second and

third grade levels, were children engaged in a consistent, three-

year curriculum under the arrangements of programer A and B can-

not, again, be determined from these data.

One of the more important, newer emphases in school curriculum
development is the eZfort to develop articulated programs for

continuous concept-learning. The sequence of experimental curric-

ulums developed for this research is xemised on the curriculum
principle of continuity in concept-learning. In the experimental

stage of this research, however, no test was possible of the cumu-
lative effects to be obtained over three-years/ tine under either

Curriculum A or B. Subjects enrolled in the second and third
year curriculums were without benefit of antecedent instruction

in the particular curriculum in which they were enrolled. Con-

tinued study, therefore, is essential if the long-term effects

of these programs are to be known.
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APPENDIX C

EXPERIMENTAL CURRICULUM A

Grades 1 and G.

I. MAJOR ORGANIZING CENTER: INQUIRY INTO CHILDREN'S

RESIDENTIAL NEIGHBORHOOD

A. INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES FOR ORGANIZING CENTER I

Children will be able to differentiate between types of

residences.
Single-family (houses, trailers)

Mhny-family (duplex, apartments)

Children will recognize differences in age of residences.

Older residences
(California bungalow, Spanidh style house or

apartment)
Newer residences

("Modern" apartment; ranch-style house)

Temporary residences: trailers, tents

Children will be able to identify a street as primarily a

pattern of:
Single-family houses
Many-family apartments
Mixed (houses and apartments)

Change (older houses + vacant lots + new apartments)

Children will demonstrate understanding of the word resi-

dential by applying it to describe neighborhoods of homes

and apartments.

Children will demonstrate understanding their neighborhood

is undergoing change in land use. For example:

(1) older houses are being moved

(2) new apartments are being built

(3) additional housing is being constructed on lots

and over garages
(MdKinley School only)

C1.



Children will be able to anticipate consequences in a
residential neighborhood when new apartment houses are
built. For example:

I
vl, more people will probably come into this

neighborhood to live

(2) trafftc will increase

(3) parking problems will increase

Children will comprehend a relationship tetween new apart-
ment construction and job opportunities. Fbr example:

(1) when a new house or apartment is built there
are jobs for many workers: plasterers, plumbers,
painters, masons, etc. (those jobs studied in
relation to construction observed).

Children will comprehend a relationship between new apart-
ment construction and utilities. For example:

(1) when a new-house or apartment is built, tele-
phone lines are brought in.

(2) when a new house or apartment is built,
pipes are laid.

(3) when a new house or apartment is built,
electricity is brought in.

Children will be able to use pdctorial symbols represent-
ing single and multiple-family dwellings.

Children will be able to locate and name the major
streets bordering the school.

Children will be able to differentiate these streets by
volume of traffic (busy, and not busy); and, by numbers

of traffic lanes.

Children will locate north, south, east, and west on the
neighborod maps when laid out on the floor, and
properly labeled.

Children will be able to use the map by tracing routes
between the school and designated homes, as directed by
the teacher orally.
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I. MAJOR ORGANIZING CENTER: RESIDENTIAL NEIGHBORHOOD (Continued)

B. LEARNING OPPORTUNITIES

Obtaining
Neighborhood

Considering how families have come from many dif-
ferent places to live together in this neigh-

borhood.

Counting how many children in the classroam
were born in this community.

Counting how many have arrived here in recent
months.

Finding out how many might have come fram other
countries.

Discussing some of the reasons families come to
this community to live.

Job opportunities for fathers and mothers.

An attractive climate with good recreational

facilities.

A variety of housing accommodations.

Good schools for children.

Relatives already in the mighborhood.

Summarizing sone of the things families can do be-
cause they live in this place:

Go to the beach.
Go to the mountains.
Work at certain jobs.
Play in a number of parks, school playgrounds.
Shop in certain kinds of stores.

Comparing these activities with different activities
available in other places children have lived.
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Deciding that the place families live does influence
the ways in which they live; that place is important.

Findin&Ouomes Within This Nei IgAorhood

Inquiring why families need homes.

Discussing homes as places of shelter, places
to live, play, and work together, places to
take care of personal needs, and to provide
for the needs of children growing up.

Discussing "functional similarities" in homes,
in their provision for:

A plaae to sleep
A place to store, prepare, and serve food
A place to spend time together
A place to care for personal needs

Inquiring into ways this neighborhood is providing
hames formally new families.

Taking a field trip in the immediate neighbor-
hood to observe homes and apartments.

Preplanning the field walk in two stages:
one to the area north of Montana Avenue
(Primarily single faidAy homes); and a
second to the area south of Montana
Avenue (a nelghborhood in transition).

Discovering that families in this neighbor-
hood live in different kinds of homes.

Single-family dwellings (Alta to Idaho)

Frame house
California bungalow
Spanish bungalow
California cottage
Spanish-style house
Monterey-style house

Mhltiple-family dwellings (Montana to
Washington)



Spanish-style apartment
Georgian-style apartment
"Modern" apartment

Locating these places on a simple picture map pre-
pared for the field walk, and placed on the side-
walk, properly oriented north and south.

Noting the contrasts between older single-family
dwellings and newV constructed apartments in
this region.

Noting constructl,n underway. Visiting a construc-
tion site to observe activities and materials used.

Noting provisions made for parking autos in the
new apartment complexes (basement garages, and
parking lot adjoining the church).

Estimating intensity of land use by contrasting
these structures either as "one family" or Imany
family" dwellings.

Deciding the newer structures axe all "many

family" dmellings.

Observing vacant lots, where houses have been

razed.

Wpothesizing as to the future use of these
lots (for Apartment construction).

Drawing_ a conclusion concerning this neigh-

borhood: for example, a place that is grow-
ing rapidly, with changing patterns in land-

use and population density.

Developing the regional model

Reconstructing the field trip tbrough the use of large-
scale nodels in the classroom.

Locating on the "land-base model" Roosevelt School,
Montana Avenue, the cross-walk, and Lincoln Boule-
vard.



.",

Referring to data concerning the structures
seen along the way, and placing models, rep-
resenting those structures, on the land-base.

Moving model automobiles and people along
Lincoln Boulevard between: (1) the school

and the parking lot: (2) the church and
the crossing signal at Montana Avenue.

Learning the term "residential" to describe this

street as predominantly a street of homes and

apartments.

C. TRANSITION

Children, in developing the large-scale neighborhood models,

can be engaged in dramatic play. They will recognize

that "families" in this neighborhood need the resources

and services of suppliers.

Children can be engaged in listing the kinds of goods and

services their residential neighborhood needs. Charts,

for example, can be developed which list these goods and

services under a classification system children help to

develop.

Inquiry can then be raised concerning where all these goods

and services come from. Many will be obtained from the

neighborhood commercial center. Others will require the

services of specialists located in the Central BUsiness

District and the industrial region of the city. Examples

should be taken from children's experiences. Children

should be helped to realize their residential neighborhood

is functionallx linked to other places, in terms of the

goods and services Obtained there.

Since the most immediate of families' needs are often

supplied in the local commercial center, md it is the
simplest, geographically, to examine, it is this region

which is next studied in this curriculum.
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II. MAJOR ORGANIZING CENTER: INSUIRYINl_"ONETILEIGHBORROOD
COMMERCIAL CENTER

A. INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES

Children will differentiate between second and third

degree arteries. For example:

Montana Avenue is a busy street, carries truck
and bus traffic, and has four lanes.

Ninth Street and Washington Avenue are resi-
dential streets, have two lanes, are relatively
free of traffic, and are used chiefly by auto-
mobiles.

Children will classify structures observed in the neigh-
borhood commercial district as different from residen-
tial structures, on criteria of size and function.

Children will define a relationship between the residen-
tial neighborhood and its neighborhood commercial center.

Children will define a relationship (accordant) between
the commercial center and the secondary artery with its
cross-streets Where businesses are located.

Children will predict possible consequences in change
of arz one of these features on other features in the
residential-commercial neighborhood complex. For ex-

ample:

A new bank will "draw" other businesses.

New apartment construction will "draw" a big

new supermarket.

Children will be able to project linear routes on maps

of the known regiaa.

Children will be able to project streets, as a grid sys-
tem, in developing a map of the knomn region.

Children will differentiate known features on a large
air photo of the familiar region, and classigy them
as "residential" or "commercial."

C-I
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Children vill be able to identify "pattern" in the
geographic landscape by (a) identifying the visual

cues of residential and commercial regions on an
air photo; and (2) circling "like" features as
"residential" and "commercial" regions.

Children will apply the concept of areal association
by iroposing good new locations for specific features
(a supermarket, for example) in changing and hypothet-

ical neighborhoods.
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II. MAJOR ORGANIZING CENTER: NEIGHBORHOOD COMMERCIAL CENTER

Continued

B. LEARNING OPPORTUNIVES

.
Obtainin Information on the Nei hborhood Commercial

Center: Its Features and their Functions

Taking a field trip to the nei hborhood shopping

center the Montana Center to identify goods

and services imat411210.2mAILWAULIRAILITtlat
borhood.

Locating this center on Montana Avenue, be-

tween Seventh and Ninth Streets.

Planning a walk to examine the stores located

between Ninth Street and Lincoln Boulevard:

two doctors' offices, a bank, and a super-

market.

Noting that the bank and supermarket are

new, artistically designed, and dominate

this shopping center. (Establish its

"character" as an Improving neighbor-

hood center, serving a wider clientele.)

Planning a behind-the-scenes visit to

the new supermarket: to learn the func-

tions carried on in this center.

Identifying the services of the super-

market:

Meat section
Dairy case
Frozen foods
Fresh vegetables and fruits
Canned and bottled goods
Breads and padkaged bakery goods
Household wares, clothing

Bakery
relicatessen
Magazines, records, and books
Florist



Locating the stockrooms, produce elevator,
delivery ramps, offices, and parking areas.

Learning of the specialized workers: the

manager, stock clerks, delivery men,
checkers, box boys, etc.

Learning the functions of the "chain
store," with its central wholesale
facilities, supplying many super-
markets throughout the city.

Returning to the classroom and preparing
picture maps of the supermarket to locate
its functionally differentiated areas.

Using classroom resources, and the recall of
personal eneriences, to determine the func-
tions of the two doctors' offices.

BYpothesizing Why these facilities are all
located together within a single blodk on
Montana Avenue. Suggesting, for example:

This location is accessible to the
families living in this immediate
residential neighborhood.

This location on a busy through-
street brings arterial traffic to
the shopping center. (increases

trade)

This location, within a rapidly
growing neighborhood of new apart-
ments on each of the streets inter-
secting Montana Avenue, brings po-
tential new customers to these busi-
nesses.

Takingalecond field tri bus ine sses

and their functions, in the area between Seventh
Street and Ldncoln Boulevard.

Identifying the consumer goods and services
available here:



Automotive services: three service
stations, providing auto repair.

Food services: a grocery store,
twn rastsmivinnts, a bdkery.

Clothing stores: two dress shops,
a jewelry store.

Laundry and cleaning establishments.

Druggists

Real estate office

Finding out about the specialized functions
of these places:

Ghsoline Station

Visiting a service station and
locating:

Pumps, for gasoline
Grease rack, for servicing cars
Garage
Water hose
Air hose
Office

learning that:
Neters are set up by an oil

company
Gasoline is stored underground,
in tanks

Gasoline is delivered in gasoline
tank trudks, from company sup-
pliers

Gasoline comes in different grades:
Regular, High Octane

Cars are lubricated on grease racks,
with a hoist for elevating cars

Mechanics are trained for servicing
cars

Automotive supplies, oil and tires
are sold



Learning what services are available here:
Baking of cakes, pies, breads,
pastries.

Learning about the workers in a small
bakery:

Manager or omer, bakers, sales
people.

Learning about the suppliers to the baker:
Delivery trucks bringing flour, eggs,
baking powder, sugar, milk and butter.

am Stores

Visiting a neighborhood drug store,

Inscussing the variety of goods and ser-
vices avaiUble here:

Drugs, household products, paper
products, cosmetics, newspapers
and magazines, candies, etc.

Learning who works in a drug store:
Manager, pharmacists, sales people

Laundry and Cleaners

Comparing the different laundry and dry
cleaning services available in this neigh-
borhood: drive-in service: "do-it-your-
self" laundromat, professional laundry
and cleaning services.

Dirt ssing Why neighborhoods support
1' 437 and cleaning establishments.

Real Estate Office

Discussing the functions of a real estate
office: the listing and sales of prop-
erties in the neighborhood (and beyond).

Noting that real estate offices are
located on the main boulevard (Montana
Avenue) to attract commuters as customers.
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Noticing that one building is vacant and another
has just changed occupants.

Learning that a laundry has just moved out, and
a new druggist renovated that bui lding; that a
PACO& Arlivoiat hPa exproeii into lavger quar-
ters across the street; and that the Shell Ser-
vice Station has just been completely rebuilt
and enlarged.

Raising inquiry concerning all these changes: why

do some businesses leave and other expand?

Learning that customers in this neighborhood
make choices as to which stores they pat-
ronize, and that the choices customers make
(uhat they purchase) help determine whether
a local business expands or closes.

Learning that families' income in a neighbor-
hood influences the kinds of businesses that
develop there. Learning that what families
choose is in part a matter of what they can
afford to buy. Noting that food, drugs--
and, for car-owners, gasolineare con-
sidered essentials by most families. In

this neighborhood, with its high employ-
ment level, these are all three expand-

ing businesses.

Learning that location also is a factor;
that the Shell Service Station, for ex-
ample, is located at the intersection of
two busy arteries, and benefits from its
accessibility.

Learning that a successful, growing neigh-
borhood commercial center attracts new busi-

nesses. That people are drawn into the area
for one kind, of service will often dhop there
for others, too (foot traffic concept).

Summarizing the goods and services available in
this center. Comparing with their original list
of goods and services families consume, to see
which of those originally listed are not available
in the neighborhood.
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Develo in a 1 d-bat....zan model of this re ion.

Locating on their masonite boards the arteries
and their intersections identified on the two

field-walks.

Adding three-dimensional facilities and struc-
tures to the neighborhood model, to simulate
this Leietborhood.

Learning the term commercial to describe these
two blocks. Deciding the services of this
neighborhood commercial center are wimarily
domestic providing for immediate family
needs. (Food, drugs, doctor's care, auto ser-
vicing, banking, and laundry.)

Studying the entire land-base model now as a
"residential-conamercial complex" (that is, a
residential area together with its neighbor-
hood commertial center.)

Recalling that new families are moving into
this residential neighborhood, and that
new apextments are being constructed to

provide for their housing.

Noting that the commercial center is chang-
ing too: a new supe im.:1_tet (Safeway) and a

new bank (both "firsts" on Montana Avenue)
are under construction in this immediate
neighborhood, an enjarized parking( lot has
been provided, and a pew drug store has
been added.

Summarizing the relationship between a
residential area and its neighborhood
commercial center.

Develo in m_a.._,E_Jthis re ion.

Extending map-reading skills: IA. Linear re-
lationships

Moving vehicles (model autos) or dolls
along the land-base model of Montana Ave-
nue to establish linear relationships be-
tween: (1) the school and gas station;
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(2) the school and drug store; (3) the

market and bakery; and, (4) the bahk
and dry cleaners.

Developing map-practice sheets requiring
napping of these and other linear rela-
tionships,

Extending map-reading skills: IB. Coordinate

relationships.

Moving model autos or dolls on the land-use
model.

Constructing a system of coordinate rela-
tionships by manping routes: (1) from
school to the gas station; (2) from sdhool
to the church; (3) from school to the
drug store; (4) fram the drug store to
the "blue house"; (5) from school to the
"red house"; (6) from the "red house" to
the "blue house."

Studying the acetate-overlay program I,
to observe how thLse routes look 'when
superimposed upon a map of the region.

Practicing skills in reading map coor-
dinates by use of follow-up map practice
sheets.

Beading.air-photos of this and comparative regions and

area.rinet-lionse

Studying an air photograph of this region to
see how residential and commercial zones can
be identified.

Ddscovering that trees, streets, roof pat-
terns and building density can serve as
"indicators" of land-use.

Identifying residential areas by trees
and by buildings set badk fram the
street.
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Identifying the commercial zone along
Montana Avenue by its relativeLy large,
flat-topped buildings, set immediatay
up to the sidewalk.

Discovering apartment-houses axe more
difficult to distinguish fram the com-
mercial area than are the single-family
dwellings.

Locating on the air photo other neaXby
"neighborhood commercial centers" milich
families individually are patronizing.

The 14th and Wilshire center
The San Vicente-26th Street center
The 14th and Montana center

Inquirire briefly into services and goods
available at eadh.

Noting, through viewing film-strips: some
basic similarities common to all these
neighborhood commercial centers.

Inquiring into differences in the "dharacter"
of these centers.

Deciding the banks, loan companies,
theater, clothing stores, and the
large supermarket distinguish 14th
and Wilshire as a busy and heavily
patronized center.

Noting the large parking lots an the
aerial photo.

Contrasting this center with the
crowing, but smaller, Montana
center.

Considering the importance of
Wilshire Boulevard as a "through
street"--a critical factor in the
development of that center.
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Discovering how residential and commercial
zones "pattern" in Santa Monica.

Placing sheets of clear acetate over
the aerial photo.

Classifying and then encircling resi-
dential and commercial areas with use
of colored china markers.

Demonstrating understanding of the con-
cept of areal association.

Using maps of hypothetical regions.

Locating a "good place" for a new
Apartment, a house, a gasoline
station, a market, etc., on the
map.

Classifying each feature as "resi-
dential," neighborhood commercial,
or arterial.

Selecting appropriate location
for each.

_DeAcadautLemE.glculay_22022102_1114mAtlirj:
tended residential-commercial nei:hborhood centers.

Incorporating activities of supermarkets,
suppliers, banking and real estate trans-
actions, trucking, and so forth.

Adding to the regional models features
for traffic control, communication, and
so on, as children's interests and the
region itself requires.

C. TRANSITION

Transition to a study of the Central Ensiness rdstrict
can be made by helping children recall that many of the
goods and services their families need are not supplied
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in these local neighborhood centers. Childrents shoes

and household furniture, for example, cannot be bought

here. Children might suggest their parents have to
shop "downtown" for these things. They might also

suggest they should add that place to their regional
models, so they can carry on these wider activities.

104404,,14.14,111le$41
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III. MAJOR ORGANIZING CENTER: INQUIRY INTO THE CENTRAL BUSINESS
DISTRICT

A. INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES

In a field trip to the Central Business District, the
children will:

Identify the route taken from school to the CBD.

Identify the major traffic arteries in the CBD.

Identify major business establishments and their
functions in the core area (the mall).

Clothing stores
Jewelry stores
Opticians

Identify major business establishments on Fourth

Street.

Banks
Large furniture stores
Department store
Parking lots

Identify structures and their functions on Ocean
Avtnue.

Httels
Apartment hotels
Restaurants

In a field trip to the Central Business District,

Children can:

Identify this region as a commercial zone.

Differentiate between regions within the CBD. Fbr
example, the core area and the secondary area
might be differentiated by observing and classify-
ing the specific stores distinguishing each.

On Third Street (the mall) the stores are mostly
clothing, jewelry, and orticians' businesses.
These are all high value products, the stores
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are (comparatively) small, and closely built.
(Intensive land use)

On Fourth Street (the secondary area) the
stores are larger and there is more open space.
These raaces are large twAaks, large department
and furniture stores, and large parking lots.

Differentiate between the core area and the outly-
km area by summ;:rizing their observations in the
field. For example:

On Ocean Avenue the structures are mainly
big hotels and motels.

On Wilshire Boulevard there are gas ctations,
restaurants, and same big banks and furniture
stores.

Both of these streets are difTerent from the
core.

Compare the mall and the unchanged portion of
Third Street. Identify the mall section as a
place which has most recently been changed.

In developing a scale model of the Central Business
District, Children will:

Identify the major traffic arteries in the Central
Business District by labeling those streets on the

boards.
ICA

Identify major business establishments in the
mall by placing their models on Third Street

Identify major business establishments in the
secondary area by placing their models on Wilshire
Boulevard, on Fourth Street, on Santa Honica
Boulevard, on Colorado Avenue, and on Third Street
south of the mall.

Identify major hotels by placing their models on

Ocean Avenue.

In developing a scale model of the Central Business
District, children will:
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Identify the features which make this region a
commercial zone.

Business establishments
Intensive land use

In using the floor models in dramatic play, children
will demonstrate:

Understanding that the Central Business District
is the area to which many families come to shop or
work.

In examining photos of this region undergoing change,
children mill observe:

Old railroad tracks were once used here.
Tractors pulled them out to make the mall today.

The oldest building in Santa Monica today is
located in the Central Business District.

In practicing place locations on the Central Business
District model, children will be able to:

Locate intersects of major streets by placing
model cars correctly at:

Corner of Third Street and Santa Monica
Boulevand. (Crocker Citizens Bank--Tower)

Corner of Third Street and Wilshire
Boulevard. (Penney' s )

Corner of Third Streec and Colorado Avenue.

(Sears)

Corner of Colorado Avenue and Ocean Avenue.

(the pier)

Corner of Wilshire Boulevard and Ocean
Avenue. (Miramar Bttel)

In studying air photos of the Central Business Dis-

trict, dhildren will:

Encircle the Central Business District as a
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commercial region.

Encircle the mall as the core of the Central
Business District.

Group the structures on Fourth Street as a second-
ary area of the Central Busiress District.

Group the structures along Ocean Avenue as an out-
lying section of the Central Business District.

In reading air photos of the Central Business District,
children will:

Identify the cammercial region by its relatively
large structures, set close to street, with a
minimum of planting.

Identify the nearby residential area by its
pattern of mixed single-family structures and
apartment dwellings, vegetation, and smaller
(third-order) streets.

Identify the secondary area of the Central Business
District by its comparatively more open land use,
the parking; lots, and commercial structures.

Differentiate between major arteries and the less-
traveled third-order streets.

In dramatic play with model layouts of residential
neighborhood and the Central Business Eistrict,
children will demonstrate accurate patterns of move-
ment:

between the residential neighborhood and the
stores of the Central Business District

In dramatic play, using a variety of vehicles in the
Central Business District area, children will demon-
strate accurate patterns of movement on the part of
truckers supplying the shops of the Central Business
District.
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In anaysis of acetate overlay instructional programs
recording circulation patterns in Santa Monica, chid-
dren will demonstrate dbility to analyse circulation
patterns between regions in the city. For example:

Greatest movement into the Central Business
District is movement of buyers from residential
neighborhoods in Santa Monica.

A second pattern of interrelationships is that
between the business in the Central Business
District and their suppliers. Eelivery trucks
bring nerchamdise, daily, to loading ramps in

rear of stores.
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III. MAJOR aRGANIZING CENTER: TSE CENTRAL BUSINESS DISTRICT
(Continued)

B. LEARNING OPPORTUNITIES

Obtaining Information on the Central Business District:
Its Facilities their Ddstribution and their Functions.

Recalling the magy goods and services families
need which ordinarily axe not supplied in
local neighborhood centers.

Learning that the Central Business District is
the largest comnercial center in the city, and
serves all of Santa Monica's nieghborhoods by
providing a wide variety of goods and services.

Prepit.ing for the field study trip.

Locating on the model of the Central BUsi-
nese District a nunber of key features,
later to be observed in the field:

Ocean Avenue, paralleling the coastal
strand.

Mdramar Hotel, establishing the northern-
nost features on the model.

Sears, Roebuck and Company, establishing
the southernmost feature on the nodel.

Selected structures in the core or nall:
Woolworth's, Magann's Shoes, Penney's
Department Store, the Crocker-Citizens
Bank and its clock tower.

Taking a field trip to the .Central Business Dis-
trict.

Locating the Central Business District in
relation to the school.

Discovering that Third Street, intersected
at Santa Monica Boulevard, is the core of
this district and is the oldest business
district in the city.
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Learning the pedestrian mall, between
Wilshire Boulevard and Broadway on
Third Street, has just been completed.

Inquiring as to who built the mall and VW.

Bypothesizing reasons: for example, to
make shopping easier and safer, to meke
the city more beautiful, to drew new
customers to the Central Business District.

Standing at Third Street and Santa Monica
Boulevard, the historic core of the city,
and learning the building there is one of
the oldest in the city.

Learning that buniness men operating these
stores today made a decision to renovate
this region, in the hope of increasing
trade culd vitalizing the Central Business
District as a commercial center.

Viewing photos showing the old rail
lines pulled out of this area to per-
mit new surfacing of the mall. Decid-
ing people have changed the appearance
of this place.

Whlking north toward Wilshire Boulevardl and
examining the shops in this central core of
the Central Business District.

Counting and recording the number of
different stores.

Deciding this is a section catering
largely to personal sales: children's

shoes, clothing, jewelry, drugs, cam-
eras, and the services of optometrists.

Noting the absence of auto traffic and
parking areas; the convenience of
benches, trees and fountains for the
foot-shoppers in the mall.
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Noting ';)uilding renovation underway,

as merchants improve their building

fronts ane "modernize" the structures.

Deciding these efforts in renovation

are related to the canstruction of the

mall and to merchants' desires to bring

new business to the area.

Walking east to Fourth Street, for a tour of

tir. "secondary aree of the Central Business

Ddstrict.

Noting the contrast in the "character"

of this street: buildings are taller,

patking lots frequent, and there is,

generally, a greater amount of open

space. Particularly striking: heavy

traffic, diverted ftout Third Street.

Deciding this "secondary area" is a

section: (1) of large department
stores; (2) of stores dealing in

heavler and bulky household furnish-

IIEL and appliance;raWtig
large bankinfsarmncoanies.
Inquiring why the core area and the
secondary area differ.

Comparin& the buildings

Learning that services carried on in

the secondary area require more floor

and storage space. These companies use

the less expensive area surrounding the.

core of the district so they can afford

the floor space they need.

FindIng out about the large department stores in

the Central Business District.

Visiting a departnent store.

Discussing the many specialized de-
partments offering goods and services
to customers:
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Clothing, shoes, toiletries,

jewelry
Household furnishing and ap-

paiances
Kitchen wares, china, silver,

anti linens

Bedding, draperies, towels, car-
peting

Beautician, car servicing, in-
surance travel tickets

TOys and gifts, garden supplies,
tools, hardware

Credit department and accounting

Finding out about the banks, and the services
they provide.

Inquiring why banks ari ipportant
services in the community.

Visiting a bank. Learning that
banks have paaces where customers
can deposit and withdlw funds
(tellers window); pa=as for safe-
keeping of valuables (safety deposit
bcaes); desks for negotiating loans,
escrow, and other personal transac-
tions; statement windows where cus-
tomers obtain information concerning
their accounts; and; merchants'
windows for handling business ac-
counts.

Learning that banks are places for
investing. money. Families place
their savings in banks, both in
commercial and in savings accounts.
Copparing the two kinds of accounts.

Learning that banks are places for
lending money. Banks lend these
savings to other people and to com-
panies, and make a profit for them-
selves and their customers in doing
so.
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learning that new businesses in the
community grow because owners can
borrowmoney from the bank, and
then later repay what they borrowed

with "interest."

Concluding the field-study tour with a
bus ride throuzh the surrounding (tertiary)

area of the Central Business District.

Driving along Colorado Avenue to

Ocean Avenue, north to Wilshire
Boulevard, and thence to school.

Discovering these outer limits of
the Central Business District dif-

fer fran the inner core and from
the secondary (financial) area.

Observing large hotels, motels, and apart-
ment hotels on, Ocean Avenue.

Learning about the special accorno-
dationa provided: roams for guests;

dining areas; lounges; shopping
centers, including drugs, news-
stands, gifts, flowers, tiCket agen-
cies, airline offices; accommoda-
tions desks.

Learning about services provided:
maid and valet services; room ser-
vice, elevator service; cleaning
and pressing; bell-hops; taxi and
limousine; entertainment.

Comparing hotel and apartment accamo-
dations. Deciding the ocean view
makes this region a desirable resi-
dential and tourist area, and accounts
for the concentration of high-value,
high-rise new hotels and apartments
under construction or newly completed

here.
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Observing restaurants, service stations,

and real estate offices on Wilshire
Boulevard.

Recalling Wilshire BOulevard is a busy
str'et, with nuch traffic, and serves
mmy people passing by, as well as
families in the nearby residential
areas.

Recalling the term arterial commerce
for cammercial regions such as those
along Wilshire Boulevard and Santa
Monica Boulevard--streets Which are
"through streets" and carry heavy
traffic into Los Angeles.

Observing, on the return ride, the areas of
transition between the Central Disiness Dis-
trict and its surrounding residential neig)r
borhoods. Noticing where older houses, on

the fringes of the Central Business District,
have been converted to commercial use (key

shops, e.g.). Learning these are areas chang-

ing in their functions.

Developing a Land-Base Model of the Central Business
District.

Recalling, with the aid of film-strips of
the region, the nature of the core district.

Locating, on the base-model, Third Street
and the major cross-streets within this
core region.

Locating, on the model, structures repre-
senting businesses in the core district.

Adding to the model trees, benches, and
fountains to complete the mall.

Developing the secondary area of the
Central Business District.

Identifying major streets mad
their intersections.
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Adding key structures (banks, finance
centers, furniture stores, and de-
partment stores).

Developing the outlying or tertiary area of
the Central Business District by addina to
the model:

Hotels and apartments on Ocean Avenue

Key structures on Wilshire Boaevard

Shops in the changing, transitional
areas to the south and east of the
Central Business District

Extending spatial relationships and mapping
skills:

Moving model autos on the land-base
model.

Constructing a system of spatial coordi-
nates by napping those same routes.

Practicing mapping skills by use of
follow-up practice sheets.

St_u_q_ing_Air Photos of the Central Business District

and Drawing Interpretations.

Studying an enlarged air photo of Santa
Monica to locate the Central Business
District and its environs.

Using a paper "frame" to delimit
the Central Business District on
the larger air photo.

Tracing the major arteries disect-
ing this region to obtain informa-
tion concerning the accessibility
of the Central Business District
to all regions of Santa Monica.

Applying skills in air photo analysis to the
delineation of regions.
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Recognizing the cues differentiating
the Central Business District and the
nearby residential regions.

rIncircling all of the Central Business
District with red acetate marking

crayons.

Encircling the bordering residential
regiens with green acetate marking

Irayons.

Projecting patterns of circulation
betweeil these regions, and delineat-

ing with brown acetate marking crayons.

Comparing their hyythesized routes
with data the teacher presents, based
on major bus routes and prime-hour

traffic on the more heavily traveled
arteries (Wilshire Boulevard: Santo
Monica Boulevard, Olympic Boulevard,
Fourth Street).

Learning the nearly completed Santa
Monica freeway is anticipated to
bring additional traffic into this

center.,

Recalling from personal family ex-
periences the problems of traffic
congestion in the Los Angeles area.

Learning from information the teacher
supplies, that multi-Level parking
structures are planned, to accommodate
the anticipated increase in traffic.

Learning, fram a recent statement of
the City Council, sone intended plans
to convert'streets to one-way traffic.

Learning of some of the suggested new
routes for a north-south freeway through
Santa Monica, or along its ocean frontage.
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Deciding these decisions would change
Santa Monicaand that people individ-
ually feel differently about these
various proposals.

Anticipating sone of the effects these
changes would make in their own lives--
what would they do differently, e.g., if
a major freeway were built on Eleventh
Street (two blocks west of the school),
as proposed?

Raising inquiry concerning the effects
of traffic on land-use in Santa Monia:
What will Santa Monica have to do if
all this traffic is to move through
the city?

Checking their suggestions a3ainst data
the teacher provides.

Observing on the air photo, e.g., how
parking lots on Second'and Fourth
Streets are designed to accommodate
present traffic into the area.



IV. MDR ORGANIZING CENTER: INQUIRY INTO TRANSPCRTATION SYSTEMS

A. INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES

Children will be able to classify commercial transport
vehicles by function and by type.

Children will recognize on a regional map, the major
transportation arteries of a community by the following

differentiating features: number of traffic lanes;

through access into surrounding communities; and in
case of railroading, traeks and sidings.

Children will demonstrate understanding of patterns .
of areal relationdhip in the transportation gystem
of the city. For example:

Cargo brought into the city by rail is un-
loaded and then distributed by trucks.

Warehouses, railroad sidings and trudk
depots are requireC for the handling
of cargo exchange.

Children will be able to apply the concePt of "areal
association" in determining what factors "associate"
in the location and development of major traffic
arteries in Santa Monica.



I

IV. MAJOR ORGANIZING CENTER: INQUIRy INTO TRANSPORTATION SYSTEMS

B. LEARNING OPPORTUNITIES

Inguiringalmyeeded gods reach the stores of the com-

mercial districts.

Recalling the truck-leading platforms at the

major stores, for trucks brinemg goods into

the comnercial center.

Viewing photos of warehouse operations, with

trucks loading, and box cars on the railroad

s idings be ing unloaded .

Inquiring whether trains as well as trucks

bring goods into Santa Monica.

Studying a simple map of Santa Monica

to locate some major axteries into

the city.

Identifying major arteries on the map,
by the nunber of lanes of traffic:
(Clynpic Boulevard, Santa Monica Bou-

levard, and Wilshire Boulevard: e.g.).

Identifying the railroad tracks enter-
ing Santa Monica near Centinella and
Olympic Boulevards.

Identifying the raate of the unfinished
freeway, paralleling the railroad tradks
and Otympie BOulevard for a part of the

way. .

Suggesting possible ways goods can be
brought into this city. (For example:

by truck over major boulevards end
freeways; by rail.)

Using_docunentary sources to obtain information on rail-
roading functions in Santa Monica.

Studying 'photos taken at the railroad sidings

in Santa Monica.
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Determining, from these photos, what cargo
is braught in by train.

Lumber and building materials
Gravel, cement, rock, and sand
General appliances, including

refrigerators, radios, T.V.

Learning the train arrives sometime between
11:30 pm. and 3:00 a.m. daily, and is un-
loaded around 8:00 a.m.

Learning the right-of-way was owned by the
Pacific Electric Company, with transfer
made to Southern Pacific in October, 1964.

Studying pictures to learn the make-up of

a freight train: the engine, box cars,
gondola and hopper cars, flatbed cars, and

caboose.

Inquiring what happens to the cargo, once

it is unloaded.

Learning that some cargo brought into
Santa Monica stays in this area near
the traCks: lumber, e.g., is delivered
to nearby lumberyards and manufacturing
plants; building materials (cement, rock,
gravel, and sand, e.g.) are delivered
to construction and building materials

suppliers.

Learning that some cargo is moved: by
truck, out of tbis area: furniture
and appliances, e.g., are transported
to stores in tbe Central Easiness
District.

Using_documentaxx sources to obtain information on truck-

ing fmnctions in Santa Monica.

Studying photographs of truckers at work, deliver-
ing merchandise to loading ramps; unloading; ex-
changing bills of lading, etc.
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Identifying major truck types from the photos.

Observing how dump trucks deliver sand and gravel
to the city maintenance yards for road work.

Observing how semitrailers supply the large depart-
ment and furniture stores.

Classifying trucks by the major functions they serve.

Determining the Factors Accounting for the Major Trans-
ortation Routes Into and Throu h the Cit . (2nd Grade

Only.

Studying a composite air photo of the community,
and a terrain model of the Los Angeles lowlands.

Identifying, by number of traffic lanes and as-
sociated urban structures, the major (1st and
2nd order) arteries in the community.

Searching for "patterns of association" charac-
terizing these arteries. Fbr example, children
might discover:

They are, for the most part, ,Atst-west
arteries.

They "connect" Santa Monica with Los Angeles,
to the east.

Unlike the north-south streets ir the community,
they meet no canyons, mountain ranges, or major
change in topography.

Comparing with Highway 101, the major "north-south"
first order artery, and with Lincoln Boulevard.

Noting, e.g., that Highway 101 is built on
the level coastal strand, and is for most
of its length between Santa Monica and
Malibu, flanked to one side by high-rising
palisades and the Santa Monica mountains.
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Observing tnat Lincoln Boulevard, which

similarly runs in a generally north-south
direction, is built entirely on the level
nmesa II on which Santa Monica is located,
and derives its heavy traffic from its
access to coastal cities to the south.

Refining an inference concerning transportation
routes in and through Santa Monica. Incorporating,
in the generalization, factors of terrain, popula-
tion, and inter-urban exchange.

For example, children might infer major
arteries are developed between population
centers, to facilitate the movement of
people and products, and are influenced
by the terrain; that is, they are more
likely to develop on level or graded
land, and to follow natural passes
where a choice is possible. (Nbte:

in the grade 3 curriculum, this in-
ference 1.s rodified to take into ac-
count historical antecedents in trans-
portation.)

The teacher can help children test this
inference against the data of the new
freeway route, and judge whether, as
stated, their inference is supported
by this new "instance."

Develming_Tramportation Patterns in Santa Monica with
the aid of Land-Base Models.

Adding trucking activities to the already-
developed layouts of the local neighborhood
and Central Business District.

Locating terminals and street patterns.

Extending masking tape on the floor to
interconnect the two regions.

Adding trucks and model cargo to the

layout.
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Using the models in dramatic play to
simulate patterns of activity (com-
mercial and transportation) within
the community.

Recognizing a need for a third community region,
the railroad and industrial center, to complete
the ground transportation system bringing cargo
and nerchandise into Santa Monica.
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V. MAJOR ORGANIZING CENTER: IN UIRY INTO THE INDUSTRIAL REGION

A. INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES

Children will demonstrate knowledge of major geographic
features and their functions in the industrial region.

Children will demonstrate understanding of patterns of
areal association within the industrial region. Patterns

of areal association will include:

(a) spatial and functional relationships
between rail and truck routes.

(b) slatial and functional relationships
between the incoming rail line and
locations of industries.

Children will demonstrate understanding of patterns of
functional relationship between the industrial region
and other functionally defined regions. For example:

(a) relationships between the transpor-
tation facilities in the industrial
region and stores of the CBD.

(b) relationships between construction
suppliers and manufacturers in the
industrial region and home and
apartment construction in the resi-
dential areas.

(c) relationships between city maintenance
supplies and services in the industrial
region and street repair, park service,
and so on, in the community.

Children will apply the concept of areal association
in formulating and refining inferences concerning
changing patterns of human occupance of the land.

(Grade 2, only.)
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V. MAJOR ORGANIZING CENTKR: TNOTTLRY INTO TIE INDUSTRIAL REGION

B. LEARNING OPPORTUNITIES

nbtoininr, Trtformation on the Railroad and Industrial
Begion_lp Santa Monica.

Planning a field trip to the industrial region
of Santa Monica, to dbtain information concern-
ing the layout and functions carried on here.

Studying an airphoto of Santa Monica to
locate the rail lines.

Locating the major arteries in this region:
Olympic Boulevard, Santa Monica freeway,
and Cloverfield Boulevard.

Observim3 how the rail line, Olympic
Boulevard, and the freeway parallel
each other in this region.

Projecting some hypotheses concerning
what activities might be going on in
the large structures that occupy this
region.

Taking a field-study trip to the industrial region.

Approaching the region via Colorado Avenue.
Noticing haw land-use patterns change fram
residential and commercial to something new.

Observing the large gray sheds, load-
ing ranps, and semitrailers parked
here.

Observing railroad sidings, stationary
box cars, fork-lift truck, and stands
of ludber and finished doors, crated
cargo, etc.

Suggesting some of the activities
apparently carried on in this
region.
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Visiting a lumber yard located on Colorado
Avenue, where incoming lumber from flat-bed
cars is being unloaded and stored.

Visiting Higgins Bridkyard, located on Clover-
field Boulevard, where mixing and production of
bricks is carried on, drying bricks are stored,
and later moved out on large flat-bed trucks to
buyers.

Visiting a door-manufacturing plant, located on
Colorado Ayenue, where incoming lumber is con-
verted to doors, and finished doors are loaded
on box cars for shipment out of the community.

Observing other facilities in the area: the

city maintenance yards; the General Telephone
pole yards; Systems Development Corporation;
china manufacturing; Douglas Aircraft Company
(gradually departing this area, and Gelling
these facilities to General Telephone).

Observing the nearby freeway under construc-
tion. Noting overpasses under development,
transit cement mixers in operation, variety
of heavy road-work equipment.

Conjecturing about possible truck uses of this
freeway, when completed, in bringing cargo
into Santa Monica.

Learning the railroad is becoming less im-
portant in Santa Monica as businesses turn,
increasingly, to trucks to meet their trans-
portation needs.

Inquiring into the effects of this change.

Suggesting same reasons this change
will or will not greatly affect this
region as an industrial area. For
example:

The region is already zoned for
industry.

Industries are already located
here.



Olympic Boulevard and the freewaY
(two major trudk access routes into
Santa Monica) are both routed into
this same area.

There is not much other atoormibla
land in Santa Monica.

Developins a Land-Base Model of the Industrial Region,
with focus on the transportation facilities here.

Locating on the nasonite boards the basic
street pattern of this region.

Correctly aligning the boards in a
north-south direction.

Identifying and labeling major arteries:
Olmic Boulevard, Colorado Avenue, the
freeway, Cloverfield Boulevard, and the
railroad tracks.

Developing the railroad system.

Placing model cars (box cars, gondola
or hopper cars, flat beds, engines) on
the sidings and main line entering the
region.

Determining proper placement of cars
and sheds with the assistance 'af an
air photo of the region.

Adding industrial features of the region, through
consultation of an air photo of the region.

Locating Higgins Brick Yard, and placing
models representing the office, working
equipment, bricks, and trucks.

Locating the City Maintenance Yards, and
placing the vehicle maintenance garages,
offices, sand and gravel supply, and rub-
bish collection trudks.

Locating the Redwood Lumber Company and
placing office structure, drying sheds,
and lumber supply.
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Adding, similarly, structures at the
General Telephone Company pole yards,
and the industries on Olympic Boulevard,
Colorado, and the other major arteries
reDresented.

pngaging in Functional Analysis of Selected Industrial
aerations in the Region.

Selecting the following industries for study.

Brick-making at Higgins Bridk Yard

Door-making at the Haney Company.

Maintenance yard activities at the
City maintenance yards.

Obtaining information on the sequence of activ-
ities engaged in, and. classifying, for each.

Viewing project-produced photo-sequences
to recall the activities viewed on field
trip.

Developing a flaw-chart, to classify
activities by operation and in time-
sequence.

Raising inquiry concerning the future of the Higgins
operation in Santa Monica. 2td grade only.

Learning the company has nearly exhausted the
available adobe resource at its present site.

Inquiring what alternatives the compagy has.
For example, children might suggest the
following:

It could acquire more land.in Santa
Monica.

It could import adobe soil.

It could move.



Obtaining information on the alternatives
suggestea. (Zoning, for example, and pies-
ent land-use makes no further land within
the region available.)

Learning, in addition, its operation in Santa
Monica is not Pally automated. That with auto-
mation, the work dome in 3 months could be ac-
complished in 30 hours.

Nypothesizing what the company might do. (Add-
ing the ideas of changing tools and manpower
needs to the factors of land and transportation
costs, for example.)

Learning from a company official that a move is
planned, to a new plant site already developed
by the company, and fully automated.

Thinking about sone possible consequences of
the move, for the company and for Santa Monica.

Drawing a refined inference concerning where
industries locate. Incorporating factors of
resources, labor supply, transportation, tech-
nology, maztet, and zaning laws.

Waing insulmomesang chan ing problems in reftse
gsposal in Southern California .2nd grade only .

Learning the rubbish brought in daily to the
City Maintenance Yards can no longer be in-
cinerated there, due to smog-control laws.

Noting the naw-abandceed incinerator stadks
in the maintenance yard areas, as an example
of a now-discussed function. Drawing the in-
ference, with teacher assistanoe, that "man
changes the land." His works occupy the land-
scape. Present patterns sometimes reflect
earlier land-use patterns. (Be certain that
children draw this inference in their own
words.)

Recalling the amount of refuse delivered,
within the few minutes observed during the
field study trip.
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Hypothesizing ways a city might go about re-
moving its rubbish. Conqidering that a solu-
tion which put the rubbieh to productive use
would be preferred.

Studying photos of major land reclanation
activities in the mountain region to the
north, where rubbish is delivered as "fill,"
and Where urban construction is planned on
"filled" land vhich is row unusable.

Tracing the routes of the larger transit
trucks to the mountain-"fill" areas.

Studying the cooperative work of rubbish
collection crews, leveking operations, and
city planners.

Drawing an inference concerning functional
relationships between this city naintenance
operation and land development operations.

Evaluating the consequences of this dhoice
against others suggested for reibish removal.
(For example, "dump it in the ocean.")

Comparing these data with their eariier in-
ference, namely, that "man changes the land."

Does the inference drzr further support
from these data on "fill" operations?

Can it be better stated (blither refined)
now?

atternsofFkuW.RelatiozDeveloPishiBetween
the Industrial; Commercial; and Residential Regions of
the City.

Relating this industrial region to the CBD and
the children's residential neighborhoods by
interconnecting boards of the 3 regions with
masking tale applied to classroom floor and
representing the major traffic arteries tetween
them.
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Developing in dramatic play, with the use of
model tnicks, trains, and cargo, the movemnt
(patterns of circulation) of cargo in Santa
Monica.

Adding semaphore signals and traffic
control lights.

Determining right of way.

Nbving model cargo frtm trains to sheds,
and to industrial mites and Central Busi-
ness District loading ramps by truck.

Developing, through dramatic play, patterns
of functiona3. relationship between the indus-
trial region and other regions in the city.
For example:

Moving "street maintenance equipment"
from the City Maintenance Yard to a
residential neighborhood.

Moving "telephone service equipment"
from the pole yards of the company
in the industrial region to places in
the residential aad, commercial districts,
to gtve telephone service, or to establidh
new telephone lines.

Nbving, by flat-bed truck, a load of
"bricks" from the Higgins Bridk Yard
in the industrial region to a con-
struction site in one of the other
regions of the city.

Moving a load of "lumber" from one of
the lumber yards in the industrial
region to a construction site in one
of the other regions of the city.

Moving "cement products" and "freeway
construction equipment" from the in-
dustrial area to work-sites on the
freeway.
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Drawing InteareagolsConcerning this Region.

Defining a basic relationship between (1) the
train and (2) land use in the area surrounding
the tracks (including storage facilities, truck-
irff serifices, and the receiving companies in
the industrial and commercial zones of Santa
Monica).

Defining the relationship between this indus-
trial-transportation complex and the consumer
regions of Santa Monica.

Studying the Instructional Acetate Map Series,
which slam this relationship:

(a) between railroading and trudking
in Santa, Monica;

(b) between the RR siding and transport
routes into Santa Monica.

(c) between the industrial region and
the Central Business District; the
Central Business District and resi-
dential regions; the industrial re-
gion and the residential regions,

Learning to use the terms industrial commer-
cial and residential to differentiate the three
regions.



VI. MAJOR MGANIZING CENTER: INQUIRY INTO ROCK PRIM:WM
INDUSTRIES. 2nd Grade Only.

A. INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES

Children will demonstrate knowledge of major landforms
of the exbended Los Angeles region.

Children will demonstrate understanding of patterns
of areal association in the location of mining and
processing sites. Patterns of areal association will
include:

(a) relationdhips between granitic nountains,
rivers, and rock mining sites located
Where the river levels off at the valley
below.

(b) relationships between desert sources of
limestone, shale, and silica, population
centers (for labor supply), and transpor-
tation access in the location of cement
plants.

(c) relationships between transportation
systems and markets in the location of
mix plants.

Children will demonstrate the ability to draw a war-
ranted inductive inference from relevant supporting
data. For example:

(a) from examples of rock mining sites, chil-
dren will correctly identify features all
sites have in common, and infer, from
those features, a valid statement concern-
ing where rodk mining operations locate.

(b) from examples of cement plant sites, chil-
dren will correctly identify features all
these sites have in common, and infer,
from those features, a valid statement
concerning where cenent plants locate.

Children will demonstrata the ability to dramr valid
deductions from inductively-arrived-at inferences,
in a process of on-going inquiry. For example:
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From the premise that freeways generally
cause urban "spread," children may infer
that if a freeway is extended into Malibu,
this relatively undeveloped area mill
probably undergo rapid population growth
and change.

Children will demonstrate understanding of patterns
of areal relationship in the transportation system
of the extended Los Angeles region. For example:

Producers of rodk products and cements, proc-
essors (in the mix plant operations), and
consumers are functionally and inter-region-
ally related through the transportation
system which spatially links these opera-
tions.

Children will be able to apply the concept of "areal
association" in determining what factors "associate"
in the location and development of major traffic
arteries in the extended Los Angeles region.

Children will apply the concept of' areal association
in further refining inferences concerning changing
patterns of human occupance of the land.



VI. MAJOR ORGANIZING CUTER: INQUIRY INTO BOCK PRODUCTS
INDUSTRIES. 2nd Grade Only.

B. LEARNING OPPORTUNITIES

Incuiring_into the sources of sandt rock,_ and gravel
that daily come into Santa Monica for building, street,
and freeway construction.

Applying the concept of areal association in
suggesting, as hypothese3, source-locations
for these basic construction materials.

Consulting a terrain model of the
larger Los Angeles lowlands, moun-
tain rim, and desert regions beyond.

Identifying major landforms in the
extended region. Hypothesizing
locations by placing small red
wooden *buildings" (1/2" x 1/2") on
suggested sites on the terrain
model. (For example: in the moun-
tains, along sea coast, in desert.)

Obtaining data (teacher-presented).

Observing how a stream of water,
turned on a soil box simulating
a mountain range, loosens sand
and carries it "downhill" to the
valley" below.

Comparing sample3 of sandstone
and granite. Learning which is
more durable. Determining which
would be preferred for heavy-use
construction.

Studying the terrain model. Learn-
ing the Santa Monica and San Gabriel
mountain ranges are granitic.

Refining their hypothesis.

(Children might, for example,
move the "red building" sites to
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the Santa Monica and San Gabriel moun-
tain regions, and--if they understand
the implications of the soil-box
demonstration--suggest placing them
alorief streams, in the foothills.

Verifying their hypotheses.

Consulting an acetate-overlay map
system super-imposed on a photo
reproduction of the terrain model.

Observing: Layer 1, the rivers
in blue; Layer 2, locations of
rock and gravel mining sites,
identified by picture synibols
of red building.

Classifying data by sites (Pacoima)
Azusa, and Santa Clara river sites,
much as Saugus, Fillmore, Santa
Paula, and El Rio) and the char-
acteristics of eadh.

Drawing an inference (inductive)
by identifying the dharacteristics
all these sites have in conmon:
located on rivers, in foothills
of the granitic range, where
velocity of the rivers is slowed
as rivers level off, and the
rivers deposit their sediment.

Inquiring into the sources of cement that daily comes
into Santa Monica for construction purposes.

Applying the relationship earlier formu-
lated as a "knowledge-claim" in the new
inquiry. (For examge, children might
reason: )

Rock and gravel are mined in places
Where the best rodk is found, and
where it can be nost easily mined.
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Cement, likewiselmust be produced where-
ever cement products can be found and

"mined."

Determining "search-strategies."

What information do we need before we

can make reasonable hypotheses?

How can we verify our hypotheses,
after they are made?

Obtaining data on cement production.

Learning limestone, shale, silica,
and other rock products are used in
the manufacture of cement.

Learning the desert region to the
east and north of Los Angeles is
ridh in these resources.

Applying the concept of areal association
(tetween resource and mining site) in
hypothesizing plant locations.

Using small yellow buildings
(1/2" x 1/2") and placing on
terrain model to suggest their
sites.

Verifying their hypotheses by comparing
against data.

Comparing with data on acetate layer
3, which locates sites at Colton,
Victorville, Riverside, Oro Grande,
and Monolith.

Determining the critical features
which these sites have in conmon.
(For example:)

Accessibilityto valuable
rock quarries.
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Atcessibility to a labor
supply.

Accessibility to transporta-
+Ann (all are on mair, railrnaa

lines).

Revising: as needed, their inference or knowl-
edge claim, on the basis of tested data.

Obtaining information on activities in rock minin and
cement production.

Viewing photos and films of tbe processes in-
volved.

(1) .102azzlialLatmAJELPI
Blasting, drilling, and scooping
operations

(2) Moving the rock and gravel: Use
of Dover shovels and dump trucks;
hopper and gondola cars

(3) Crudhing
Use of rotary,""jaw," and
ft

roll" crushers for primary
crushing.

Use of "hammer mill" for
secondary crushing

(4) 112112Ansomm120, (where port-
land cement is made):
Fine grinding (wet or dry
combining in the kiln)

Finidh grinding

(5) Storage operations and loading

(6) Trancporting by truck and rail cars

(hopper, gondola, and tank cars)
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Obtainiw information on "mix plant" operations.

Learning concrete building materials re-
quire the correct ndxture of cement, water,
and aggregates (sand and gravel).

Learning about the variety of mix opera-
tions: transit-mixers, for small jobs;
on-site mix operations for freeway con-
struction; permanent ndx-plant opera-
tions, as those provided by concrete
companies in the local industrial re-
gion.

Developing understanding of inter-regional relation-
*lips as an extension of their knowledge claimj7---

Vlewing layers 4 and 5 of the acetate
overlay system, showing (4) locations
of ndx plants and (5) the transporta-
tion gystem interrelating Droducers
of rodk products and cement; processors
(mix plants); and consumers.

Viewing photos of truck and rail car
delivery of rock, gravel, and cement to:

Railroad sidings at the Consoli-
dated Rock Products Company, Pico
Boulevard near Sepulveda.

Redi-Mixed Cement, Sepulveda Boule-
vard in West Los Angeles.

Jones Concrete Company, in the
Industrial center, Santa, Monica.

Studying the terrain model and the acetate
map series to see haw terrain and market
system have influermed routes.

The "passes" through 'which the roads
and railroads enter the basin.

The influence of slow-moving cement
carriers on the original grading of
Sepulveda Boulevard.
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The special railroad spurs carrying
building umterials to the markets
of Santa Monica and the Pico-
Sepulveda region.

Summarizing all of this information in a
statement which demonstrates children's
understanding of the inter-regional

functional relationdhips operatin7 here.

Considerin how all of these activillea are chan
the Los Angples region.

Viewing a kodachroue slide presenting an
airview of greater Los Angeles at mid-day.
Observing how the Basin is almost a "sheet
of concrete," in its freeways, streets, and
construction.

Comparing with air photc,s of forty years
ago.

Learning that present patterns of occupance
may be temporary, too.

Viewing slides from a rock products
company in the San Gabriel area de-
picting its operations.

Viewing air photos of its operations,
and the development of new freeways
and a new cammercial district on land
it had hoped to clatu for extension
of its mining activities.

Learning that "zoning" now makes this
land unavailable for mining.

Comparing with the situation already
examined in relation to ndning opera-
tions within Santa Monica.

Considering problems aty governments
face in readhing decisions where con-
flicts of interest are involved.
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Suggesting some criteria to be used
in reaching decisions in situations
such as these. Evaluating in terms
of their consequences for all par-
ties involved.

Finding out about Freeway Construction

Btcalling, fram the air-view of greater
Los Angeles, the network of freeways
lacing the basin.

Taking a field trip to the local construc-
tion site, to observe freeway construction
in process.

Viewing a film-strip of freeway construc-
tion, from initial bulldozing to final
surfacing.

Determining where the Santa Monica Freeway
will go, and how it will relate within the
larger freeway system.

Studying the terrain model of the
Los Angeles Basin.

Locating Santa Monica, and the free-
way construction site, on the model.

Tracing, with red grease pencil,
major freeway arteries already link-
ing the Los Angeles Civic Center with
the Harbor, San Bernardino, and the
San Fernando Valley.

Observing how the Santa Monica free-
way links the Los Angeles Civic Center
with the Santa Monica community, and
channels traffic, via the San Diego
freeway, to the Los Arum. les Harbor
and points south.
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Inquiring into Some Effects of Freeway Construction.

Studying the air photo (taken prior to
ground clearing activities) and observing
how many structures had to be removed to
make lax0 avadlable for the freAW,

Studying the photo and suggesting some
possible changes in traffic patterns
within the local community.

Hearing a story about urban growth in
Garden Grove where population increased
ten times its pre-freeway total within
months after the completion of tbe free-
WaY

Considering some possible effects of the
planned Pacific Coast Freeway, joining
the Santa Monica freeway, to channel
traffic north-west along the coast
through Malibu.

Extrapolating from the Garden
Grove instance. (Urban-
industrial spread.)

Suggesting possible changes in
life in Malibu.

Suggesting possible changes in
their own family activities,
once the freeway is completed.



VII. MAJOR ORGANIZING CENTER: INCVIRY INTO TIE HARBOR REGION

A. INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES

Children will demonstrate knowledge of basic natural
(pbysical) featuxes of the Santa Monica Bay region.

Children will demonstrate knowledge of the features
and fUnctions of the ger and its associated recre-
ational harbor.

Children will demonstrate the ability to draw a war-
ranted inference from relevant supporting data. FOr
example, Pram comparative study of:

(a) open-piling piers at Venice, Ocean Ftrk,
and early Santa Monica and

(b) hTeakwater at present-day Santa Monica,

children will appropriately infer the coastal forma-
tions associating with each.

Children will demonstrate understanding of causality
in the changing shoreline, by giving an appropriate
explanatlan of why the early shore was wider in Santa
Monica than it is today.

Children will demonstrate the ability to draw a valid
deduction fram a premise, in a process oP on-going
inquiry. Fbr exapple:

From the premise that man-made obstructions
to the littoral drift cause changes in the
formation of Southern California beaches, chil-
dren may infer that construction of a causeway
in Santa Monica PAy may effect changes in
beach formations to the south.

Children will demonstrate the ability to define value-
conflicts involved in policy-making. For example, in
an inquiry into whether the bay area will be better or
worse oft if a causeway is built, children will be
able to define the basic value conflict.
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VII. MAJOR ORGANIZING CENTER: INQUIRY INTO THE HARibR REGION

Obtaining.harmation on the Santa Monica Harbor.

Planning a field trip to Santa Monica Harbor, to
observe another geographic center of the community.

Relating the sdhool and the harbor area.

Recalling the Central Business District and
clock tower, familiar landmarks to be seen
on the way.

Noticing in photos the bay, mountains, and
shoreline. Learning these are natural fea-
tures.

Noticing in photos the pier, boats, and
breakwater. Learning these are features
that people put there.

Taking the study trip to the harbor.

Standing on the palisades and locating basic
landforms in the area: the bay, the Santa
Monica Mountains, the coastal strand, the
bluffs, and the mesa.

Walking along Santa Mo7,ica Pier, and observ-
ing hor the surface of the land changes as
one walks seaward along the pier: (1) the

mesa; (2) the bluffs, (3) the shore or
coastal strand, and (4) the ocean.

Stopping near the far end of the rder, and
looking back to shore. Identifying, from
this vantage point, the same natural fea-
tures.

Taping a large air photo and a large ter-
rain model of the region to the pier
(flat, on the walkway). (Be certain to
line up properly with the N-S directions.)
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Becoming oriented to the maps. Finding, on

the air photo) specific features observed in
the landscape.

Applying the concert of "areal association" in ob-
serving and classifying the features observed.

Recognizing cultural features on the mesa:
the "clodk tower" and familiar hotels from
their study of the CBD. Identifying that
region.

Noting tae bluffs are unoccupied. The
buildings directly below are abandoned.
The railings at the top carry warning
sigas. Only vegetation and a recently-
buttressed road down the bluff front
associate" with this place.

Recalling the major slide just to the
north) where the bluff gave way, and
mudh of the palisades came down.

Nbticing the *rings emerging from the
slopes. Ctserving dampness of the bluffs
and the generally "loose" quality of the
soil.

Debating what to use as a classification
system for the coastal strand. Conmiercial

because of the "hot dog stands" observed
there? A "play region" because of acti-
vities possible there? Etc.

Observing wild life features that "asso-
ciate" with these areas: sandpipers on
the beach; gulls) pelicano on the pier;
barnacles on the pilings; fidh in the
ocean.

Deciding lhow to classify the pier itself:
commercial) because of the gift shops,
bait wad tadkle suppliers, fish markets,
and restaurants? A "play region" (rec-
reational) because of fishing, boating,

and "fun house?" Choosing other ways
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they might classify, to include the harbor -
control office of the U.S. Coast Guard, with
its associated harbor patrol boat, the hoist-
ing operation for small boats; boat mainte-
nance activities, moorings in the water,
the breakwater, and so on.

Comparing harbor development along the coast.

Locating Ocean Park Pier and Venice Pier.

Observing both piers on the air photo, and
comparing differences in the coastal strand
at the Santa, Monica Fier and at the other
two piers. Noticing the sharply widened
beaCh just to tbe north-side of Santa
Monica Pier, only.

Leaving, as open inquiry, the question why
these beaches differ.

Counting the number of boats tied to moor-
ings (very few). Noticing that one row
of moorings is no longer uaed.

Findirs out how the shoreline is changing. (2nd grade only.)

Observing on the terrain model the major landforms of
the region.

The mountains
The level mesa
The bluffs
The shoreline

Recalling from lessons on sand and gravel how down-
ward flowing rivers from the mountains carry allu-
vium, sand, and gravel, with the following con-
sequences:

Deltas resulb Where rivers deposit silt
directly into the ocean. (Malibu example.)

Alluvial fans result where rapidly flowing
streams spread out suddenly over flats.
(Santa Monica example.)
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Studying the effects of the depositions along the
palisades: layers of poorly sorted gravels and
clay soften when wet, ooze, and give way. Land-
slides on these bluffs, therefore, are normal.

Learning the seashore is also being eroded by
the sea, and bluffs are being further eroded
back.

Summarizing all these effects into a single
relational statenent concerning deposition
and erosion effects constanUy in operation.

Vlewing historic photos of Santa Monica and ob-
serving how much vider the beach area was at
one time. Explaining why, by applying the
relational concept.

Inquiring about the unique shoreline config-
urations observed on the study trip.

Realizing that no river "associatee
with the extended beach dbserved just
north of the pier. Therefore, it can-
not be a deposition frau the land (a
delta, e.g.).

Focusing on the inquiry, where does
this build-up of sand cone fram?

Hypothesizing possible wind, sea,
and human factors.

Observing a demonstration of wave
action along the Southern California
Coast. This "littoral drift" moves
southeast, carrying along the pebbles
and gravel brought down from the
mountains by rivers.

Observing how waves, baeaking obli-
quely on these beaches grind and erode
the pebbles to fine sand, and deposit
them, finally, as fax south as Playa
del Rey, where wind movement further
carries the finely ground sand as far
inland as the Los Angellis Airport.
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Observing a sequence of three photos of
the Santa Monica portion of this shore-
line, taken (1) when the open-piling
pier was built, (2) when the bredkwater
was first constructed, and (3) a few
years after the breakwater was con-
structed.

Hypothesizing. (For example, the children
might suggest the construction of the break-
water might te the critical factor, since
the unusual widening of the beach to the
north-side of the pier occurred folloIdng
its construction.)

Comparing with photos of the Venice and
Ocean Park shoreline, where open-piling
piers are presently built, and no such
build-up of sand is evident. Judging
whether the evidence warrants their
conclusion.

Questioning why the breakwater might
create this effect. Considering
what happens if the free movement of
the littoral drift is obstructed by
man-made structures in the bay.

Learning the building of the breakwater has caused
problems.

The harbor itself has to be regularly
dredged to keep it deep enough for
moorings. The sand carried southward
by the littoral drift gets deposited
here and boats can no long find
deep water close to'shore. The break-
water is, in a sense, "self-defeating."

Other conmunities to the south object if
their beadhes don't receive a continuing
supply of new sand fram freely moving
littoral drift. Building out into the
water can create regional problems. The
cities, therefore, cooperate on stateNiride
planning to develop and save their valuable
beadhes.
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Inquiring hovrrlans to build a causeway out across the bey
will further change the shoreline. (2nd grade only.)

Obtaining data on causeway plans for the projected
coastal freeway.

Consulting maps from the Engineers Office,
and State Highway Cammission planning maps,
reprodnced by the community newapaper.

Studying the proposed changes and clas-
sifying as "natural" or "manmade."

Hypothesizing sone possible effects.

For example, proposing same "interaction -
effects" of these planned structures, built
into the bay, on the action of the littoral
drift. (An application of the relational
concept.)

Comparing with engineers' reports concern-
ing wave action on the seaward side of the
proposed causeway.

Comparing with economists' reports concern-
ing land values and crmutunity development in
a new "marina," should the causeway be ap-
proved.

Holding their judgments tentative.

Learning action has not been taken, and tte
data (the consequences) are not yet in.

Using data from marina developments at
coastal cities immediately to the southeast
as useful data-sources for anticipating
possible effects.

Learning that to build one of these marinas
(yacht harbors) it vas necessary to destroy
natural marshes which were a refuge for
over 80 species of waterfowl.
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Discussing whether people would all wee a
yacht harbor is more valuable than a refuge

for wild birds.

Learning that decisions require choices be-

tween values.

Learning that proposed causeway plans will

not seriously alter the character of this

harbor. It would still be largely a "rec-

reational" region. They will, however, very
much alter the character of the "bay" (and

therefore are controversial).

Considering the alternatives for personal
and family enjoyment of this region: con-

flicting interests in preserving a natural
landscape or creating a man-made marina
to occupy the inner bay area.
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VIII. MAJOR ORGANIZING CENTER: INQUATY INTO LOS ANGELES

HARBOR REGION. Contrastive Analysis, 2nd Grade Only.)

A. INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES

Children will demonstrate knowledge of basic featurev
and their functions in Los Angeles Harbor.

Children will demonstrate ability to read the features

of an air photo of Los Angeles Harbor: Terminal Is-

land, the breakwater, the main channels, the bridges,
railroad tracks and yards, oil refineries, and lumber
yards

Children will demonstrate understanding of patterns
of areal association within the industrial harbor.
Patterns of areal association will include:

( a) spatial and functional relationships be-
tween rail.lines tn the harbor and the
location of harbor industries.

(b) vatial and functional relationships be-

tween Fidh Harbor and the fish canning
industry.

spatial and functional relationships be-
tween oil refineries and the oil company
piers (for loading tankers).

Children will demonstrate understanding of patterns of
functional relationdhip between the industrial harbor
and other tanctionally defined regions. For example:

(a) relationships between oil woducing re-
gions, oil refineries at the harbor,
oil transporting facilities, and oil-
products consumers (service stations, e.g.).

(101) relationships between fish activities
out of Fish Harbor, fish canning (proc-
essing), and markets in Santa Monica
and greater Los Angeles

(c) relationships between lumber and banana
import activities and markets in the
lumber yards and supermarkets of Santa
Monica and greater Los Angeles.

Children will demonstrate the ability to apply the
concept of areal association by predicting some rele-
vant consequences if Santa Monica had maintained its
early railroad line to its harbor.

(c)
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VIII. MAJOR ORGANIZING CENTER: nippy INTO LOS ANCELE0 RARBOR

RTGRigt-itraarve Analysis, 27u1 Grade Oa:y.1--

B. LEARNING -OPPORTUNITIES

EleveloPIMAJWAJOJELaimile"ItEEMENE.11122122:
ment in the Los Anvles, Region.

Observing an exhibit of documents concerning an
earlier period in the history of Santa Monica

Harbor. (Fhotos, maps, and early newspapers.)

Bearing a stogy about early times in Santa
Monica's history, when a railroad was built out

to the pier.

Looking at pictures of early railroading on
the Long Whaxf.

Tracing the route of the railroad into Santa

Monica and out onto the Long Wharf, where
ships were loaded and unloaded.

Learning the railroad company lost its franchise

to the sea, and. the Long Wharf was torn dom.

Suggesting what might have happened if the rail-

road still ran all the way to the sea. For

example:

Demonstrating understanding of the con-

cert of areal association by suggesting,
for example, Santa Monica's industrial
region would probably have developed here
at the harbor.

Suggesting, for example, Santa Monica's
Harbor might today be a busy port, with
induswies, instead of a recreational
harbor.

Determining how to test the validity of the know.1.-
edge claim (that a railroad line would have d7Imn
industry to the harbor region).
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Suggesting, for example, that one way to
test the idea is to find out about other
harbors.

Looking at the regianal Los Angeles map,
with railroad lines marked.

BUnting for a, harbor with railroad lines,
as a test case.

Rejecting the piers they know about: Venice
and Ocean Park. They are not harbors since
they have no breakwater or natural barrier
to protect ehips from the heavy waves of the
open sea.

Finding Los Angeles' San Pedro Harbor.

Observing that rail lines do run there.

Predicting, fram their premise, that
industry should be located at this harbor.

Planning the trip.

Studying the regionai terrain model to
locate Los Angeles Harbor in relatioa to
Santa Monica Harbor.

Locating the freeway system linking the
two regions, and the route the school bus
will take.

Viewing a large harbor map and Locating:

(1) the breakwater,

(2) the outer and inner harbor,

(3) the channels,

(4) Terminal Island, and

(5) the piers.

Observing how the railroad runs south
from central Los Angeles to the harbor



(a distance of about 20 miles) and that

the tradks then fan out to parallel the
water-front of the harbor.

Learning that the four railroads serving
the harbor pass within 1/2 mile of each
other as they enter the habor district,
and that a major receiving and classifi-
cation yard serves all of them at tbe

harbor.

Learning that, in addition, numerous
small yards are located within the
harbor and make it possible to move
and exchange cars swiftly within the
harbor area.

Noting how the major coastal highways
(San Diego Freeway: Harbor Freeway and.

Long Beach Freeway) similarly "associate"
with the coastal topography and the
population centers.

Planning their itinerary, and specific
features to be seen.

Taking the all-day trip to Los Angeles (San Pedro)

Harbor.

Observing, on a large map, mounted in
the bus, the progress of their route.
(As an alternative, children might be
supplied with individual maps and mark-
ing crayons, and record their route as
they go. The teacher would then assist,
with the aid of the loud-speaker aad the
oversize map.)

Touring the Harbor, with selective ob-
servation of features at the following
places: oil refineries and tanks in
the West Basin region; Sun Lumber
Companyl the fruit terminal; Vincent
Thomas Bridge, connecting Terminal
Isalnd and the mainland; Fish Harbor
with its fidh canneries; shipyards;
and the Marine EXchange.
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Boarding a boat at Nbrm's Landim3 for a

harbor tour through the Inner Harbor and

Main Channel. (Optional.)

Eating lunch at Cabrillo Beadh: and viewing
the 9-mile breakwater, built out from this

pronontory.

Retracing their harbor tour on a large air

photo of the region.

Recalling the train tracks (major lines
and sidings) observed at Sun InMber and
paralleling the Main Channel.

Locating these features on the photo.

Deciding what activities of this harbor

could be classified as "industrial,"

(fish canning, ship building, amd oil
refining, e.g.).

penlains.pjase-Model of LoR_Angeles Harbor

Locating on the masonite boards, the basic features

of this region: the land and water area; the main-

land and the channels; rail lines and the Tarning

Masin.

Defining, with the aid of the Harbor Map, the
exact regicyn represented by the boards.

Determining, with the assistance of the enlarged
air photo, the features of this region.

Adding structures representing oil tanks

and refineries.

Adding features of the Sun Lumber Company,

Todd Shipbuilding, the fruit terminal,
warehouses and piers.

Adding ships, trains, and motor vehicles.

Simulating activities in the harbor through dramatic

Paaar.
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Comparin Los Angeles and Sante. Monica, Harbors .

Recalling their earlier prediction: that Los

Angeles Harbor, with its rail lines, probably
developed as an industrial harbor.

Determining whether or not the evidence warrants

the conclusion.

Learning that, in additian to industry, Los
Angeles Harbor is also a major port, and han-
dles the largest tonnage in cargo of all U.S.

harbors on the Pacific Coast.

Learning some of the cargo handled, and clas-
sifying as imports (lumber, bananas, and fish,
e.g.) and exports (refined oil, borax from the

desert, and manufactured products, e.g.).

Develoj'ing Undersin s of the Functional Relationships
between L. c_its_gAn eles Harbor and the greater Los Angeles

ream.
Learning that oil: drilled and refined in the
Los Angeles region, is transported by tankers
as one major export from Los Angeles Harbor.

Learning that oil, refined in the harbor area
refineries, is also transported by oil tank
trudks and by pipelines to markets in Los

Angeles and Santa Monica.

Relating the oil industry in Los Angeles Harbor
to family welfare in Los Angeles and Santa

Monica. (Children might, for exmnple, suggest):

It supplies gasoline for gasoline stations.

It provides jobs for oil workers, truckers,
longshoremen, merchant seamen, and business

men.

It increases capital in the region, and en-
courages growth in other businesses. (Workers,

e.g., can tqy things they need and that, in
turn: creates more jobs.)



Anticipating some other ways that industries
and operations at Los Amgeles Harbor are
functionally related to people ltving in the

larger (extended) Los Angeles region. (Chil-

dren might suggest, for example):

Fishing and fish canning are one ww.
We buy canned tuna from the canneries
on Terminal Island at local supermarkets.

or

Lumbering is a way. Sun Lumber gets in
huge shipments of lumber from its ships,
and then the lumber is moved to lumber
yards in Santa Monica and Malibu by rail

and truck. That way, people get the
lumber they buy for their houses and

fences.

Engaging in functional analysis of selected in-
dustries and trade activities of Loom Angeles

Harbor.

Selecting fram among:the following:
fishing amd fish canning; lumbering;
banana imports; cdl refining and ex-
ports.

Obtaining information on the sequence of activi-
ties engaged in, and. classifying.

Obtaining information from trade books,
films, and project materials, relevant
to the selected industry or product.

Developing a flow-chart to classify
activities by operation, and in time-

sequence.

Studying the acetate overlay map system de-
signed to illustrate functional relationships
between activities in the harbor region and

in greater Los Angeles.
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Layer 1: outline map of the Los Azgeles
region, replicating tke axea of
the terrain model.

Layer 2: identification of Los Angeles
Harbor, with Umber symbol
locating Sun Lumber.

Layer 3: symbols locating lumber yards
in central Los Angeles and in
Santa Monica.

Layer 14.: railroads interconnecting Los
Angeles Harbor, central Los
Angeles, and. Santa Monica.

Layer 5:

Layer 6:

Layer 7:

Layer 8:

symbols locating oil refineries
in Los Angeles Harbor.

freewws linking the refineries
and gasoline stations tn Los
Angeles and Santa Monica; ocean.
going tankers linking the Harbor
to other ports.

fish symbol locating Fish Harbor
and canneries.

freeways and coastal later-route,
used in transporting fresh and
canned fish by (1) trudk and (2)
boat to (1) supermarkets in Los
Angeles and Santa Monica, and
to (2) fish markets and restau-
rants on Santa Monica pier.

Applying the functional concept by "telling the
story" of another product (and tracing its prdb-
able route on the acetate map). Children might,

e.g., "tell about" bananas imported to the harbor
and moved to supermarkets, as an anlication of
this same functional concept.

Summarizing all of this imformation in a statement
which demonstrates children's understanding of the
inter-regional functional relationships operating

here.
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ConsiLlering how in develo in
.theseactivities man

land.

Contrasting historical photos of San Pedro with
photos of the regioa today.

Observing that the railroads were built from the
time of the harbor's founding, but that nuch has
been added, since:

Terminal Island, the freeways, Vincent
Thomas Bridge, new wharves.

Learning that dredging must go on, to
keep the channels clear.

Learning that the Harbor Commission is
seeking new ways to increase trade and
growth of the harbor. Anticipating
what changes may come.



APPENDIX D

EXPERIMENTAL CURRICULUM A
GRADE 3

I. MAJOR ORGANIZING CENTER: ORIENTATION TO RELATIVE LOCATION.

A. INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES.

Children will demonstrate the ability to project routes
as linear extensions between established points on a
map grid.

Children will be able to find places and to project routes
on a nep, using a street (grid) system as a coordinate
reference system.

Children win be able to arrange four neighborhood models
in order of decreasing scale, and to locate properly the
model structures Which associate with each.

Children will be able to locate certain major features in
the landscape in relation to their school on eadh of the
following; maps: a large scale street map of the im-
mediate neighborhood; a lesser-scale street map of tbe
larger community; a regional map of the entire Los Angeles
region.
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I. MAJOR ORGANIZING CENTER: ORIENTATION TO RELATIVE LOCATION.

B. LEARNING OPPORTUNITIES

Establiihin ace Conce ts Within the Immediate Nei h
borhood.

Engaging in field study of the immediate school
neighborhood, for data to asseMble neighborhood
model.

Locating school on the regional (neighborhood)
map.

Determining key residential and commercial
structures in the immediate school neighbor-
hood, and marking locations on the working
map (blank map, except for streets).

Developing a base-model of this region.

Locating on the masonite boards the arteries
and their intersections identified on the
field study walk(s).

Referring to their field-study data map
(developed in the field) and to an air
photo of the neighborhood in order to
recall the structures and their locations
in tbe neighborhood.

Placiagthe wooden models, replicating
these structures, in their proper posi-
tions on the large base-model.

Developing map-reading skills: IA. Linear rela-
tionships.

Mapping routes between features establishing
linear relationships in space: (l) between
the school and the *brown apartment house,"
both on Washington Street; (2) between the
"whtte house" and the service station, both
on Hill Street; etc.

Developing map-reading skills: IB. Coordinate re-
lationahips.
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Moving model vehicles on the base-nndel, to

develop new routes as perpendicular exten-
sions of linear routes, already established on

the map.

Constructing a gystem of coordinate relation-
ships by mapping these routes.

Studying an acetate-overlay map program, which

superimposes these routes one by one over the

map base.

"Purging" the systmn of specific place-loca-
tions by removing these structures fram the

board, and placing other structures at spe-

cific places on the street grid: for example,

at (1) Washingtan Street and Ashton; or (2)

at Fourth Street and Ocean Park Boulevard.

Practicing linear and coordinate mapping skills

on follow-up practice maps of the neighborhood.

Dirtraplishin Scale .

Studying models of this same neighborhood, produced
at three levels of decreasing scale.

Observing that the same street pattern,
painted on the masonite boards, also ap-
pears on each of these smaller boards.

Classifying the nodel structures by shape
and by size (scale), to decide which ones

go with which board.

Referring to structures on the large-scale
model, in placing the smaller models appro-
priately on the smaller-scale boards.

Comparing the 4 tese-models.

Locating what is alike about all of them;

they all represent the same land-surface
(area).

Identifying what is different about them:
they represent the same total area at dif-

ferent scales.
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Arranging in order ct decreasing scale.
Nbting that the smallest board (1" x 1")
just matches the scale of the Santa
Monica street map availible from the
City Engineer's Office.

Placing that smallest board on the
street usp. Comparing the school
structure on that board with the
symbol of the school on the air
photo.

Establishin the Conce t of Relative Location.

Locating the school in relatiaa to other known
places in the larger community: the local shop-
ping center, the movie theater, the beach, the
mountains (visible fram their school playground).

Reducing the scale of the entire Santa Monica
map, now, to overall size of 1" x 2"; and locat-
ing (as specifically as the scale allows) the
school on this reduced map.

Studying the terrain model of the greater Los
Angeles region.

Locating the reduced-scale map of Santa Monica
on this terrain model.

Identifying on this model the mountains visible
from the school playground.

Identifying on this model the beach, and all
of Santa Monica Bay.

Reaching their own conclusion of what happens
as we reduce the scale of a map. (The chil-
dren may conclude, for example, that as the
scale is reduced, more and more area can be
represented.)

Comparing the advantages of large-scale and
6mall-scale maps.
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Deciding when one would need to use a large
scale as compared to a small scale map, and
vice versa.

(Note to teachers: This teaching sequence
moves rapidly in its extension of spatial con-
cepts. Review and periodic practice will be
necessary for most children in subsequent
weeks of the semester.)
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II. WOE ORGANIZING CENTER: INWIRY INTO THE PHYSICAL GEOGRAPTI

OF THE SANTA MONICA AREA.

B. LEARNING OPPORTUNIT/ES.

Obtaining Information on the Distribution of Major Land-

forms in the Bay Area.

Taking a field-study trip to one of the taller

buildings in the community to visit the observa-

tion tower.

Preplanning the study trip by consulting
the city map and the terrain model to
locate cardinal directions, and features
to be observed.

Taking the study trip and locating, from
the observation tower, the major features

in the landscape.

Santa Monica Mountains
Santa Monica Bay
Palos Verdes Peninsula (if visible)
Catalina Island
Los Angeles lowland
Cultural features occupying the region.

Analysing the features observed on the study trip.

Classifying. (Children, for example, can

determine a nuMber of defining characteristics,
in order to classify and to subgroup, within
classes.)

Determining Which features are natural and
which are man-made.

Inquiring HcmrIbloe Different Landforms Came to Be.

Acquiring information on the formation of the
mountains within the region.

Observing rodk samples and fossils obtained
fram the Sante Monica Mountains.
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Learning these fossils of sea life (scallop-
shell imprints) were found several hundred
feet above sea-level, in Topanga Canyon
and in the Malibu region of the Santa Monica

Mountains.

Seeking explanation of the inquiry, how did
sealife get into the Santa Monica Mountains.

Obtaining data on geographers' explanation:
That all of this region was once under the
sea and was later raised aove sea level.

Suggesting what else ought to be found in
the mountains, if this region was once
under the sea.

(For example, children might suggest that
kelp and other sea life would have decomposed
but their imprint might be left in shale;
or, they might suggest sand from the ocean
floor might be found in the mountains. En-
courage divergent responses, and stimulate
cause-effect hypotheses.)

Observing samples of sandstone and shale
from the mountains. Learning sandstone was
once sand, and dhale was once mud. Both were
derosited on the ocean floor, and, under
pressure, cemented together by lime cement.

Determining whether fossils, found in beds
or marine sediment (sandstone and shale) are
good evidence these mountains were once under
the sea.

Learning what other forces have been at work.

Looking at photos of an exposed mountain side
in the Santa Mountain Mountains.

Observing the beds or sandstone, shale, and
conglomerate rodk.

Comparing sandstone and conglomerate rock,
composed of large pebbles.
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Learning some of these deposits or sandstone,

shale and conglomerates axe of later origin,
and were deposited by rivers, atter the
region was raised above sealevel.

Learning streams carrying (1) coarse peb-
bles, (2) sand, and (3) mud deposit their
sediment, and these deposits become (1)
conglomerate rock, (2) sandstone and (3)
shale, when under pressure.

Studying the photo again and observing that
these beds of sandstone and shale are not
level, but are folded, and sone are vertical.

Inquiring howthese sediments, once level, came
to be folded, warped, and raised vertical.

Suggesting:possible ways. (For example,
children might suggest earthquakes caused
the change.)

Observing a classroom demonstration of
the formation of an anticline. (The
teacher, using a stiff paper, can demon-
strate the up-arching of the peper When
force presses inward from both sides
(lateral pressure).

learning the Santa Monica Mountains are
the result of such pressure, accompanied
by faulting (breaking of the earth's
crust).

Learning of effects of erosion on these
broken smrfaces, awl the action of land-
slides, stream erosion, flash floods, and
so on.

Inquiring howthe Los Angeles lowlands came to be.

Learning that geographers believe this
lowland, a great area extending south
of the Santa Monica Mountains, was
formed by downward warpinga process
opposite to .-Tarfroducing the mountains.
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Learning the ocean has flooded into this
great lowland ontbe west, and formed Santa
Monica Bay.

Obnorm4,10 0,1000...~0. A,monstra.0 . avai.-WW^ MC
tion, to observe how streams, flowing
downward out of mountains, deposit their
sediment when they reach grade, and fan
out over the valley floor.

Learning au of this lowland is consistently
being covered with thin layers of alluvium,
washed down by rivers from the mountains.
Unlike earlier deposits, however, this
alluvium has zot been compressed (by great
pressure) and cemented into rock. Where
exposed, (as, for example, at the palisades
along the teach front), this alluvium
crudbles, and when wet from rain or ground
water, oozes, slides, tad sometimes Whole
slopes give way.

Learning that this entire lowland has
further been changed by being raised
several times, thus exposing each time
a new surfage level to the sea.

Walking inland, from the beach, in the
area of Washington School, md locating
the old beagh ridges and lagoons, which
presently account ftsr steep slopes in the
streets. Learning Lincoln Boulevard oc-
cupies the innermost of these old lagoons,
caused when the land rose, and the sea
receded.

Planning a field-study trio to the Malibu region to
obeer these lanaforma and their asiociated ve ta-
tion cover. An area selected beause it bas teen
little changed byman.)

Planning au all-day excursion, for the purpose
of acquiring specimens, and photographs of the
region.

Studying the terrain model and maps to locate
the route of the gamed trip.
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Viewing air photos of the Malibu region and
locating natural features to be seen.

Visiting the coastal. strand as the first
stoping place.

Identifying features in this place:
the oceea, lagoons, the beach, Malibu
creek.

Dividing into teams, and acquiring
specimens and photos of animal life and
vegetation associating vith these places
on the seaward side of the highww.

Returning as a group and comparing.

Observing, under teacher guidance,
how the extended shoreline (a sharply
widened beach) "associates" with the

mouth of Malibu Creek.

Looking "upstream" and observing the
course of the creek.

Recalling how streams carry sediment
and deposit that sediment on land to
form alluvium.

Learning this beach formation is a
"delta," and is being built by stream
deposition into the ocean.

Viewing the palisades from this point
and noting the wave-cut benches, the
result of sea erosion of the shore-line
at earlier times. With each uplifting
of the land mass, the sea receded, and
exposed another wave-cut cliff or bench
to view.

Visiting, at the delta, the site of an
early Chumash Indian settlement.

Observing the blackened soil of
the kitchen midden.
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Hypothesizing how the people of this
settlement lived, given the resources
of this coastal site.

Driving by bus into the Santa Monica Mountains.

Parking on a south-facing windward slope.

Comparing two vegetation associations apparent
here: one, an association of riparian (river)
vegetation along the stream-bed; and the
other, the associated plants of chaparral
on the mountain slopes.

Walking to the crest of the divides and
loOking down the north-facing slopes. Dis-
covering how much denser, taller, and com-
plex this chaparral is tban that observed.
on the seaward (windward) slope. Discov-
ering, too, how much warmer it is =the
wind-free and fog-free north slope.

Gathering samples for return to the class-
room. (Labeling, cerefully, uhile still
"in the field" and marking the data-maps
to record where obtained.)

Continuing by bus to the sumnit area of the
mountain range.

Parking on a level mesa, and gathering to
analyze the scene below.

Locating their position with the aid of
the terrain model and map.

Discovering they can see, directly below
them, the interior valley (intermontane).

Identifying the river by the thin line of
riparian (tree) vegetation along its course .

Photographing the scene for a record of the
plant association in the valley below (oak
parkland).
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Observing the rock outcroppings. Learning
these rock formations are a part of the
mountain system on Which they are standing.

Collecting rock samples: sandstone, shale,

conglomerate, and volcanic lava.

Studying one formation of lava rock on the
mountain slope, and learning how extensive
volcanic formations are found throughout
this region.

Learning these rock outcroppings in the
valley below indicate an area where the
river is narrowly channeled, and where
ground water is close to the surface.
This reliable water supply, coupled with
the acorn-resources of the oak parkland
created favorable conditions for a large
Indian settlement in this plaee.

Hypothesizing whether these Indians would
have lived lives similar to or different
fram the Chumadh Indians on the coast.

Descending into the valley by bus, to visit pia
Park for lunch.

Studying the wooded park as an exam;
natural "oak parkland" vegetation.

Gathering samples.

Hypothesizing what Indian children and
adults could have done, if they lived
in this place.

Returning to Santa Monica by way of mountain roads
to Topanga Canyon.

Stopping to observe fossils in the rodk
deposits of an exposed mountain slope.

Descending through Topanga Canyons and
reviewing vegetation associations ob-
served in close juxtaposition: chaparral,
riparian, and coastal strand.
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Comparing with "introduced" vegetation in
the settled area of Santa Monica.

riatio 1.1-1-flistssitication gauIerr
Samples.

Sorting by the areas in which the samples were
obtained. Referring to developed photos, taken
on the trip, when uncertain.

Cxouping by area, and subgroupIng wtthin areas.

Choosing criteria for subtrouping plants.

Labeling .

Using a self-instructional teaching program at
the Listening Center, designed to reinforce and
extend children's understandings of these several
vegetation associations: coastal strand, ripar-
ian, chaparral, and oak parkland.

Learning the special adaptive characteristics
of each.

Learning the relationships between micro-
climatic zones and modifications in the
plant associations (example of north and
south slope chaparral variations).



III. MAJOR ORGANIZING
OF THIS REGION.

A. INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES

' "'" "." r'.=

*IN Or

-7,Fir-rFat

INQUIRY INTO INDIAN OCCUPANCE

Children will demonstrate knowledge of the resources
and patterns of ltviag of three Indian populations in
the extended Los Angeles region: Chumadh, Gabrieleno,
and Cahuillo.

Children will use the concept of areal association in
inedicting sites where Indian settlements might have
developed, given information concerning vegetation
associations and water resources in the extended
region.
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III. MAJOR ORGANIZING CENTER: INQUIWY INTO INMAN OCCUPANCE
OF THIS REGION.

B. LEARNING OPPORTUNITIES

Inquiring How Indians of the Santa Monica Region Lived
(in pre-Columbian Times).

Studying the terrain model, together with their
classroom display of vegetation, landform and
water associations in the region.

Recalling the delta-site of the Chumadh Indians,
visited on the stady-trip.

Recalling the inland-valley oak patkland settle-
ment, observed on their study trip.

Locating these two settlements, and determin-
ing what features "associate" with each.

Rivers, in tbe case of both settlement.

Oak trees in the oak patkland and in
the riparian vegetation association
along NUibu Creak.

Coastal strand vegetation and the
coastal waters in the case of the

delta settlements, only.

Hypothesizing how these Indians mdght have lived,
given the specific resources of these ;laces.

Observing a display of tools and arti-
facts for information on the technology
available to these Indians.

Observing photos and a display (avail-
able from the County Museum) of animal
life indigenou3 to these places.

Using these data in predicting possible
life-vays of these people.

Consulting classroom resources (project-
prepared reading material; and Tohi A
anunitshpicli..L xan by Falk).
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Contrasting life in the coastal and the in-
land Chumadh settlements.

Dramatizing episodes in Chumash village life throudh
dramatic play.

Simulating daily acttvities: preparation of
acorn mush; shaping of a sandstone bowl; con-
struction of a canoe from driftwood planks
and yucca fiber, and calking with asphalt
obtained from the region; journeying to
Catalina Island to trade for soapstone
quarried there and useful for utensils;
fishing.

Adding the Indian settlement on Catalina Island to
their map. Learning this was a Gabrieleno Indian
settlement, and one of the Shoshonean groups: the
largest in Southern California.

Irmirin Where Other Irg..ris of the Lar er Los Angeles
Region Lived.

Sunnaarizing what they know about site-locations
of Chumash villages.

Incorporating into their generalization
factors of natural resources: fresh water
supply: oak trees (for acorns): and access
to the ocean (either an ocean-site: or
within travel distance of it, in order to
procure sea foods from tine to time).

Using their generalization in hypothesizing other
possible sites for Indian settlements.

Maxking their proposed sites by applying
small colored maskingudtape circles to the
terrain model.

Verifying their hamtheses by consulting an
acetate-overlay map system, designed to
illustrate associated factors in Indian
village sites.

Layer I: photo reproduction of the
terrian model.
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Layer II: rivers of the region,
narked in blue.

Layer III: the coastal strand;
painted in green.

Layer IV: selected coastal
Chumash siten, located in
red.

Layer V: selected coastal
Gabrieleno site4, mc.ted
in. blue .

Determining what all these sites hame in
common: coastal strand vegetatim; ocean
resources, and fredh water; since eadh was
located where a river or stream emptied
into the sea.

Verifying their inland Indian sites; by
the same acetate-overlay nap system.

Layer VI: the oak parkland,
a region painted in yellow-
brown.

Layer VII: inland Chumash
settlements. (In red.)

Layer VIII: inland Gabrieleno
settlenents (in blue), includ-
ing the Yang-na (later the
site of early Los Angeles).

tetermining what these sites have in commonl
and comparing with tbe coastal sites.

Contrasting Chumash and Gabrieleno sites.
Noting both groups occupied coastal and
inland settlements, but their territories
were different. (Gabrieleno settlements
were south of the San Gabriel and Santa
Monica mountain ranges. Chumash were
north. Gabrieleno were primarily an in-
land group; Chumash were primarily a sea-
faring, coastal group.)
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Inquiring }lbw tbe Gabrieleno Indians Lived.

Deriving hypotheses from their earlier "knowl-
edge-claim."

(Children, e.g., might hypothesize that
coastal and inland Gabrieleno settlements
might be similar to coastal and inland
Chumash settlements0.respectively.)

(Children might, on the other hand, modify
this inference to suggest CRbrieleno
"ways" may have been different from
Chumash ways, and modified, therefore,
the use they made of similar resources.)

Obtaining data (selective observation).

Learning the coastal Gabrieleno sites
were relatively large, prosperous settle-
ments, and active trade centers.

Learning these villagers were fishermen,
too, and traded dried fish, shells,
steatite (soapstone) utensils, bowls,
pdpes, and artifacts, and sea-otter
skinsprobably in exdhange for deer
hides, acorns, and "chis" seeds,
brought by the "inlanders."

Studying the distribution of these settle-
ments, located on rivers which have since
changed their course. (A result of the
floods of 1824-25, and subsequent chan-
neling of the rivers by Anglo settlers to
stabilize their course.) Discovering,
e.g., the Porciuncula River (the Los
Angeles River) used to empty into
Santa Monica Bay, and not into San Pedro
Bay, as it does today.

Obtaining data on the ewtivities of the
inland Gabrieleno settlements (the more
numerous settlements).
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Learning the Yang-na settlement was located
on the Porciuncula (Los Angeles) River,
probably near the present location of Main
and Los Angeles Streets.

Camparing the Gabrieleno wickiup with the
Chumash communal house, sheltering as
many as 4-5 families.

Leaaming the acorn was the daminant food
of the inalnd groups, supplemented with
edible roots, bulbs, berries, and nuts.

Learning that the coastal Chumadh were
the more favored in their diet: sea
life, acorns and seeds, and birds and
land animals from the mountains per-
mitted a balanced diet.

Learning that the inland Gabrieleno
conrpensated by seasonal hunting, fidh-
ing, or trading to obtain what was not
locally available. Consequently, they
were engaged in more seasonal movtng to
obtain food than were the cow:_al
Chumash.

Inquiring whether these Indians. alone, occup.12111ft
greater Los Angeles region.

Consulting the terrain model, and data on the
trans-montane region.

Learning these regions to the north and east
of Los Angeles are primarily desert areas.

Inquiring whether any place there would
support Indian settlements.

Hypothesizing, for example, that
settlements would only be found if
a dependable water source were avail-
able.

Studying the remaining levels of the
acetate-overlay map dywtem for data
on the distribution of desert sites.
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Layer MC: the desert vegeta-

tion association (a region
painted in ytllow).

Layer X: village sites of the
Cahuillo Indians, located at
water holes, where wells up
to 16 feet in depth were dug.

Learning these settlements were consider-
ably smaller, and less permanent. The
Cahuillo moved frequently.

Comparing Gabrieleno and Chumash ways with
Cahuillo ways.

Obtaining data on Cahuillo foods: plant
foods from the desert, reptiles, insects,
and small rodents.

Learning these foods could be supplemented
vith those available in the higher deserts
and lower mountain slopes: pinyon nuts,
mountain animals including bighorn moun-
tain sheep, antelope, and deer.

Learning these mountain resources did
not suyport permanent Indian sites,
however. They were seasonally obtained
by Cahuillo hunters.

Viewing Layer XI of the map system:
the mountain regions, painted in
brown, with no settlements of a
permanent nature.

Learning -Why: severity of winter snows,
presence of bears, against which the
Indians had no weapons strong enough to
defend themselves. (Learning taboos
concerning bears were a part of the
culture, and further reinforced
Indian avoidance of these regions
as a permanent site.)
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Learning the Cahuillo,like the Chumash
and Gabrieleno Indians, moved about,

though:they did so to a considerably

greater extent:

Viewing Layer X of the map
system, showing routes of
seasonal migration of all

three Indian populations.

Seasonal movements to
the ocean for f:Ishe

Seasonal movements into
the mountains for game
and nutq.

Comparing life-ways of all three groups.

Obtaining data on artifacts, tools,
and social customs of the Cahuillo.

Engaging in contrastive anaZysis,
between groups (Chumash-Gabrieleno

Cahuillo).

Summarizing: in what ways the re-

sources of these different regions

supported Indian occupance; how
Indian ways (culture, outlook/tech-
nology) influenced NAle use these

peopla made of these resources.

Inquiring What Happened tc ,these Indian Settlements.

Learning most of these settlements were long-

aso abandoned, and are known today chiefZy

through local history and through archaeolo-

gical research.

Learning new settlers came to this region,

displaced the Indians, and changed their

ways.
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IV. MAJOR ORGANIZING CENTER: INQUIRY INTO SPANISH OCCUPANCE

OF THIS REGION.

A. INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES.

Children will demonstrate knowledge of specific changes
Spanish occupance (missions, pueblo, and ranchos)
brought to the Los Angeles landscape.

Children will demonstrate knowledge of specific changes
in Indian culture imposed by S-yanish occupance of the

region.

Children will formulate refined (and tested) generaliza-
tions concerning site-factors in the location of
Spanish settlements (missions, pueblo, and ranchos)
through contrastive analysis of features "associating"
with :ach.

Children will apply the concept of "sequent ocaupanee"
in hypothesizing some relevunt characteristics of
"Yankee" occupance of this region, follawing the Mexican
period.
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IV. MAJOR ORGANIZING CENTER: INQUIRY MO SPANISH OCCUPANCE

OF MIS REGION.

33, LEARNING OPPORTUNITIES.

Who Theme New settlers were and where They

Came From.

Obtaining data on Spanidh explorations into this

region.

Hearing historical accounts of Spamish

explorations from the sea.

Cabrillo's exploration of Santa

Mbnica Bay.

Vizcaino's explorations of San

Pedro Bay, Catalina Island, and

north to Monterey.

Tracing these journeys on their
California map

Hearing thr.: account of Portola's march

northward from San Diego, as recorded in

Ft. Crespi's diary.

Ttacing on the terrain model the course

of Portola'a marth through the Los Amgeles

lowland, and the campsite on the Porci-

uncula River, later to become Los Angeles.

Noting the association of features recorded

by Crespi: the confluence of two rivero,

the signs of flooding, the wooded vegeta-

tion of the river, and the associated

plants of the valley: grasses, wild vine-

yards, and rose bushes in bloom.

Nbting that Ft. Crespi recommended this

paace as suitable for a mission, and

capable of supporting a large population,

because of the :ichness of the soil for

agriculture.
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Comparing with factors the Indians con-
sidered important: river resources com-
mon to both; Indians favored, in addition,
acorns and grass seeds; Spanish favored
the rich soil for agriculture.

Antidipating possible changes in land-
use after the Spanish came to settle.
(For example, children might suggest
the valley would become converted to
agriculture.)

Inquiring Where tbe Soarish First Settled in this Re ion.

Learning the first permanent Spanish settlements
were nissions, established to convert the Indian
population.

Hypothesizing where these missions might have
been built, in the larger Los Angeles region.
(What choices did the padres have?)

Comparing the site of San Gabriel mission, some
20 miles from the site suggested by Portola, and
noting factors both sites had in common: riller,

agricultural lands, proximity to Indian settlements.

Irj.21.21.11111&How apa__.z.sh Mission Occupance Ch ed the Landan .

Obtaining data and classifying. (Encourage chil-
dren's active participation in developing a clas-
sification system for a "data retrieval chart" on
the Spanish nission period. Source data will in-
clude, for example:)

Introduction, by the padres, of new plants
to the California land-scape: citrus, olive,
and fig trees; -wheat; cultivated grapes; and
some garden vegetables.

The building of dams and tile conduits to
channel river water for irrigation to the
cultivated fields.

The mission itself.
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The relocation of semi-migratory Indian
populations in native rancherias, close by

the mission.

Contrasting -with the distribution and pattern of

Indian settlements.

c",,4"4 ,,,,s 4n TnA4w-1 lifa unQ PharaPawtv

after the mission was built.

Learning Spanish technology and arts: for

example, construction of dams, manufacturing
tiles and bridks from adobe, building cor-
rals and tendiag sheep, cultivating and
harvesting crops.

Learning Spanish beliefs and a new social
system.

Inquiring Where gp.anieh Settlers Next Occupied This Regian.

Learning the Spanish Crown encouraged settlement
of California, as a means of holding the land.

Hypothesizing -where the first Spanish settlers
were likely to came.

Applying earlier learnings as an inference
in formulating these hypotheses. (e.g.,

children might suggest these settlers,
also, would want a river-site, on land
which could be cultivated).

Obtaining (Rata on the site of early Los Angeles,
El Pueblo de Nuestra Senora La Reina de Los Angeles
(founded 1781).

Reading, from a transcribed document, the
Order of Governor Felipe de Neve for the
founding of Los Angeles.

Summarizing the critical site-factors
stated in this document: river-site, on
land which can be irrigated, and which is
slightly elevated and exposed to N-S winds;
free of flood dangers; and from which the
agricultural lands can be viewed.
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Locating the Pueblo.

Noting its proximity to the Mission, im-
portant in Spanish culture in the new world.

Noting certain terrain advantages, in addition:
the hills, rising abruptly on the west, and
providing easy defense for the settlement;
the mountain range to the north, provdding
a constant water source in the rivers flow-
ing southward; grass-covered plains extend-
ing twenty miles to the west and south.

Obtaining data on the pueblo.

Stuaying an early map, Sketched in 1786,
by Jcse Arguello, marking the location of
the municipal lands, the "mother ditch,"
and the house-lots and structures on the
plaza.

Assembling a model of historical Los
Angeles, constructed to replicate the
plaza and its associated structures, as
of 1786.

Engaging in dramatic play to reenact same episodes
in the lives of these "pcbladores."

Obtaining data on the names and conposi-
tion of the families, recruited in Sonora,
Mexico, to settle Los Angeles.

Dramatizing activities: the journey to
Los Amgeles; founding the pueblo; dig-
ging the "mother ditch," the first com-
munal activity of the settlement; claim-
ing and cultivating the farms; carrying
on life in the pueblo.

Beginning a population graph, to record how the
city grew.

Establishing the date 1781, the city's
founding, and recording 46 for the popula-
tion at that date.
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Establishing, on the time-axis, 1800,
1850, 1900, 1950, and 2000 as major
points in time.

Obtaining data on population in Los
Angeles in 1800: 315. Judging whether
the town was growing rapidly or slowly.

Inguiring_Whether Santa Monica (and Malibu) were Growing
During this Period.

Learning the growth of the Los Angeles region
during this period was largely in th t. formation
of great ranchos, awarded by Spain to those who
-aas served the crown.

Studying .4he terrain model of the region and
hypothesizing where military captains, awarded
these ranchos, might have clafmed their lands.
(If the children had the choice to make, what
area would they have claimed?)

Hypothesizing what site factors would
be important for a good rancho. (Chil-
dren, for example, might suggest:)

A river or stream, where cattle
could get water.

Grasslands, for feed.

Proximity to the pueblo, or the
mission, for agriaultural prod-
ucts and social contacts.

Proximity to the sea, for trade.

Proximity to the hills or moun-
tains, for protection.

Etc.

Projecting hypotheses through "claims"
to land by marking potential ranchos
on the terrain model.

Obtaining data of the first ranchos granted,
as a means of testing their hypotheses con-
cerning site-factors.
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Consulting mritten accounts, prepared
by the project.

Consulting mops of the early ranchos,
to verify the boundaries of the early
claims.

Summarizing their findings in a refined general-
ization concerning site-factors.

Noting, for example, the features of the
four ranchos of this early period. (San
Rafael, Los Nietos, San Pedro or
Dominguez, and San Antonio.)

Conparing, and slumarizing what features
all held in common: river locations,
close to Los Angeles and to the Mission,
in grasslands, andin the case of the
southernmost, onlywith access to the
sea.

Predicting subsequent ranchos development, on
the basis of this generalization.

Looking, for example, for new river loca-
tions, in grasslands, close to a mission,
and with access to the sea.

(Chiliren, for example, might choose
to include Santa Monica and Malibu,
because of the sea, though neither
was proximate to a mission. They
might select grasslands in the San
Fernando and Simi Valleys, because
of proximity to San Fernando Mission,
despite mountain barriers to the se;
etc.)

(Encourage an active search, and the
incorporation of as many relevant site-
factors as possible in their hypoth-
esized locations.)
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Obtaining data of the next ranchos to be

developed: (Encino, and Simi, in the San
Fernando-Simi Valleys; ranchos in the San
Gabriel Valley, after the secularization
of the missions; and La Brea and Las
nipnAgnq in the cprtral Lew AngelPs low-

lands.)

Refining their generalization, on the
basis of these data. (Incorporating,
for example, the evidence that interior
grasslands, close to the missions were
preferred.)

Inquiring how the mission lands became available.

Learning Mexico became an independent
nation, following war with Spain, and
changed its laws.

Learning all this region now belonged
'o Mexico.

Inquiring Into the Settlement of the Santa Monica and

MgLAJlugm.

Learning both regions became ranchos at a later time.

Learning that the Rancho Topanga Malibu
Sequit was granted to the Tapia family
(c 1802); Rancho Boca de Santa Monica,
granted to Alvarado and Machado (1827)
to include Santa Monica Canyon; and
Rancho San Vicente y Santa Monica,
granted to Sepulveda (1828) and includ-
ing most of present-day Santa Monica.

Judging why these coastal areas might
have been late in being claimed.

Obtaining data on everyday life on these
ranchos.

Learning, fram stories and films, of
ranching activities, and the special
tasks performed by vaqueros during the
round-up and matanza.
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Learning of smuggling activities on the
remote coves and canyons of Malibu rancho,
and efforts to control it.

Learning of trade activities with Los
Angeles, where products arriving by sea
at San Pedro Bay were available in the
stores of Main Street.

Inquiring Whether Los An eles Grew vith the Settlement
of the Basin.

Obtaining data of Los Angeles' population by 1850.

Learning the population was now 1610. (770
for the town; 390 for the ranchos and mis-
sions.)

Judging whether this was a-1 important in-
crease over population in 1800 (315).

Adding data to their population graph.

.

Comparing their rep of the rancho period with
air photos of the city today.

Learning Mexico and the United States fought
a war, and all this land %as ceded to the
United States.

Anticipating what might happen now.

Recalling the Spanish brought new land-
use to the region vhen they acquired the
lands earlier held by the Indians.

Hypothesizing some things which might
change when the *Yankee-settlers" begin
arriving.
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V. MAJOR ORGANIZING CENTER: "AUTRY INTO "YANKEE" OCCUPANCE

OF THIS REGION.

B. LEARNING OPPORTUNITIES.

Inquirin How the Los Angeles ResLion Changed After United

States Settlers Came to Live Here.

Obtaining data on early changes in Los Angeles City.

Studying the first map of the city, prepared
by Lieutenant Ord of the U.S. Army, 1849.

Observing What remained unchanged from pueblo

days: the plaza was still the center of the
city; the hills and the river still marked
its western and eastern boundaries; the resi-
dential part of the city was on higher land;
the cultivated fields were on lower land,
where water from the mother ditch could flow
down and irrigate the fields.

Observing that streets followed the fields,
(and the Spanish metes and bounds system).
They were irregular.

Studying photos of Main Street, Los Angeles
by 1875. Observingthe street was unpaved,
buildings were, in some instances, little
more than sheds, wagons and animals provided
transportation.

Summarizing all these observations.

(Children might suggest, e.g., that the
city changed little in thcse years; or,
that the Spanish features of the little
frontier pueblo largly remained unchanged.)

Finding out about life in Los Angeles during this
period.

Learning the plaza and the church were still
the centel.. of city activity; that the city

VAS still largely Spanish or Mexican in its
population and culture.
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Learning of urban umprovements that devel-
oped as settlers increased in number:

Development of city government: a

mayor and city council.

nevelopment of nunicipal offices:
fire, police services, a school,

amd library.

Building the first bank.

Faunding the first newspaper in
Spanish and English.

Lea:ming that water was still an important
problem for the little city. Learning of
efforts to improve the system of ditches
which carried water to the city, and the
building of a city reservoir at that time.

Learning that trade and transportation were help-
ing the city to grow.

Shops on Main Street sold nerchandise
brought in by ships that landed at San
Pedro Bay.

A young man named Phineas Banning set
up business in freight hauling, and
built a fleet of wagons for moving
freight between Los Angeles, San Pedro,
and San Diego.

Because of Banning's busy trade, Los
Angeles harbor began to grow.

comparing With Los Amgeles Ten Years Later.

Obtaining data on Los Angeles ten years later.
. (1885).

Observing a series of comparative photos
of Main Street, Los Angeles, in 1885.
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Comparing with the photo sequence of 1875.

Buildings were now 2-story, richly
ornamented, with balconies, glass
windows, and fronted by sidewalks.

Strunthroc b"ks, 11^tels,
and municipal buildings, as well
as stores.

Street-car tracks ran along Main
Street.

Interior views of a general store
displayed a great variety of mer-
chandise.

Adding four masonite boards as an extension of
their plaza model, and assembling an accurate
replica of Main Street in 1885.

Consulting a map from the City's files of
tbat period, to learn the major structures
cind their location at that time.

Camparing the unchanging plaza at the north
end of Main Street, with the numerous changes
along this central street of early Los Angeles.

Inquiring Wby Los Angeles Changed So Mich In Such a Shirt
Time.

Observing a population graphl depicting the
population change accompanying the change in
landscape along Main Street.

(Data pictorially represented are the
following:)

1850: 1,610
1860: 4,385
1870: 5,728
1880: 11,183
1890: 50,395

Judging whether a big change in Los Angeles was
underway.
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Inquiring what could be its cause.

Hypothesizing. (For example, children
might extrapolate from data already
known to suggest that harbor trade in-
creased business and the economy, and
might have brought more people here.)

Obtaining data on changes simultaneously
occurring with this population growth:

The first transcontinental railroad
was campleted. The Southern Pacific
R.R. ran a line to Los Angeles in
1876) and the Santa Fe R.R. completed
its line in 1885.

The railroads began a "price war,"
and sold tickets to California some-
times for as little as one dollar.

Judging what happened when transcontinental
travel by rail was rapid and cheap.

Inquiring How the Los Any les Region Changed. After the
Railroads Came.

Judging, from population growth and dhanges
on Main Street, Los Angeles became more
prosperous, and engaged in more trade with
distant markets.

Inquiring what supported all this grawth.

Learning the great ranchos had. been wiped
out through a series of droughts that
killed most of the cattle.

Learning that business men amd settlers
from the East bought the ranchos.

Judging how they might use the land,
given the facts that:

(1) American settlers were used
to farming, not cattle ranch-
ing.
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(2) U.S. engineers had technical
knowledge for constructing
dams and irrigation systems.

(3) Railroads allowed rapid transit
of products to markets in the
East.

(Children might hypothesize, for example,
that agriculture became the dominant land-
use in the Los Angeles Basin.)

Obtaining data on the economy of this region.

Learning new plants were imported, and
the Los Angeles region became a major
producer of citrus fruits, grapes,
fruits and vegetables.

Learning that the development of the
refrigerated R. R. car and the tin can
assured the economic success of California
agriculture, since its products now could
reach eastern markets without fear of
spoiling.

Summarizing the factors which together accounted
for dhange in the growth of Los Angeles: new
transportation, markets, and processing methods.

Inquiring How Santa Monica Was changing During This Same
Period.

Recalling that Santa Monica had been claimed as
two ranchos, and had not started as a pueblo
or settlement, as Los Angeles City had.

Learning the Santa Monica and Malibu randhos
suffered fram the same droughts that destroyed
the vast cattle herds of this region.

Learning, in addition, many of the early Spanish
land-titles were not clear, and under the new
law (U.S.) land-holdings were lost to the original
Spanish families.

Obtaining data on changes.
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Learning the Malibu Rancho was bought
by a Nassadhusetts family, who con-
verted it to mixed agriculture and ranch-
ing.

Learning the Santa Monica Rancho was
bought by Colonel Baker, who planned
to build a harbor in Santa Monica Bay,
run a railroad line to the ocean, and
build a city on his land.

Observing a series of historical photos
of Santa Monica, showing the railroad
extension to the bay, and the Wharf,
which carried the trains out over the
water and to a depth where ships could
dock and unload.

Predicting what probably happened after the
train came to Santa Monica.

Comparing their prediction with data of Santa
Monica's growth.

Learning Santa Monica "boomed." Popula-

tion jumped, and lots sold easily.

Observing historical photos of Santa
Monica's early growth.

Real estate auction days in
Santa Monica Canyon.

Early structures on Ocean Avenue
and Third Street, Santa Monica.

Assembling a model of Third Street, Santa
Monica, in 1875.

Locating structures, with the assistance
of photos and descriptive records of
this period in Santa Monica's history.

Comparing Santa Monica and Los Angeles: cities
influenced in their growth pattern by factors
of trade and transportation.
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Inquiring Why Santa Monica Did Not Grow as Rapilly_as

Los Angeles.

Studying two population graphs, depicting popula-

tion change in Los Angeles and in Santa Monica.

Observing that in the case of Los Angeles,
population growth was continuous, and,
from 1880, extremely rapid, more than doubl-

ing every 10 years.

Observing that in the case of Santa Monica,

population growth was irregular. (Sharp

declines in 1880 and in 1910, with upward,
but slower, growth curves following each

of those years.)

Determining what places in these graphs need ex-

planation.

(Children should be asked to examine
these tyro graphs, and to see if any-

thing is different between them; if

anything is puzzling.)

Searching for an explanation.

(Children might be helped to see that

a "good" explanation or "theory" would

be one which todk all these puzzling
events into account, and explained them
all.)

Hypothesizing what ndght have happened which

caused these very different patterns in city

growth.

(Children might suggest, for example:)

Adisaster strudk Santa Monica
harbor. Los Angeles got a better

harbor, etc.

(Be certain they clarify vhat point in
time, on which graph, their hypothesis
refers to. Reinforce any efforts to
interrelate causes and events, or to
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express a "theory" of multiple causation.
A child might suggest, e.g.,: "It isn't

one thing. Probably several things hap-
pened like there was a storm in the Santa

Mbnica Harbor, and while that was happen-
ing, maybe Los Angeles got more ships,
and that helped so the harbor grew more.")

Obtaining data.

Dividing into search teams, and obtaining
data on events in Santa Monica and Los
Angeles during these critical years.

Consulting selected resources:

Newspapers from that time (reproduced

by the community newspaper).

Historical photos.

Readings, produced by the project,

from documents.

Classifying data.

Determining relevant categories. (Chil-

dren should actively participate in
organizing their data. They maybe helped
to develop, for example, a two-way grid

or table, and classify both by (1) re-
gions--Los Angelesland Santa Monica, and
(2) events--including, for example, har-

bor events, railroad events, etc.)

For example :

Events Los Aneles Santa Monica

Harbor

Railroad

Etc.
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(Or, children might classify by ttme.
Since historical dates are probably less
meaningful, be certain children are ready
for this approach, if undertaken.)

Contrasting, and determining what events "asso-
ciate" with periods of growth and decline in
Santa Monica and Los Angeles.

Recognizing, for example, that it was not
railroads alone that accounted for growth,
but railroads associated with a growing
harbor.

The coming of the railroads ac-
counted for the great initial
population spurt in both Los
Angeles and Santa Monica.

Santa Monica's two periods of
precipitate population loss
coincided with times the Santa
Monica wharf and later the
"long Wharf" were torn down,
and major harbor activities
declined.

Los Angeles' dramatic growth
followed the resolution of the
"harbor war" in favor of S.=
Pedro (Los Angeles) over Santa
Monica Harbor.

Summarizing these findings into an explanation of
urban growth.

Comparing with their earlier explanation, derived
from factors of railroad expansion, extended mar-
kets, and food processing.

Deriving a refined concept of urban development.
(This relational concept, involving multiple
causation, will be formulated at different levels
of complexity by individual children. Elicit their
statements of "Iwhy these cities grew," and analyse.

Only if children are able to integrate two or more
interacting factors in their explanation will they
be ready for the succeeding unit.)
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VI. MAJOR ORGANIZING CENTER: INQUIRY INTO HOW THE MODERN CITY

CAME TO BE.

B. LEARNING OPPORTUNITIES.

Comparing the Mnaern P-xtonrIpA nity (the Larger Urban

Region) with the Historical City.

Obtaining data on the modern city, through selected

sources.

Viewing air photos of the Los Angeles region.

Studying city naps of the region.

Comparing with the city in 1900.

Observing, for example, that the entire
basin is today occupied by urban struc-

tures.

Observing, from air photos, how the
fturban sea" escapes the mountain
barriers to the north, and occupies
both the northern and eastern deserts.

Learning that this "megalopolis" is
still growing, and is predicted to
extend from Santa Barbara on the
north to the Mexican border.

Observing what similarities, if any, exist with

the historical city.

Viewing a series of comparative photos,
historical and today, of selected places

in Los Angeles.

Observing places which have remained. Fbr

example, the plaza, Main Street, street
patterns of the older Spanish city, fol-
lowing the netes-and-bounds system of
that time, and certain major arteries
tracing what once were randho boundaries.

Observing how these same places also underwent

change.
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Studying their land-base model of
the old rlaza and Main Street, circa

1890.

Viewing a series of historical photos
of Main Street, showing change over

the years.

Tracing, in one photo sequence, changes
in the court-house, which became a bank,
then a pawn-shop, and was finally torn
down to make way for a new city hall.

Comparing the street pattern before
and after construction of the new

city hall. Observing that the streets

were changed.

Replacing three boards of their model
layout with new ones, painted to rep-
licate the present street pattern in
this same region.

Removing, frau their historical, models,
those buildings which had. been torn

down.

Placing moddls of the new city hall
and its associated structures in
their place.

Ccatrasting the new skyline with

the old. Observing how the city
hall once towered over all the

rest.

Comparing with rhotos of new financial build-
ings in the redevelopment of Los Angeles
today, and noting how major change is again

underway.

Comparing with the plaza, which still re-
mains, though the city has encroached M-
on it, and its historical buildings no

longer all remain.
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Inquiring How These MasstveAtterges Have Come To Be.

Using their earlier summary of factors account-
ing for urban growth to predict some things
which must have been occurring over these
years.

(For example, children may hypothesize
that changes in transzortation, trade,
and markets, together with harbor de-
velopment, might have been olarrr

Obtaining data on the "red cars" in Los Angeles
( a major factor in the extended pattern of
suburban development in the region).

Observing photos of the celebration
in Santa Monica the day the "red
cars" began service from Los Angeles
to the city by the sea.

Studying a map of the red car lines
that shortly interconnected places
throughout the extended region
(by 1920).

Noting how these rail lines brought
population growth to communities
throughout the extended region:
north to Pasadenal Glendale, Bur-
bank, Van Nuys, and San Fernando;
east to Monrovia, Azusa, Panonal
Covina, San Bernardino, and Red-
lands; south to Whittier, Santa
Ana, Balboa, Long Beach, and
San Pedro; west to the coastal
cities.

Comparing, on this map, the
built-up inner city (Los
Angeles), and its outlying
suburbs and neighboring towns.

Comparing this pattern of
scattered-urban and agricul-
tural landuse with today's
extended urban landscape.
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Comparing these rail lines with today's
system of highways and freeways through-

out the region. Noting how these routes
established today's main arteries.

Obtainina data on the coming of the automobile,
and its impact on Los Angeles.

Viewing photos of early cars.

Observing the network of streets, free-
ways, and parking lots which today ac-

count for so much of the man-made land-

scape.

Examining problems auto transportation
have solved and have also created in the

Los Angeles region.

Summarizing their findings, and judging whether
transportation factors are related to the growth

of the modern city.

Obtaining data on the growth of industry in Los

Angeles.

Learning the aircraft industry, historically
centered in Santa Monica, became widely
dispersed throughout the Los Angeles region,
and supplied many people with income,

through jobs.

Learning petroleum, available as a natural
resource in this region, was highly prized

with the growth of automotive and airplane
industries.

Learning oil brought major wealth to this
region, and also accounted for a popula-
tion "boom."

Learning about other industries in the

region: motion pictures, rubber, steel,

and auto assembly plants.

Comparing these activities with the earlier agri-
cultural occupance of the region.
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Learning agriculture was displaced.

Judging some ill-effects of the change:
air pollution, and urban sprawl, for
example, on valuable agricultural lands.

With Urban Problems.

Obtaining data on reclamation and redevelopment
of blighted regions.

Visiting the Ocean Park area in Santa
Monica, under urban redevelopment.

Studying the newly developing Santa
Monica Mall z a focus of commercial
beautification and civic pride.

Comparing with the redevelopnent of the
civic and cultural center in Los Angeles.

Visiting this place to see the new
mall, and urban reconstruction on
the bluffs that once bordered the
little pueblo of historic Los
Angeles.

Viewing, from these heights, the City
Hall, and the new Los .Angeles skyline.

Opening inquiry into other urban problems wIlich
touch children's lives and are in need of
solution.

(For example0

Preservation and extension of
recreational areas.

Improvement of public transpor-
tation throughout the region.

Smog control.
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APPENDIX E

EXPERIMENTAL CURRICULUM B

Generalizations fram Geography

Grade One

GENERALIZATION I (from cultural geography): Man constantly seeks to
satisfy his needs for food, clothing, and shelter. In so doing) be
attempts to adapt, ehape, utilize, and exploit the earth.

Main Idea I: Families in Santa Monica have needs for food,
clothing, and shelter, which are net in many ways.

Nain Idea II: Workers and community helpers use many resources
from the earth so we can live in homes, and meet our needs for
food and clothing, and for many community services.

Main Idea III: The land is changed when people work to help us
neet our needs.

A. Our city is changed when new houses or apartments are
built, and business places are changed.

1. Old houses are sometimes torn dawn.
2. Big new apartments are built in places that were

open land.
3. New stores and other caamercial facilities are built.

Others are torn down. (Local district. rail.)

B. The city uses the land to make streets and roads so we
can travel.

1. Road workers repair streets.
2. New freeway construction uses the land.

C. The city of Santa Monica has changed the ocean by building
a harbor sc families can enjoy a place to fish and to
boat.

1. A breakwater holds back the heavy waves....
2. A pier....
3. Dredging....
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Grade Two

GENERALIZATION I: flan constantly seeks to satisfy his needs for

food, clothing, and shelter and his other wants; in so doing, he

attempts to adapt, shape, utilize, and exploit the earth. Same

aspects of the natural environment, however; are not significantly

altered or utilized by mon.

Main Idea I:

food.

Man constantly seeks ways to satisfy his need for

A. The supermarket serves the neighborhood by marketing

produce, dairy products, meat products, bakery goods,

and canned and packaged foods.

B. The wholesale market serves as the distributing center

for produce supplied by farmers and shippers.

C. Farmers (citrus, wheat, and dairy farmers) supply the

city's foods.

D. Fishermen supply the fish markets of the city.

E. Transportation systems are needed to bring all these

foods to market.

Main Idea II: In meeting the need for food, man changes the

land.

A. Farmers change the land to produce the food we need.

B. The harbor occupies the region at San Pedro Bay, with

Fish Harbor and the canning factories among the facili-

ties there.

C. Many transportation systems must be built to move food

to. the cities. All these systems require resources,

and the building of new patterns on the land.

GENERALIZATIM II: To exist, man must utilize natural resources.

Groups develop wys of adjusting to and controlling the environment

in which they exist.

A. Agricultural areas develop where favorable soil, climate

and growing season makes good crops possible.

B. Harbor (for incoming transport of fish, bananas to the
wholesale market) developed when man found way to build

a breakwater and dredge a deep enough channel.
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C. Highways and railroads (used for transport of food
sources) developed where man leveled or graded the
land; and, where mountain passes or the coastal
strand allowed access to Santa Monica.

D. Freeways today require the use of basic rock products
from the earth; and they represent another adaptation of
the land to man's use.

GENERALIZATION III: The processes of production, exchange, dis-
tribution, and consumption of goods have a geographic orientation

and vary in part with geographic influences. The nature of the
organization of economic processes within an area (spatial organi-
zation) results from the kinds of resources, the stage of technology,
and the sociopolitical attidudes of the population.

Grade Three

GENERALIZATION I: Nan constantly seeks to satisfy his needs for
food, clothing, and shelter, and his other wants; in so doing, he
attempts to adapt, shape, utilize, and exploit the earth. Some
aspects of the natural environment, however, are not significantly
altered or utilized by man.

Main Idea I: The first American settlers who came to LDS
Angeles had to satisfy needs, just as we do today.

Main Idea II: In meeting all these needs, the people attempted
to adapt, shape, utilize, and exploit the earth.

Main Idea Spanish explorers, coming into this region also
had to meet needs for food, and for shelter.

Main Idea IV: The Indians who settled in this region also had to
satisgy needs for foodl clothing, and shelter. In so doing, they

used the resources of the earth.

Main Idea V: Santa Monica grew into a city as people worked
together to meet their needs for food, clothing, and shelter.

Main Idea VI: In meeting these needs, people of early Santa
Monica and Los Angeles dhanged, utilized, and adapted the earth.
Same things they did not change.

Main Idea VII:. The city conbinues to grow and to Change as
people find still newer ways to satisfy these sane needs.
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GENERALIZATION II: The significance of the physical features of the
earth is determined by man living in his environment. The natural
environment may set the broad limits of economic life within a re-
gion, but it is man who determines its specific character within the
limits of his culture.

Main Idea I: The Santa Monica Bay region hns drawn many
people over a long period of time. Each culture, however,
has used these resources of the bay area in a different way.

Main Idea II: Haw the city developed was a result of how people
chose to use its location on the bay.

GENERALIZATION III: The procnssos of production, exchange, distribu-
tion, and consumption of goods have a geographic orientation and
vary in part with geographic influences. The nature of the organi-
zation of economic processes within an area (spatial organization)
results from the kinds of resources, the stage or technology, and
the sociopolitical attitudes of the population.

Main Idea I: Early trade activities of the Chumash and
Gabrieleno Indians reflect the location of their villages, and
the products they had to exchange.

Main Idea II: Early settlers in Los Angeles depended on a system
of transportation to trade the goods they produced (brea, e.g.,
and sheep's wool) and to obtain new goods for their stores.

Mhin Idea III: Santa Monica's growth pattern reflected the
many dhanges in transportation whidh occurred in its period of
development.



APPENDIX F

ACHIEVENENT TEST IN GEOGRAPHY

Level I
Grades 1 - 2

DIRECTIONS FOR ADMINISTRATION

SPECIFIC DIRECTIONS:

igil2ILM111LISLIDILG1J2MLLt.11ELL_MX0

I have given each of you a book. In this book you will find

many pictures. We are going to lodk at the pictures, and

then do something with them. Listen carefully to what I say.

Then do yhat I tell you to do in your book.

(Hold up test book and demonstrate.)

The first page of your bodk has a place for your name. We

will not use this page. Lift the page up, and fold it un-

der. (Demonstrate.)

Now you have Page A in front of you. This is a practice

page. We will work this page together.

for PAGE A:

Look at the pictures in the first row on this page. The

pictures in this row are a BED, a CHAIR, a CAR, and a

BOAT. There is a line across the BOAT.

Now look at the second raw of pictures. The pictures in

this row are an APPLE, a TREE, a PENCIL, and a BOOK.

Draw a line through the TREE, (pause) -- the TREE.

(Draw a line on the blackboard to demonstrate.)
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Your line ehould look like this.

Look at the third row of pictures. The pdctures are a BOOK,
a BUILDING, a TREE, and a BALL. Draw a line through the BALL,
(pause) -- the BALL.

(Check to see all children have responded correctly.)

Now we are ready to turn the page. On this next page there
are same more pictures.

(Check to make sure all dhildren are on page 1.)

On this page we will do the same thing. We will nark one
picture on eadh row. Do your very best. I cannothelp you
on this page. Listen carefully, and mark a line on the pic-
ture you think is best.

for PAGE 1.

Now look at raw 1. (Be sure all children are properly lo-
cated.)

It shows a SUPERMARKET, a RESIDENCE, a CHURCH, a
HOSPITAL.

Draw.a line on the picture that shows a place where
people live.-- where people live.

Now look at rmw 2.

It shows a REAL ESTATE OFFICE, an APARTMENT, a RESI-
DENCE, a SCHOOL.

Dray a line on the place where children go to learn --
where children go to learn.

Now look at raw 3.

It shows a SUPERMARKET, a DRESS SHOP, a BARK, a FACTORY.

Draw a line on the place where people 1.2..m food -- where
people .1212y food.
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Turn to page 2.

for PAGE 2

Look at raw 1.

It shays a DEPARTMENT STCRE, a HOSPITAL, a FACTORY, a
BANK.

Draw a line on the pictur: that show a place where
people buy many kinds of goods -- wherc poople buy
many kinds of goods.

Look at row 2.

It shows a SUPERMARKET, a DEPARTMENT STORE, a HOSPITAL,
a BANK.

Draw a line on the place where people save money and
make_loans -- where people save money and make loans.

Look at row 3.

It shows a HOSPITAL, a CHURCH, a RESIDENCE, an APART-
MENT.

Draw a line on the place where sick people are cared
for by nurses and doctors -- where sick people are
cared for by nurses and doctors.

for PAGE 3

Look at row 1.

It shows a MAINTENANCE YARD, a FACTCRY, a POLE YARD,
a SUPERMARKET.

Draw a line on the place where workers learn a new
job -- where workers learn a new job.
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Look at raw 2.

It shows a FACTORY; a MAINTENANCE YARD, a RAILROAD
SIDING, a POLE YARD.

Draw a line on the place where people work to keep the
city clean -- where people work to keep the city clean.

STOP. This is the end of PART I.

(Give dhildren a chance to stand up and stretch, if needed.)

for PAGE 4

Now we will turn to the next page. We will do the sane
thing on page 4. (Check to make sure all children are
properly located on page 4.)

Look at row 1.

It dhows a CHURCH, a HOUSE, a TRIPLEX, an APARTMENT.

Draw a line on the 21.12:1Aligff_mullm2e -- the one-
family residence.

Look at raw 2.

It slims a HOSPITAL, an APARTMENT, a HOUSE, a SCHOOL.

Draw a line on the many-families residence -- the
many-families residence.

Look at row 3.

It shows an APARTMENT, a RAILROAD SIDING, a SUPER-
MARKET, a FACTORY.

Draw a line on the commercial place -- the commercial

place.
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for PAGE 5

Look at row 1.

It shows a SCHOOL, a HOUSE, a REAL ESTATE OFFICE, a
FACTORY.

Draw a line on the place in the industrial region --
in the industrial region.

Look at row 2.

It shows a SUPERMARKET, a HOSPITAL, a DRESS SHOP, a
REAL ESTATE OFFICE.

Draw a line on the place in the core of the Central
Business District -- in the core of the Central Busi-
ness District.

Look at row 3.

It shows a HOTEL, a DRESS SHOP, an APARTMENT, a
FACTORY.

Draw a line on the place in the outside area of the
Central Business District -- in the outside area of
the Central Business District.

for PAGE 6

Look at row 1.

It shows a RAILROAD YARD, a BAY, a RESIDENCE, a
CHURCH.

Draw a line on the recreation:i place -- the recrea-
tional place.

Look at row 2.

Draw a line on the harbor -- the harbor.
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STOP. This is the end of Part II.

(Children maybe given a chance to stand up and stretch, if
needed.)

for PAGE 7

On this nage you will find pictures of same different kinds
of places.
On each row I will tell you to draw a line on one kind of
place.
Do the best you can. If you think you know the place, be
sure to draw a line on that picture.

Look at row 1. Draw a line on the picture that shows a
bluff. a bluff.

Look at row 2. Draw a line on the picture that shows a
delta. a delta.

Look at raw 3. Draw a line on the picture that shows a
mesa. a nesa. (pronounced may-sa)

for PAGE 8

Look at row 1. Draw a line
valley, a valley.

Look at row 2. Draw a line
mountain, a mountain.

on the picture that shows a

on the picture that shows a

Look at row 3. Draw a line on the picture that shows a

canyon. a canyon.

for PAGE 9

Look at row 1. Draw a line on the picture that shays a
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coastal strand. a coasta strand.

Look at row 2. Draw a line on the picture that shows an
island. an island.

STOP. (End of Part III.)

for PAGE 10

On this page you will find pictures of different kinds of
places. These are the kinds of pictures that are used on
maps.

On each row, I will tell you to draw a line on one place.
Do the best you can. If you think you know the place, be
sure to draw a line on that picture.

Look at row 1. Draw a line on the one-fanily house.

Look at row 2. Draw a line on the many-families apartment.

Look at row 3. Draw a line on the supermarket.

for PAGE 11

Turn to the next page. (Be sure children are properly lo-

cated.)

Look at row 1. Draw a line on the gasoline station.

Look at row 2. Draw a line on the store.

Look at row 3. Draw a line on the factory.

for PAGE 12

Look at row 1. Draw a line on the building you would find
in a neighborhood commercial center -- in a neighborhood
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commercial center.

Look at raw 2. Draw a line on the building
in a many-families residential region -- in

residential region.

Look at raw 3. Draw a line on the building
in an industrial region -- in an industrial

for PAGE 13

you would find
a many-families

you would find
region.

Look at raw 1. Draw a line on the building you would find
in the Central Business District -- in the Central Business

District.

Look at raw 2. Draw a line on the building you would find
in a one-family residential neishborhood -- in a ona-family

residential 122.11,1201.1....2222.

Look at raw 3. Draw a line on the picture that elows a
place for perking cars -- a place for parking cars.



0 ACHIEVEMENT TEST IN GEOGRAPHY

Level II
Grades 1 - 2

DIRECTIONS FOR ADMINISTRATION

SPECIFIC DIRECTIONS:

(When ready to begin the test, say:)

This is another book, with many pictures, and same maps. We
will do many interesting things in this book. We are going
to look at the pictures, and then do something with them.
Listen carefully to what I say, and then do what I tell you to
do in your book.

Hold up test book and illustrate:

This first page has a place for your name. We will turn
that page under. Do that now.

Everyone should be on Page A. Do you have page A3 Sit
ready when you have Page A in front of you. Me will look
at this page together.

for PAGE A

Look at the top row of pictures. In that row, there are a
dog, a chair, a puppy, and a carpet sweeper. Can you tell
which two go together? (Pause.) The dog and the puppy go
together. You Show that the dog and puppy go together by
drawin5 a line on each of them. In this raw you draw a line
on the 2.2z and you draw a line on the itaa. They are the
two that go together. There should be two lines in that row.

(Check to see that each child has made two separate lines,
marking the two pictures.)

Now look at row 2. Which two pictures in this row go to-
gether? (Pause.) The box and the girl go together. Draw
a line on the box and a line on the girl. (Check to see that
all understand the directions.)
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Now we mill do some more rows in this same way. Do the best
you can. Listen carefully to what I say, and then draw the
two lines.

Now lodk at row 3. This row shows a SUPERMARKET, an APART-
MENT, a RESIDENCE, a FACTORY. Draw a line on the two pictures
that go together. (Give no help on this item.)

for PAGE B

Look at row 1. This row shows a SUPERNMET, a RESIDE=1 a
DRUG STORE, a DRESS SHOP.

'No of these pictures show places that belong in the same
neighborhood.

Draw a line on the two pictures that belong in the same
neighborhood.

Look at row 2. This row dhows a HOSPITAL, a DEPARTMENT STORE,
a BANK, a HOTEL.

TWo of these pictures show places that belong in the sane
neighborhood.

DTaw a line on the two pictures that belong in the same
neighborhood.

Lnok at row 5. This row shows a MAINTENANCE LARD, a DRUG
STORE, an APARTMENT HOUSE, a FACTCeY.

Tvio of these pictures show places that belong in the sane
neighborhood.

Draw a line on the two pictures that belong in the same
neighborhood.

for PAGE C

Look at row 1. Two of these pictures go together. They both
show jobs that must be done to keep the city clean.

Draw a line on the tlo pictures that show two jobs that
nmst be done to keep the city clean.
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Look at raw 2. Two of these pictures go together. They
show two jobs that must be done so that buildings get built.

Draw a line on the two pictures that show two jobs that
must be done so that buildings get built.

Look at row 3. Two of these pictures go together. They show
two services in the neighborhood where mother gets food for
her family.

Draw a line on the two pictures that show two neighbor-
hood services where mother gets food for her family.

for PAGE D

Look at row 1. Two of these pictures go together. They both
show two things that must happen before Mr. Brown has fur-
niture to sell in his store.

Draw a line on the two pictures that show two things
that happen before MY. Brown has furniture to sell in
his store.

Look at raw 2. Two of these pictures go together. They
show two things that mu:A be done before the brick wall is
built.

Draw a line on two pictures that show two things that
must happen before the brick wall gets built.

Look at row 3. Two of these pictures go together. They
show two things that must be done before the family can eat

. a picnic lunch.

Draw a line on twp pictures that show two things that
must be done before the family can eat a picnic lunch.

for PAGE E - F

Now we are going to do something different. In this game
you must be a detective. Do you know what that is? A
detective is sameone who hunts for something that is missing,
or hidden, or very secret.
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Look at Page E. Find Picture 1. (Check to see that evegy-
one is on place.)

Something is wrong in Picture 1. Something is out of
place.

Find what is in the wrong place. Then take your crayon
and make a very neat line on the thing that is out of
place.

Find Picture 2. Are you a good detective? Can you find
the thing that is out of place in Picture 2?

Take your crayon and draw a line through the thing that
is out of place in Picture 2. Then look this way.

Now turn to Page F. Find Picture 3. This is a different
kind of neighborhood. Something is out of place in Picture
3.

Look at the picture carefUlly. See if you can find
something that is out of place in Picture 3. Draw a
line on the thing that is out of place. Then look this
way.

Now find Picture 4. Find sanething that is out of place in
Picture 1.

Draw a very neat line on the thing that is out of place
in Picture 4. (Be sure your line is vary neat. It
should only mark out one thing.)

STOP. This is the end of Part I of this book. (Give
children a moment to stretch, if necessary.)

for RAGE G

Find Page G. This page shows a nap of a neighborhood.

We are going to make same new places on this map. You will
need your crayons for this jdb. Find a freen, orange,
brawn and red crayon. Set them in fron of you. Then sit
ready for the first job.
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1. Mr. Green is building a new apartment house. Find the

best place for Mr. Green to build his new apartment house.
Mark the place on your map with a small green X. (Demon-

strate on board: X)

2. Mr. Orange is going to build a new gasoline station. Find

the best place for Mr. Orange to build his new gasoline

station. Mark the place on your map with a small orange X.

3. Nr. Brawn is going to start a new supermarket. Find the

best place for W. Brown's new supermarket. Mark the

place on your map with a small brawn X.

4. Mr. Red wants to move his business into this neighborhood.
He wants to rent a good building for his banking business.
Find the best building for Mr. Red to rent for his ban..,,
You can pretend that he can rent any building he wants to.

Mark the building Mr. Red will rent with a small red:X.

for PAGE H

For this next page we must have several things. Listen care-

fully to these directions.

1. Fold back your book so that Page H is in front of you.

Page H has five lines on it. (Check.)

2. Place your crayon box in front of you so you can find

your crayons easily.

3. Make enough room for this big map (Map I) that I am

going to pass out naw. This map has some colored

lines on it. The lines stand for trips that people

take in the neighborhood. You can look at the maps

while I pass them out. But do not make any marks on

the maps. (Be sure children understand that answers

will go into the answer books, not on the maps.)

Listen carefully now. Look at your map. Find the red trip.

Run your finger along the red trip. (Check to be sure all

children understand the meaning of "trip.") Now find the

blue trip. (Same process.) Now find the brown trip. Now

find the orange trip. Now find the purple trip.

I un going to read some stories. Listen carefully to the

story. See if you can tell which trip the person takes. If
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the story tells about the red trip, you will color a red
line in your answer book. If the story tells dbout the blue
trip, you will color a blue line in your answer book.

Here is Story2. Listen to the story. Then be ready to
22kos_82..Eumbei.. on your answer page.

1. Mrs. Smith lives in the green house. Can you find
it? She wants to buy groceries for dinner. Which
trip will Mrs. Smith take?

If you think she takes the red trip, color line 1

red.
If you think She takes the blue trip, color line 1

blue.
If you
line 1
If you
line 1
If you
line 1

thinlz she

brawn.

think she
orange.

think she
purple.

takes the brown trip, color

takes the orange trip, color

takes the purrae trip, color

2. Er. Jones builds new houses. He is building many new
houses on A Street. Find A Street. He needs lumber

and sand and gravel to build these homes. Which trip

will the lumber and sand and gravel trucks take?
the red trip? the blue trip? the orange trip? the

brown trip? the purple trip?

Color your answer on line 2.

3. Mr. Billings awns the Billings Department Store in
the Central Business District. He has just ordered
same new kitchen stoves from the manufacturer. As

soon as they arrive at his store, Mr. Billings will

load one onto a truck and deliver it to Mrs. Smith's
house.

Which trip will the stove take, from Mr. Billings'
store in the Central Business District to hrs. Smith's

house? the red trip? the blue trip? the brawn trip?

the orange trip? the purple trip? Color your an-

swer on line 3.

4. Tommy needs new shoes. He can't buy them in the

neighborhood stores. What trip will Tommy have to

take with Mother?
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Ccaor your answer on line 4.

5. New telephones are being put into the new mall in the
Central Business District. Mike, the telephone repair
man, begins his trip at the telephone pole yard where
be loads up his truck with new phones. Then he drives
to the mall in the Central Business District. Which
trip does he take? Color your answer on line 5.
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ACHIEVEMENT TEST IN GEOGRAPHY

Level III

Grades 1 - 2

DIRECTIONS FOR ADMINISTRATION

PART I

Specific Directions

for ,PAGE 1

(When ready to begin the test, say:)

I have given you a nap (Map II) and an answer boCk. Open

your answer book to page 1. (Check to see the child has
properly opened to page 1.) Now look at your map.

This map shows a neighborhood that is going to change. A
new freeway will soon be built through this neighborhood.
The brown lines nark the freeway. Run your finger along
the brown lines. The brown arrows mark the ramps where
cars will get on and off the freeway. Point to the brown

arrows.

Four streets are marked on +his map. Find red street.

Find blue street. Find orange street. Find green street.

Now me will begin. Listen carefully to what I say. Then

do what I tell you to do.

1. The men who build the freeway will need sand and
gravel and cement. Find the street where cement
transit mixers will drive every day on their way

to the freeway. Is it red street? Is it blue

street? Is it orange street? Is it green street?

How will the cement trucks go? Color the answer

on line 1 of your answer sheet.

2. After the freeway is finished, one street will be
much busier than it is now. It will have more

cars. Which street will be much busier? Red

Street? Blue Street? Orange Street? Green

Street? Color the answer on line 2.
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3. After the freeway is finished, one street will probably
not be as busy as it is naw. It will not have as many
cars. Which street will not be so busy? Color the
answer on line 3.

4. After the freeway is finished, many more people will
came into the Central Business District to shop. One
street will be a good route fram the freeway to the
Central Business District parking lot. Which street
will many shoppers take when they drive fran the free-
way to a good place to park? Color the answer on line 4.

for PAGE 2

5. After the freeway is built, many new people will drive
to this city to shop in the Central Business District.
Then the Central Business District will change.

Look at page 2 in your book. There are 4 pictures
on that page.

Picture 1 says the Central Business District will
have more parking lots after the freeway comes.

Picture 2 says the patking lots will have to be
torn up, and new buildings built in their place.

Picture 3 says Street A, will be widened in the
Central Business District.

Picture 4 says new stores will be built on B
Street.

Draw a circle around two_pictures that Show two ways
you think the Central Business District will change
after the freeway is built. You should have two
circles on page 2.

for PAGE1

6. Turn to Page 3. It has a big picture on it. It has
four small pictures on it.

I am going to tell you a story. Then I will ask you
to mark two pictures. Listen to what I say. Then
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do what I ask.

The picture shows a neighborhood that is changing. Old
houses are being torn dawn. Vew buildirgs are being
built in their place.

When new apartments are built in a neighborhood, same-
thing else often happens, too. The small pictures show
same things that might happen.

Picture I says old stores will be torn down.

Picture 2 says new stores will be built.

Picture 3 says new houses will be built.

Picture 4 says new places for parking will be found.

Draw a circle around tbe two pictures that show 2 things
that will happen together in this neighborhood now.

You should have two circles on this page.

for PAGE 4

7. This picture shows a neighborhood that is changing. Very
soon a new freeway will be built in this neighborhood.
Then same other things will change, too.

The small pictures show some things that might happen
when the new freeway is built.

Picture I says more houses will be built in this
neighborhood.

Picture 2 says there will not be as many horses
in this neighborhood. There will be fewer houses.

Picture 3 says there will not be as many stores in
this neighborhood. There will be fewer stores.

Picture 4 says there will be a new commercial
center in this neighborhood.

Draw a circle around the two pictures that shaw 2 things
that will both happen together when the freeway is built.
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You ehould have two circles on this page.

for PAGE 5

8. The big picture shows two piers. Pier A and Pier B.

Find Pier A. Find Pier B. Find the ocean.

There is a breakwater by Pier A. There is no break-

water by Pier B.

The city wants to build a new breakwater for Pier B.

The small pictures show some things that might happen

if Pier B gets a new breakwater.

Picture I says boats can moor by Pier B if it gets

a breakwater.

Picture 2 says big waves will come in to shore if
Pier B gets a breakwater.

Picture 3 says the shore will dhange, and the beach
will get wider if Pier B get a breakwater.

Picture 4 says the shore will dhange, and the beach
will get narrower if Pier B gets a breakwater.

Draw a circle around the two pictures that show 2 things

that will both happen together in this place if Pier B

gets a breakwater.

Ybu dhould have two circles on this page.

for PAGE 6

Passouterairhotos. Have children turn the acetate
layer back, so they can see the photo clearly.

Have children turn to page 6 in their books. Have crayons

ready.

9. Bring the acetate eheet down. Find the place that is

marked with a red circle. Look at that place carefully.

There used to be a house in this place. It was torn

down.
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What do you think will be built on this place very
soon? Look at raw 9. It has 4 pictures.

Picture 1 says a house will be built here.
Picture 2 says an apartment will be built here.
Picture 3 says a store will be built here.
Picture 4 says a school will be built here.

Draw a circle around the one picture that you think
is the best ansvmr.

You should have one circle on row 9.

10. Now Nem will answer question 10 in your book. Listen to
my question. Do not mark your bodk until you have
heard the whole question.

Is this neighborhood a place where:

1. Many new people are moving in all the time?
Picture 1 says many new people are moving in.

2. Many people are leaving all the time? Picture
2 says many people are leaving.

3. Everything is staying just the same? Picture
3 says everything is staying just the same.

Now draw your circle.

You should have one circle on row 10.

11. Find the green place on the thoto.

This is a place where the land is being cleared. Soon

a new building will be built here.

What do you think will be the best building to build
here? Look at row 11 on your page.

Picture I says a house will be best.
Picture 2 says an apartment will be best.
Picture 3 says a gasoline station mill be best.
Picture 4 says a big supermarket will be best.

Draw a circle around the one best picture. Choose
the best building to build on the green place.
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for PAGE 7

Pass out een air photo set1 with acet ate attached and
brown freeway route marked.

Save

On page 7 we are going to play a gane called "Change."
Look at the air photo. This is a place that is going
to dhange. The brown place shows where a new freeway
is going to go.

12. Look at row 12 in your book. This row shows same things
that might happen when this freeway is butlt.

Picture I says there will be many more houses in
the neighborhood. Look badk at the air photo.
Do you think that is the right answer?

Picture 2 says there will be not as many houses
after the freeway is built. Look back at the air
photo. Do you think that is the right answer?

Picture 3 says there will be no houses at all in
this neighborhood.

Choose one picture that you think is best. Draw a
circle around the picture that gives the best answer.
(Repeat the question if needed.)

13. The cars will get on and off the freeway at the ramps
that are marked with brown arrows. When these ramps
are built for the cars to get on and off the freewsor,
what will happen?

Picture I says there will be much more traffic
(many more cars) on Red Street. (Point out
Red Street--marked with red crayon.)

Picture 2 says there will be much less traffic
(there will not be as many cars) on Red Street.

Picture 3 says there will be the same number of
cars on Red Street as there are now.

Choose the best answer. Draw a circle around that
picture on row 13.
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14. What will happen to Green Boulevard? (Point out Green
Boulevard, morked with green crayon on the acetate.)

Picture 1 says there will be more cars on Green
itemlevnrA nfter the fr ni:.wny is hu4lt.

Picture 2 says there will be fewer cars on Green
Boulevard after the freeway is built.

Picture 3 says there will be the same nunber of
cars on Green Boulevard after the freeway is
built as there are now.

Choose the best answer. Draw a circle around that
picture on raw 14.

PART II: REGIONAL ANALYSIS

PASS OUT BROM AIR PHOTO, with separate, removable sheet of
acetate.

Have children place name in lower right hand corner.

Say:

15. Draw a green line all around the place that is mostly
one-fanily houses. Draw your line so that almost all
the one-family houses are inside the line.

16. Draw a red line all around the place that is mostly
stores. Draw your line so that all the commercial
place is inside the red line.

17. Draw a brown line all around the place that is mostly
factories. Draw your line so that all the industrial
place is inside the brown line.

18. Mr. Green wants to build a new gasoline station. Put

a green X on a place that would be a good place for
Mr. Green's gasoline station.

19. Mr. Brown wants to build a new supermarket where he
will have lots of business, and where many people will
came to dhop. Put a brawn X on a good place for a new
supermarket.
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20. The city wants to build a new school for boys and girls.

Put a red X on a good place for a new school.

Pass out RED AIR PHOTO, wlth separate, removable sheet of

acetate Pass out acetate markers. Write child's name in

lower right hand corner.

Say:

This is an air photo of the Central Business District of a

city.

21. Draw a red line all around the central core of the

Central Business District.

22. Draw a green line all around the part of the Central

Business District where you would find mostly banks

and large department stores.

23. Draw a baue line all around the part of the Central

Business District where you would find mostly hotels

and restaurants.

24. Draw a brown line all around a part of the Central

Business District where you would find large parking

lots for people who come to the Central Business

District to dhop.

GRADE ONE STOPS HERE.

PART III: REGIONAL ANALYSIS

(Grade Two Only)

for PAGE 8

Distribute Nap III, the regional nap.

Say:

This is a map of a region we have not studied. Look care-

fully at the map. There are places marked on it. Find

place 1. Find place 2. There are a number of places marked.

Now look at page 8 in your answer book. This is where you

will mark your answers. We will mark one answer together.
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Look at row A on page 8. It has 4 numbers on it.

Number 1, number 4; number 5; number 8. One of
these numbers dhows the ocean. Look at your map.
Find the ocean. Is number 1 ocean? Is number 4
ocean? Is number 5 ocean? Is number 8 ocean?
Choose the number that marks the ocean. Draw a
circle around that number on row A.

Did you mark number 1? That is correct. Number 1
on your map is ocean. (Give assistance if instruc-
tions are not understood.)

Now we will begin. I cannot help you now. Do the best you
can.

25. Find row 25. It has 4 numbers on it. One of those
numbers shows the best place to find good deposits
of sand and gravel. Choose the best place for min-
ing sand and gravel for freeway construction. Nark
that number on row 25 by drawing a circle around it.

26. The freeway mill need cement. Find row 26. It has
4 numbers on it. One of those numbers marks the best
place where cement could be produced. Circle that
number on line 26.

27. Cement, sand, and gravel must be made into concrete
for the freeway. Look at row 27. It has 4 numbers on
it. One of those numbers marks a good place where a
mix plant could be located. Circle that number on
line 27.

28. A new freeway will soon connect City AI City CI and
City D. Find City 11:. City C, and City D. This free-
way will cause the region to change. Houses and
commercial neighborhoods will be built in a place
where there is no city now. Question 28 adks you to
choose the place that will grow. Is it the place be-
tween City A and City C? Is it the place between City
B and City D? Is it the place between City D and Place
4? Choose the place that will grow. Nark an X by the
correct anywer.

29. Look at row 29. It has 4 numbers on it. Choose the
best place for the new fish cannery.
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30. The Greenwood Lumber Company plans to build a new lumber
yard to handle its luMber shipments in this region. It
wants to find a place where it can move lumber in from
its forests in the north, and then truck the lumber out
when customers buy it. Look at row 30. It has 4 num-
bers on it. Find the best place for the Greenwood
Lumber Company to build its new lumber yard. Circle
that number on line 30.

31. The Lemon and. Orange Company -Tants to plant same new
orchards. It wants a place where the weather is mild
and where there is a good supply of water for irriga-
tion. Line 31 has 4 numbers on it. Choose the best
place for the citrus orchard. Circle that number on
line 31.

32. The Lemon and Orange Company wants to build a new
plant to padk lemons and oranges for the markets in all
these cities. Line 32 has 4 numbers on it. Choose the
best place for the new citrus packing plant. Circle
that number on line 32.

33. Supermarkets in D City are having a sale on fresh fish.
Use your purple crayon. Draw a purple line on your
map to show how the fish reaches the supermarkets in
City D.

34. Lumber yards in City A are having a sale on a new ship-
.

ment of lumber. Ute your red crayon. Draw a red line
on your map to show how the lumber reaches the lumber
yards in City A.

35. There are fbur cities on your map. City A. City B.
City C. City D. One of these cities is a busy indus-
trial city. Mark the letter of that city on line 35
of your book. If you think City A is a busy industrial
city, circle the A on line 35. If you think City B is
a busy industrial city, circle the B on line 35. If
you think City C is a busy industrial city, circle the
C. If you think City D is a busy industrial city,
circle the D. Circle one city on line 35.

36. One of these cities probably has a good recreational
harbor. Mark the city that has a good recreational
harbor on line 36. Circle City A or B or C or D on
line 36. Circle one city on line 36.
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37. One of these cities probably has a busy industrial
harbor. Circle that city on line 37 of your book.

38. One of these cities probably has fish canneries and
cans fish for sale in supermarkets in many parts of
the country. Circle the city that probably has fish
canneries on line 38 of your book.

39. One of these cities probably has a cement plant and
produces cement for construction of roads and buildings.
Circle the city that probably has a large cement plant
on line 39 of your book.

40. One of these cities is probably not an industrial city.
It probably is mostly a residential city. Circle that
city on line 40 of your book.

41. One of these cities probably has a water shortage, and
must get its water by digging wells or bringing water
in fran other regions. Circle that city on line 4 of
your book.

42. One of these cities probably can supply most of its own
water needs. It has a good supply of fresh water for
the people who live in that city. Circle that city on
line 42 of your book.



ACHIEVEMENT TEST IN GEOGRAPHY

Level I

Grade 3

DIRECTIONS FOR ADMINISTRATION

spilsyic Directions

Distribute test booklet I. Ask children to write name, and
to fill in date, school, grade, and teacher's name.

Say: Turn to page 1. On this page there are three rows
of pictures. Each row has four pictures. Listen to the
question. Then ma..-k the one picture that answers the
question.

for PAGE 1

Now look at row 1. (Be sure all children are properly
located.)

It shows a SUPERMARKET, a RESIDENCE, a CHUM; a
HOSPITAL.

Draw a line on the picture that shows a place which
would be built in a residential neighborhood.

Now look at raw 2.

It shows a REAL ESTATE OFFICE, an APARTMENT, a RESI-
DENCE, a SCHOOL.

Draw a line on the place which would be built in a
neighborhood commercial center.

Now look at raw 3.

It shows a SUPERMARKET, a DRESS SHOP, a BANK, a
FACTORY.

Draw a line on the place which would be built in an
industrial neighborhood.

Turn to page 2.
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for PAGE 2

Lodk at row 1.

It shows a DEPARTMENT STORE, a HOSPITAL, a FACTORY, a
BANK.

Draw a line on the picture that shows a place which
would be built in a Central Business District.

Look at row 2.

It shows a SUPERMARKET, a DEPARTMENT STORE, a HOSPITAL,
a BANK.

Draw a line on the place vhich would be built in a
growing financial center.

Lodk at row 3.

It shows a HOSPITAL, a CHURCH, a RESIDENCE, an APART-
MENT.

Draw a line on the place which would be built to meet
the religious needs of a city.

for PAGE...2

Look at row 1.

It shows a MAINTENANCE YARD, a FACTORY, a POLE YARD,
a SUPERMARKET.

Draw a line on the place which would be built to
service a city's needs for telephone communication.

Look at row 2.

It shows a FACTORY, a MAINTENANCE YARD, a RAILROAD
SIDING, a POLE YARD.

Draw a line on the place which would be built to
service a city's needs for rubbish collection.
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for PAGE 4

Look at row 1.

It slims a flUTva.4%.......41, a iLOUMLit a A.IPLEX, an APARTMENT.

DTEM a line on the one-family residence--the one-
family residence.

Look at row 2.

It shows a HOSPITAL, an APARTMENT, a HOUSE, a SCHOOL.

Draw a line on the many-families residence--the many-
families residence.

Look at raw 5.

It shows an APARTMENT, a RAILRCAD SIDING, a SUPERMAN:Ea,
a FACTORY.

Draw a line on the cammercial place--the commercial
place.

for PAGE 5

Look at row 1.

It shows a SCHOOL, a HOUSE,
FACTORY.

Draw a line on the place in
in the industrial region.

Look at row 2.

a REAL ESTATE OFFICE, a

the industrial region--

It shows a SUPERMARKET, a HOSPITAL, a DRESS SHOP, a
REAL EST= OFFICE.

Draw a line on the place in the core of the Central
Business District--in the core of the Central Business
Instrict.

Look at row 3.

It shows a HOTEL, a DRESS SHOP, an APARTMENT, a FACTORY.
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Draw a line on the place in the outside area of the
Central Business District--in the outside area of
the Central Business District.

for PAGE 6

Look at row 1.

It shows a RAILROAD YARD, a BAY, a RESIDENCE, a CHURCH.

Draw a line on the recreational place--the recreational
place.

Look at row 2.

Draw a line on the harbor--the hartor.

STOP. This is the end of Part I.
(Children may be given chance to stand up and stetch,

if needed.)

for PAGE 7

On this page you will find pictures of same different kinds

of places. On each row I will tell you to draw a line on

one kind of place. Do the best you can. If you think you

know the place, be sure to draw a line on that picture.

Look at row 1.

Draw a line on the picture that shows a bluff. a bluff.

Look at row 2.

Draw a line on the picture that shows a delta. a delta.

Look at row 3.

Draw a line on the picture that shams a mesa. a mesa.

for PAGE 8

Look at row l.

Draw a line on the picture that shows a valley, a

valley.
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Look at ray 2.

Draw a line on the picture that shows a mountain, a
mountain.

Lodk at row 3.

Draw a line on the picture that Shows a canyon. a

canyon.

for PAGE 9

Lodk at raw 1.

Draw a line on the picture that Shays a coastal st:and.
(repeat)

Look at row 2.

Draw a line on the picture that Shows an island. an

island.

for PAGE 10

Distribute Map I (regional contour map of an hnothetical
region).

Look carefully at this map. It shows a region near the
ocean, where rivers and mountains are found. The mountains
are found where the contour lines (these curved lines) are
drawn. They show haw high the land is. The arrows (point
to them) Shaw the direction the wind blaws.

Seven places are markee on this map. Find place 1. Place
2. Place 3. (etc. to place 7).

1. Now look at page 10 in your answer book. Question 1
tells you to find a place on your map that is a shel-
tered valley. You have four answers to dhoose from.
Your four answers are written on line 1. They say
place 1, paace 3, place 4, and place 6. Has everyone
found line 1? (Be sure all children know where the
choices are located.)
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Choose the one best answer. Is place 1 a sheltered
valley? Look at your map and see. Is place 3 a
ohol+evrsoA lro1 1 oer9 To "Nloeto 11 o e4øi1 rollo.10 Te.

bwItAmoi

place 6 a sheltered valley? look at your nap. Choose
the one best answer. Circle that number on line 1,

2. Question 2 asks you to find a delta. You have 4 an-
swers to choose from. Is place 1 a delta? Is place
2 a delta? Is place 4 a delta? Is place 7 a delta?
Choose the one best answer. Look carefully at your
map before you decide. Then circle the one best an-
swer on line 2.

3. Now look at line 3. Find the place on a bay. Is
place 1 the place on a bay? Is place 2 the place on a
bay? Is place 3 the place on a bay? Is place 7 a
place on a bay? Choose the one best answer. Circle
that answer on line .3.

h, Now look at line 4. Find a place on a river where
there is flooding each year during the rainy months.
Is it place 2? place 4? place 5? place 7? I will
repeat the question. (Repeat) Choose the one best
answer on line 4. Circle it.

5. Now look at line 5. Find a place that is probably the
lowest elevation on the nap. Is it place 1? place 2?
place 3? place 4? Circle the number of the place
that is the lowest elevation on the map.

6. Now look at line 6. Find a place that is the highest
elevation on the map. Is it place 1? 3? 4? 5?

Circle the number of the place that is the highest
elevation on the map.

7. Now look at line 7. Find a place that is an alluvial
valley. Is it place 2? place 3? place 4? place 6?
Circle the one best answer on line 7.

8. Now look at line 8. Find a place th.4t is probably
marshy with surface water and lagoons. Is it place 1?
place 2? place 49 place 7? Circle the one best
answer on line 8.
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ACHIEVEMENT TEST IN GEOGRAPHY

Level II

2EPA.1

DIRECTIONS FOR ADMINISTRATION

acific Directions

for PAGE 1

Ddstribute Regional MakI. (Contour map of hypothetical

3.-egion with land elevations, wind directions, and 7 place

locations marked.)

:

Open yDur answer booklet to page 1. Write your name on that

page. You will mark your answers on this page. Each ques-

tion has four nuMbers. They are places on your map. You
will choose the best anner and draw a circle around it.

Think badk to a time When Indians such as the Gabrieleno or
the Chumash might have lived in this region. Listen to the

question. Then mark your answer by circling the one best

number.

1. Which place on the map would have been a good one for
Indians who lived mainly on shell fish? Was it paace 2,

place 4, place 51 or place 7? I will repeat the question.

Listen carefully. Lodk carefully at your map. Then
circle the one right answer. (Repeat the question.)

2. Now look at line 2. Which place would have been a good
one for Indians who lived mainly on acorns? Nas it place
3, place 4, place 51 place 7? Circle the one best answer.

3. Now look at line 3. Which place was probably visited by
Indians, but not used as a permanent village? TPermanent
means all the time.) Was it place 11 place 21 place 31

place 5? Choose the one best answer. Circle it.

4. Now look at line 4. Which place was probably the largest
Indian settlement? Was it place 3, place 41 place 61
place 7? Circle the best answer.
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5. Sone of the Indians of this region probably noved about
4" see'sch of different food. Q4.estion 5 shows 4 possible
vgys the Indians might have moved. One answer is right.
Choose one. PUt an X on the line in front of tle answer
you choose. The first answer says the Indians at place
1 noved to place 2 for food. The second answer says the
Indians at place 2 moved to place 7 for food. The third
answer says the Indians at place 3 moved to place 4 for
food. The last answer says Indians at place 6 moved to
place 5 for food. Only one of these answers is right.
Mark one answer with an:K.

6. Now lodk at question 6. Here are four more possible ways
Indians might have moved about. Choose the one best
answer. Mark it with an X. The first answer says Indians
at place 7 moved to plate 4 for food. The third answer
sgys Indians at place 4 nove to place 5 for food. The
fourth answer says Indians at place 5 moved to place 4
for food. Only one of these answers is correct. Mark
it with an X.

for PAGES gza

Distribute map of r ypothetical
region, with landforms, wind direction, ane ',ce loca-
tions identified).

Say:

Place Map II in front of you. Turn to page 2 in your answer
book. Write your name at the top of the page. Then listen
to What I tell you to do.

Look tarebilly at this nap. It dhows land near the ocean,
where rivers and mountains are found. ArTOMB show the wind
direction during the winter months of the year. Eight
places are marked on this nap. Find place 1, 21 3, 4, 5, 6,
7, and 8.

Idsten carefully to these questions. Then circle one answer
for eadh question.

7. Look at line 7 on your answer sheet. Find a place on
your map where you mould find chaparral growing. Is it
place 1, place 21 place 4, or place 7? Circle the one
best answer.
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8. Now look at row 8. Find a place on your map where you
would find riparian vegetation. IR it place 11 place 21
place 51 or place 6'.? Choose the one best answer.
Circle it.

9. Now look at line 9. Find a place on your map where
you mould find oak parkland. Is it place 21 51 6, or
7? Circle the one best answer.

10. Now look at line 10. Find a place on your map where
you mould find coastal sage vegetation. Is it place 1,
3, 4, or 7? Circle the one best answer.

11. Now look at line 11. Find a place that probably has
the heaviest rainfall during the year. Is it place
1, 3, 5, or 8? Circle the one best answer.

12. Now look at line 12. Find a place that probably is a
desert. Is it place 1, 3, 4, or 7? Circle the one
best answer.

13. Think back nuw to the time the Spanish settlers first
came to a region like this one. Listen carefully to
these questions. Choose the one best answer. Look
now at line 13.

Find the place that would probably develop as the first
Spanish pueblo in this region. Is it place 11 place 5,
place 71 or place 8? Choose the one best answer.
Circle it. Where would the pobladores build their
firs-o city?

14. Look at line 14. Find the place on your map that would
probably develop as the first Spanish military fort in
this region. It is place 1, 21 71 or 8? Circle the
one test answer.

15, Look at line 15. Find a place vhere there is probably
a good, yeav-round source of fresh water for drinking
and for crops. Was it place 1? place 3? place 7?
place 8? Circle the one best answer.

16. Now lodk at line 16. Find a place where ranchos would
first be claimed. Would it be place 1? place 4?
place 5, or place 7? Circle the one best answer.
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17= Nnwlnnk nt linn 17. FinA a pinc= wharn ronchos w^ulA
probably develop next. Was it place 21 place 4, place
71 or place 8? Circle the one best answer.

18. Look at line 18. Find a good place for building a dam
to prevent flooding in the rainy season. Is it place
11 place 31 place 6, or place 7? Circle the one best
answer.

19. Vow look at line 19. Find a place where early settlers
would probably need to depend on wells for drinking
water. Is it place 1, place 6, place 7, or place 8?
Circle the one best answer.

20. Now look at line 20. Find a good place to build
ditches to carry water to irrigate crops such as wheat,
vegetables, and fruit trees and vines. Is it place
4, 6, 7, or 8? Circle the one best answer.

21. Naw look at line 21. Find a good place to build a
reservoir to provide water for a growing city. Is it
place 1, 3, 6, or 7? Circle the one best answer.

22. Now look at line 22. Find a good place to settle if
settlers depended mainly on nearby water for their
needs. Was it place 31 6, 7, or 8? Circle the one
best answer.

23. Now look at line 23. Find a place where a city would
probably grow When a good water system was built to
pipe water to many hones. Is it place 21 4, 5, or
place 8? Circle the one best answer.

24. Naw look at line 24. Find what is probably the last
place to grow into a city, because of the diffiaulty
of getting water for people's homes. Is it place 1,
4, 7, or 8? Circle the one best answer.
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